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GENERAL REEVALUATION

FOR FLOOD COUTROL AND RELATED PURPOSES

RED AND RED LAKE RIVERS AT

EAST GRAND FORKS, MIINESOTA

SYLLABUS

The East Grand Forks General Reevaluation is a study of flood problems

at East Grand Forks, Minnesota.

This report brings together engineering, economic, and environmental

information and analyzes a wide range of structural and nonstructural

measures for their merit in reducing flood damages at East Grand Forks.

Levees were identified as the only structural measure capable of

significantly reducing flood damages at East Grand Forks. The report

recommends detailed design studies of a plan which includes levees in

combination with nonstructural measures to include floodproofing,

acquisition/relocation, floodplain zoning, flood warning and

forecasting, flood insurance, and an emergency plan of action.
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GENERAL REEVALUATION

FOR FLOOD CON~TROL AND RELATED PURPOSES

A RED AND RED LAE RIVERS AT

EAST GRAND FORKS, MINNESOTA

INTRODUCTION

PURPOSE

The purpose of' this planning study and report is to reformulate flood

damage reduction measures and plans at East Grand Forks, Minnesota. In

1953, a federally authorized project was planned and designed to

protect the city from flooding. Since the 1953 project design, many

* changes have occurred which require a reevaluation of the authorized

project and reformulation of other measures and plans.

SCOPE

This planning study reevaluates the authorized project and other

measures and plans to be responsive to changed conditions and needs

since authorization (1953). This study updates the planning,

engineering, economic, and environmental data base, in accordance with

current Federal water resource planning policies, procedures, and
regulations, to aid decision-makers in the identification and selection

of the best flood damage reduction plan for East Grand Forks. The

study area is limited to the municipality of East Grand Forks and any

*44~3.other areas upstream and downstream along the Red River of the North,
the Red Lake River, and tributaries which may be affected by proposed

measures and plans.



This project, as described in House Document 185-81-1, was authorized

by the Flood Control Acts approved 30 June 1948 and 17 May 1950. The

Flood Control Act approved 31 December 1970 extended authorization of

this project to 17 April 1975 to allow local interests additional time

to furnish local cooperation assurances. The pertinent paragraphs are

reproduced below:

1. The portion of the 1948 act authorizing this project is:

"The comprehensive plan for flood control and other

purposes in the Red River of the North drainage basin,

North Dakota, South Dakota, and Minnesota as set forth in

* the report of the Chief of Engineers dated May 24, 1948, is

approved and there is hereby authorized the sum of
.L,. $2,000,000 for the partial accomplishment of that plan."

2. Supplemental authorization in the 1950 act is:

"In addition to previous authorizations, there is hereby

authorized the completion of the plan approved in the Flood

Control Act of June 30, 1948, in accordance with the report

of the Chief of Engineers contained in House Document

Numbered 185, Eighty-first Congress, for the Red River of

the North Basin, at an estimated cost of $8,000,000."

3. The 1970 act states:

"Notwithstanding the first proviso in section 201 of the

~ Acts entitled 'An Act authorizing the construction, repair,

and preservation of certain public works on rivers and

harbors for navigation, flood control, and for other

2
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purposes' approved June 30, 19J48 (62 Stat. 1171) and May

17, 1950 (6~4 Stat. 63), the authorization in section 203 of'

the Act of' June 30, 194I8, and section 20~4 of the Act of May

17, 1950, of the project for local protection at East Grand

Forks, Minnesota, shall expire on April 17, 1975, unless

local interests shall before such date furnish assurances

satisfactory to the Secretary of the Army that the required

V local cooperation in such project will be furnished."

A local cooperation agreement was furnished by East Grand Forks and

accepted in 1975. Local interests would be required to:

1. Provide without cost to the United States all lands, easements,

rights-of-way, and spoil disposal areas necessary for the

construction and subsequent maintenance of the proposed channel
and levee improvements, when and as required.

2. Hold and save the United States free from damages due to the

construction and subsequent maintenance of those works, except

for damages due to the fault or negligence of the Government or

its contractors.

3. Maintain and operate all of the channel and levee improvement

* works after completion in accordance with regulations

prescribed by the Secretary of the Army.

4. Make at their own expense all necessary changes to utilities,

highways, and bridges including approaches.

5. In acquiring lands, easements, rights-of-way and spoil disposal

areas necessary for the construction and subsequent maintenance

of the flood protection works, comply with the applicable

provisions of the "Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real

3
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Property Acquisition Policies Act of 1970", Public Law 91-646,

approved 2 January 1971.

THE REPORT

This report is divided into two parts: (1) Main Report and (2)

Supporting Documentation. The main report identifies the study

objectives, the planning constraints, and the planning process;

summarizes the results of supporting studies as they are used to

identify, evaluate, screen, and select various measures and plans;

summarizes the views of interested publics; and recommends a plan

composed of several flood reduction measures for design study. The

supporting documentation contains the detailed support studies used to

reach the study findings and recommendations.

PLANNING PROCESS

This general reevaluation study was a three-level planning effort.

Each succeeding level reflected an increase in planning detail,

focusing on problem identification, plan formulation, impact

9 assessment, evaluation, and screening of alternative measures and plans

until decision-makers could identify and select a best plan. The first

level of effort, a plan of study, emphasized the flood problem and

possible measures and plans to solve the problem. The second level of

effort (working papers) emphasized identification, evaluation, and

screening of a full range of flood damage reduction measures and

identification of preliminary plans. The third level of effort (this

report) provides a recommendation for construction and implementation

of the best flood damage reduction plan for East Grand Forks. The

report recommends Federal participation in the plan.

The next step in the planning process is the detailed design of the

plan's structural and nonstructural measures. The output of future

14



design studies is a general design memorandum which includes the

detailed engineering, economic, and environmental aspects of the

selected plan and project features.

STUDY PARTICIPANTS AND COORDINATION

The Corps of Engineers has primary responsibilities for conducting the

planning study, reformulating project alternatives and formulating

other plans, consolidating information from other agencies and local

interests, and preparing the report. Federal agencies with

responsibilities to provide advice and information in key areas include

the Fish and Wildlife Service, Geological Survey, Department of

Transportation, Heritage Conservation and Recreation Service,

Environmental Protection Agency, and Soil Conservation Service.

Liaison was maintained with concerned State and local agencies in

Minnesota such as the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources,

Department of Transportation, and Pollution Control Agency; Polk

County; and the city of East Grand Forks. Because of the wide range of

measures analyzed, coordination was necessary with the city of Grand

Forks, various nearby rural townships, and other groups interested in

water resource problems of the Red River Valley.

The most intensive coordination was with city officials and residents

of East Grand Forks because this flood control project is authorized

solely for local protection, would benefit primarily East Grand Forks,

and is composed of work elements within its municipal boundaries. The

mayor and city council of East Grand Forks appointed a flood control

committee to work with the Corps in formulating and selecting

alternatives. This committee is composed of members of the city

council, the civil defense director, residents of the floodplain, and a

liaison contact with Grand Forks. Meetings with this committee began

shortly after initiation of the study in November 1979 and continued,

as necessary, throughout the study.

-. 5



PRIOR STUDIES AND REPORTS

Several studies of the flood problems in the Red River of the North

basin have been conducted. Significant studies that have an impact on

the city of East Grand Forks include:

o Definite Project Report on Red River of the North at Grand Forks,

North Dakota-East Grand Forks, Minnesota, May 1953. Following the

19J48 project authorization, the most detailed investigation of East

Grand Forks' flood problems and possible solutions was performed

for the Definite Project Report. This report contained detailed

designs for the authorized projects at Grand Forks and East Grand

Forks. Construction of the authorized project at Grand Forks was

undertaken in the 1950's. The design for East Grand Forks was

completed, but the project was never constructed.

o Red Lake River Subbasin, Minnesota. Feasibility Study for Flood

Control and Related Purposes, March 1977. This study concluded

that a reservoir near Huot, Minnesota, could provide significant

protection for Crookston, Minnesota, and was socially acceptable.

It would not, however, provide significant protection for East

Grand Forks. No plans were found to be economically feasible and

no Federal projects were recommended.

o Grand Forks-East Grand Forks Urban Water Resources Study. July

1981. This study reviewed the feasibility of the 1953 authorized

levee plan, examined the feasibility of increasing the degree of

protection of the authorized plan, evaluated the feasibility of

flood protection for new areas of development upstream and

downstream of the authorized project, and prepared an emergency

plan of action for the city until such time as a more permanentU flood damage reduction plan could be carried out in East Grand

6
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Forks. The study found the authorized project with modifications

to be feasible and in 1977 recommended further analysis of the

flood problem during postauthorization studies.

o General Reevaluation and Environmental Impact Statement for Flood

Control and Related Purposes, Sheyenne River. North Dakota. April

1983. The Corps has completed postauthorization studies on the

Sheyenne River, North Dakota. The report findings indicate that

construction of recommended flood control improvements on the

Sheyenne River would not significantly reduce flood stages at East

Grand Forks.

o The Corps has completed studies on the Wild Rice River, Minnesota.

The study findings indicate tnat recommended flood control

improvements on the Wild Rice River would not significantly reduce

.1 the flood problem at East Grand Forks. For both the Sheyenne River
and the Wild Rice River, results to date indicate, both in timing

and effect, that possible flood control improvements are too far

upstream to have a significant impact on flood stages at East Grand

Forks.

o The Department of Housing and Urban Development, Federal Insurance

Administration, conducted the following studies for the city to

help local and regional planners promote sound land use and

floodplain management:

5 - Flood Insurance Study, City of East Grand Forks, Minnesota, Polk

-~ County, September 1977, HUD.

i - FIRM Flood Insurance Rate Map, Community - Panel Number

2752360005C Revised 20 July 1979.
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EXISTING WATBER PROuJECTS

On the basis of' the 1953 Definite Project Report prepared by the St.

Paul District, Congress authorized a levee plan for East Grand Forks.

Until recently, the authorized plan was not studied further because the

city would not indicate that it would meet local cooperation

requirements. Following several serious floods in the mid-1960's, the

city signed an official agreement indicating willingness to participate

in the project.

During the floods in the mid-1960's, emergency levees were constructed

which generally followed the alignment of the levees authorized in the

1953 Definite Project Report (see the following figure). Beginning

with the flood of 1965 and with repeated emergency activities in 1966,

1969, 1975, 1978, and 1979, these levees were raised, widened, and

extended to provide emergency flood protection for an increasing number

of residents of' East Grand Forks. The major portion of' emergency

levees remains in place from year to year. As floodwaters subside,

some portions need to be removed primarily to relieve the excess weight

of levee fill on unstable riverbanks.

It should be emphasized that the emergency levees do not meet the Corps

of Engineers standards for permanent flood protection at East Grand

Forks. They have, however, provided emergency protection against major

floods, but at considerable expense to the resources of local, State,

and Federal agencies.

8
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PLAN FORMULATION K

GENERAL

POPULATION TRENDS

*. The following table illustrates population totals for Polk County, East

Grand Forks, and the Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area (SMSA) for

*1960, 1970, and 1980. During this 20-year period, the population of

Polk County decreased 3.7 percent.

Population Totals for 1960, 1970, and 1980
Polk County, East Grand Forks, and the SMSA

% Change % Change % Change
Place 1960 1970 1980 1960-70 1970-80 1960-80

Polk County 36,182 34,435 34,844 -4.8 1.2 -3.7
East Grand Forks 6,998 7,607 8,537 8.7 12.2 22.0
SMSA 85,000 96,000 101,000 12.9 5.2 18.8

SOURCE: U.S. Census Bureau

ECONOMY/EMPLOYMENT

East Grand Forks, Minnesota, and Grand Forks, North Dakota, form a
strong regional trade center. The cities are an example of a

metropolitan area working together while servicing the respective

States of each city. Industry is a significant force in East Grand

Forks. Agriculture plays an important role in the area economy. The

diversity of the area produces a relatively stable local economy.

Agriculture

The flat, former glacial lakebed that forms the Red River Valley makes

it one of the Nation's most productive small grain, potato, and sugar

10



- beet areas. Over 40 percent of all economic activity in the East Grand

Forks area is directly related to agriculture.

Co~ercial/Industrial

Manufacturing enterprises in East Grand Forks include processing plants

for locally-grown grain, potatoes, and sugar beets. One of the major

employers is the American Crystal Sugar Company, with 200 employees.
Five firms perform various potato processing and related warehousing

functions. Old Dutch Foods employs 40 area residents.

Retail

In Polk County, food stores, auto dealers, and service stations

dominate the retail trade, accounting for 52 percent of total county

retail sales in 1972.

Other

Located approximately 10 miles from East Grand Forks, the Grand Forks

Air Force Base contributes to the economy of the Grand Forks-East Grand

Forks metropolitan area.

HOUS ING

Total housing units for East Grand Forks in 1960, 1970, and 1980 are

shown in the following table.

Housing Units in East Grand Forks, 1960, 1970, and 1980
% Change % Change % Change

Place 1960 1970 1980 1960-70 1970-80 1960-80

East Grand Forks 2,038 2,282 3,4167 11.9 51.9 70.1

SOURCE: U.S. Census Bureau



In East Grand Forks, 37.5 percent of the housing units were constructed

before 1940O. Development of the city has generally followed a

concentric zone pattern, expanding from the central core areas toward

the outer fringe areas.

EDUCATION

East Grand Forks Independent School District 595 includes seven

schools: three elementary, a junior high, a senior high, one

vocational center, and a vocational technical institute providing

cooperative high school and post-high school training.

Sacred Heart parochial (Roman Catholic) schools provide elementary and

high school education.

College-level educational opportunities are available at the University

of North Dakota in Grand Forks and at the University of Minnesota

Technical College and a community college in Crookston, Minnesota.

Educational attainment levels in the Polk County and East Grand Forks

areas are 9.2 and 12.1 years, respectively. As a comparison, the

median school years completed in Minnesota are 12.2.

GOVERNMENT

The East Grand Forks political structure operates under a mayor-council

form of government. Council members are elected every ~4 years, while

the mayor is elected for a 2-year term.

Major city governmental departments include the Administration,

Municipal Court, School System, Police and Fire, and Recreation.

Primary sources of revenue for East Grand Forks city operations include

12



property taxes, various fees and miscellaneous taxes, Federal/State

allotments, and utility assessments and revenues.

COMMUNITY SERVICES

Communication

East Grand Forks has one weekly newspaper, The Exponent.

Radio station KRRK broadcasts 241 hours daily with a broadcasting range

of 120 miles. The University of North Dakota sponsors KFJM, a radio

station featuring noncommercial broadcasting from sunrise to sunset.

Three other radio stations serve the area.

Five television channels are available for residents' viewing.

Telephone service is available through Northwestern Bell Telephone

Company.

Tranisportation

Located at the junction of U.S. Highways 2 and 220, East Grand Forks is

across the Red River of the North from Grand Forks, North Dakota.

Access to Interstate Highway 1-29 near Grand Forks provides area

'S~residents a convenient route north to Canada and south to Mexico. U.S.

Highway 2 is the east/west route in the northern part of the United

.4. States, spanning the Nation from Portland, Maine, to Spokane,

Washington. Commercial airline service is available at Grand Forks

4 International Airport, 7 miles from East Grand Forks.

13



PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION

GENERAL

East Grand Forks lies on the east bank of the Red River of the North

approximately 298 miles above the mouth of the river at Lake Winnipeg,

Manitoba, Canada (see the following figure). The drainage area of the

Red River at East Grand Forks Is about 20,600 square miles. The Red

Lake River bisects the community and intersects the Red River upstream

of the commercial area. The Red Lake River drains approximately 5,700

square miles. The Red Lake River provides about 45 percent of the

normal flow of the Red River at East Grand Forks and, like the Red

River, is characterized by marked seasonal variations in flow. Spring

snowmelt flows greatly exceed late summer and autumn low flows.

Grand Marais Coulee is another important tributary of the Red River.

The coulee drains approximately 275 square miles in Minnesota and flows

east and north of East Grand Forks to its confluence with the Red River

*of the North. At high flows on the Red River, water backs up the

coulee toward East Grand Forks. At high flows on the Red Lake River,
water breaks out of the Red Lake River near Fisher, Minnesota, and

*flows northwest to the Red River. High flows in the coulee have

blocked normal traffic in the area.

Heartville Creek is another important creek that drains a small

watershed paralleling the east side of the Red River of the North

upstream of East Grand Forks. At high flood levels such as in 1979,
flows on the Red River break out of the Red River into the creek and

flow north to its confluence with the Red Lake River at East Grand

Forks. Flows also back into the creek from high flows on the Red Lake

River. Hign flows in this tributary have blocked normal transportation

routes in the area.

15
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Naturally, the most severe flooding comes when high discharges on the

Red and Red Lake Rivers coincide. Under flood conditions, East Grand

Forks is subject to high water along four general areas: the east bank

of the Red River, the north and south banks of the Red Lake River,

backwater from Grand Marais Coulee on the north and east city

boundaries, and backwaters along Heartville Creek. The following

figure identifies the 1-percent chance and standard project flood

outlines for East Grand Forks. Forty-four percent of the city's land

area is inundated by the 1-percent chance flood with much indirect

damage as a result of storm water and sanitary sewer backup. At the

standard project flood level, virtually the entire city is flooded.
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The following table displays the city's flood risk for a given flood

event in percent chance of occurrence in a given time interval.

Flood Chances for East Grand Forks

Percentage of Risk for Given Time
Stage Elevation Discharge Interval in Years

Flood (Feet) (Feet) (cfs) 5 10 20 50 70 100

5-year 39.0 817.3 30,800 67 89 99 100 100 100
10-year 43.6 821.9 45,000 40 65 88 99 100 100
25-year 47.2 825.5 66,200 18 34 56 87 94 98
50-year 49.3 827.6 84,900 10 18 33 64 76 87
100-year 51.7 830.0 106,000 5 10 18 39 51 63

Flooding of structures and flood damage at East Grand Forks begin at

about a stage of 41 feet. To understand the chart and flood risk,

follow the boldface example. A 100-year flood is a flood which would

raise the water level of the Red River at Riverside Park (just below

the dam) 51.7 feet above the existing river channel when dry. This is

equal to an elevation of 830.0 feet above sea level. The river has a

1-percent chance of reaching this level in any given year. The flow at

this level is 106,000 cubic feet per second which is the volume of

water that will flow past every second. There is a 63-percent chance

that a 100-year (1-percent chance) flood would occur in East Grand

Forks in the next 100 years.

Principal physical factors contributing to flooding include the very

flat river slope, northward drainage, channel obstructions, and past

and future changes in the basin hydraulics such as agricultural

drainage and diking. The low river slope of one-half foot per mile

retards drainage from the area. The flow of surface runoff from

southern areas into still frozen river reaches at times results in ice

jams and increased river stages. Roads, bridges, and urban and

agricultural levees obstruct and constrict flood flows. Local

19
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interests feel strongly that improved agricultural drainage on lands

tributary to the Red River has increased the amount of runoff and

frequency of serious flooding along the Red River and Red Lake River.

Farmer-constructed levees north of East Grand Forks have significantly

reduced floodplain storage with resultant higher flood stages and

velocities along these reaches.

CHANGES SINCE AUTHORIZATION

The authorized project was reevaluated to determine if the project as

designed circa 1953 was still the best plan for the city based on

changed conditions. Since authorization, changes have occurred in the

following areas:

o Occurrence of outstanding floods.

o Economic conditions.

o Views of local interests.

o Plan formulation procedures.

o Engineering requirements and cost factors.

A o Environmental and social impacts and effects.

Occurrence of Outstanding Floods

The floodplains of the four watersheds at East Grand Forks experience

frequent flooding. The following figure identifies floods of record

above bank-full stage at the U.S. Geological Survey gage on the Red

River at East Grand Forks. Variations in shading on the graph indicate

more than one flood during a given year. The horizontal lines identify

the various floods in percent chance of occurrence for any given year

based on historical records.
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The following table displays the ten highest floods of record at East

Grand Forks. Seven of the ten highest floods of record have occurred

at East Grand Forks since 1950. In order of magnitude, the 1897 flood

is the highest flood documented from historic records, although the

1979 flood of record came within one-half foot of the 1897 flood. The

1979 flood was approximately 3 feet below the 1-percent chance flood.

Highest Floods in Order of Magnitude
Red River of the North at East Grand Forks, Minnesota~

1 )

Stage Elevation Estimated Peak Discharge
Date of Crest (Feet) (Feet) (cfs)

10 Apr 1897 49.3 827.65 85,000
26 Apr 1979 48.6 827.00 82,000
18 Apr 1882 45.4 823.7 75,000
4 Apr 1966 45.55 823.90 55,000

11 Apr 1978 45.73 824.08 54,200
12 May 1950 45.5 823.8 54,000
16 Apr 1969 45.69 824.04 53,500
24 Apr 1893 43.8 822.2 53,300
17 Apr 1965 44.92 823.27 52,000
14 Jul 1975 43.27 821.62 42,800

(1) At river mile 295.7.

Other major floods occurred, in decreasing order of severity, in 1979,

1978, 1969, 1965, 1950, and twice in 1975. Seven of the ten highest

floods of record have occurred since 1950. Scenes of some of the major

floods are shown on the following photographs.
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Economic Conditions

The i rgest recrJed fIood in the city's nist )ry occurrJ in 18)7.

Jnler preent conditions, tnis flood would have caused $32 'rillion in

Ire 3 . The latest flood occurred in 1979 and caused $3,337,00 Li

ia:,ages. The following table summarizes present and rI2storic conJLDo

flood Jamages wirn anJ witnout a flood fignt.

Flood Damages Under Present and Historic Conditions
Damages Under Act ial Danages UriJe

Present Conditions Historic Condifas
Without a Flood Fignt Inclading toe F'Lool Fi>nt

Year ($ Million's) 1$ Millton's)

197; 23.6 ,.9
1973 7.7 0.1
1975 (July) 2.4 0.4
1975 (April) 2.3 0.5

1969 7.7 0.1
1966 7.3 0.6
1965 6.0 0.8
1950 7.3 0.7
1837 32.0 -

The comriunitv has continued to grow and develop, increasing in

popuilation from 5,049 in 1950 to 8,537 in 1980. East ]rand Forks is

-currently susceptible to significant flood damages. Flood damages for

te stuJy area have been identifieJ for two major categories:

-esilential damages and commercial damages. Commercial damages include

industrial and publi'c damages. The following table displays da:mages by

ategory and event frequency.

------ _Damag bynEvent Frequenc ($ Millions,)
S t anlar

*Da:'ug 5- 13- 25- 53- 103- 500- Project
a--egory . Yar Year Year Year Year Year -ood

.oi..-rial 0 0 3.5 9.3 20.3 57.5 143.5
e' uentia 0.3 2.3 12.3 21.6 26.9 3.9 50.3

'ta 0.8 2.3 15.5 31.4 47.2 90.4 193.5
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Views of Local Interests

.P. Until recent ly, tne autnorized plan at East 3ranl Fr.s 4a.s not.

"ini.nente because tne city would not guarantee tiat ot I n,?
_3ci- -e, i..remento. In the 1950's tnis may have been an understanI{oL.

position, considering that most residents at tnat time nad experiercc.

a :major Jrought in the 1930's to tne mid-1940's and only one major

),flo in tne 1950's. However, following several serious floods in tvr

tate 1,,O0's, the community's perception of flooding changed anA the

city signei an official agreement indicating willingness to participate

in tne project. The city has also entered the regular phase of tne

National Flood Insurance program adopted 23 September 1977. The State

'V of Minnesota, Division of Waters, nas also taken an active interest in

tne study and strongly supports project planning which incorporates

structural and nonstructural measures.

Plan Formulation Procedures

Federal legislation, Federal Executive Orders, Corps policy an.

regulations, and local regulations critical to the reformulation of tne

authorized project have changed significantly since 1950. Over '6

changes in Federal legislation, 33 Federal Execitive Orders, and

numerous cnanges in Corps policy and regulations as welL as local

regulations and policy have occurred wnich dire:tly or indirectly

impact on tne formulation and evaluation of the autnorized project and

other plans at East Grand Forks, Minnesota. The most significant

- . cnange in Federal legislation is the requirements for formulation
- identified in tne "Economic and Environmental Principies and Guidelines

fr ,ater and Related Land Resources Implementation Stid 3s pursuant
to tne Water Resources Planning Act of 1965 (Public Law 3-0, as

anenJel 10 Maron 1983). Significant FeJeral Executive Driers, as

a-'.-" aen eI, include: Execitive Order 11514 whi2n outlines tn e

orsonsioilities of Federal agencies in consonance tn itle I of the

9.•
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13o.1 a L' n Lnrnn-.t-aI Policy A-,t of 1969; Ex ~tve Dr'Ae2 1 139)3 wn Lcn

outlines tne r.sponsiboiit'es of Federal enote in .orinance w its

the National Environ.nzntal Policy Act of 1969, the National Historic

,Pre atLn A2t of' 1966, the Historic Sites Act of 1935, inJ the

Aniqiities Act of 1906; Executive Orier 11)83 ;hich o.iinec the

responsioilities of Federal agencies in the role of floodplain

flianagement; and Executive Order 11991 wnicn includes procedures for

early EIS (environmental impact statement) preparation and requirements

for impact statements.

in adlition, the following Corps policy is significant to the

formulation process:

o To formulate projects which, to the extent 9ossible, avoid or

minimize adverse impacts associated with use of the base floodplain

and avoid inducing development in the base floodplain unless there

is no practicable alternative for the development.

o To provide an optimum degree of protection consistent with safety

of life and property. Where the consequences of large floods woull

be catastrophic (i.e., where there is a potential for project

failure in such an event, with attendant risk to the lives of many,

which cannot otherwise be guarded against reasonably) tne standard

project flood is tne d!esirable goal for minimum level of protection

for urban areas. This goal is particularly applicable to flood

damage prevention projects involving hign levees, hign flooiwails,

• -and rapid flow velocity channels in urban areas.

o :ne Corps practice of consideration of nonstructural measures in

the planning and formulation of all flood Jamage reduction plans.

3ignificant State and city regulations and policies :ritical to the

formulation of plans include the following:

% % %



* ~ ~I ulat ions: rinnesota Strte and 7ist Iran i)rKO r .l ri,,2

rI'-a in<r ;o Stat e-4i e 3t;ind irIs i nd Cr Lril for '-tIn ie'le:it

Dio. P La in Areas of Minnes3ot a (MiInnesota Re,:ri it 'on ARN ')

",2) ?ne minimum hei-ht and structural design of iny dike:3,

. levees, floodwalls or similar stri ctiral works in

place, or proposed to be placed in the floodplain snali
'I

be based on the flood profile of the reiLonal flool

(1 O-year) confined between the struct ire subjoot to

the following:

(aa) For urban areas the minimum authorized heignt and

design of proposed structural works shall be at

least three feet above the elevation of the

regional flood, as confined by the structures, or

shall be at the elevation of the standard project

flood, whichever provides the greater protection

from flooding."

'Ilnnesota Reulation NR 91 firther states that . . no varin e

snail provide for a lesser degree of flood protection trian statre

4n tnese standards." The city of East Grand Forks ias aJDptel

. similar language in its floodolain zoning orlinance.

o State Policy: In a letter dated 16 June 1930, responlioC ta tne

-raft plan of study at East Grand Forks, the State of ,tinnosota

state J . . ."Tne Division of Waters JDes sipport ie :a ei,1

Se:xamknation of the other alternatives that are L.steA >~t w) L

L<e t see additional emphasis p1 iced on tne nonstr -Ct Iral

a ternatlve and on combinations nons' r rct~irl sd str cturu

, Aterna yes. "
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Engnee r:ingRequirements

T:i )r'ject, as .iutiorized, needs to be :nodified -n tvu .d.neral Ar-as

u:~'ueiz~e~r in : that is, in levee design aud plan omponents. Fur

. v s 2 3 g:', ;-e algnnent of cne a-utnoriZe leve dS v 3 ner

e-i neerri Liy a.:-epta:le. The current alignment has been set back fron

2 n stio e e1 anI Re d Lake River oanks. In addition, the design

Sf pr)et,2tion nas oeen raised to a level oeteen the .1-percnt

- 1 :1 n .3 -d s -irl project flood levels consistent with current

-'- ie iioin and Corps poli,-y in urban areas. For plan

tnts, itnDrzzing legislation nas affected a plan formulation

-na: Ie. Puiolti.  aw 3-251 expresses Congressional and Corps olicy

;nat 2onsideratlon be given to nonstructural measures in the planning

and formulation of flood damage reduction plans. Consistent with this
e, 's.ation and Corps policy, the study evaluates the feasibility of

,. nonstructiral measures in combination with structural measures.

Environmental and Social Impacts and Eff'ects

ince the original authorization, social conditions in East Grand Forks

nave clanged considerably. Population nas increased Dy 70 perceit,

since 1950. Increased residential development, ootn nortn and soutn of

t 'e estaolisned city area, led to the extension of the city linits (see

.cne followin3 figure). During this same period of growth, the city

4.: undertook a great deal of redevelop:ment activity. fnis involqea

cLearing and construction of a mall downtown and removal of nomes and

businesses in the floodplain.

-1 -
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General

~o3 >~:i ~ c-irrin flood plan ons a 2~1 ~1 f

3-:1 Lr .i:l -in I a )l3r Lr alI, *eoe rgenoy' -InlI Jo~e'gr: I

:'fl~t~)fl525~r'5. tructural -neasir-es iicle toe 33ntt'OctL-,fl -i~l

pa-L, :'em~ovai )L' en er-enicy levees durinla1 flood events. ~iostr'i. t..Ir'a

e-ner-ncy ano none mer,-:y:' dpooio o

12.4es :ner-geicy flood forecast 105, and 4,irninT1ear~n2 ani1

-~Jn o'~noy-va,2uattIon and relocaion, floodplain zoning, aid fiood

Emer &qqyLevees

During past fLoods, starting in 1965, emergency levees were constructed

andJ r a is ed, 4; lened, and leng-thenedI for suAccessively lari er flood

- ients (3e-, tne following figure). Emer.-ency laeees north of the Red

,~ Rlvzr were constructed with available eartnen mat;erials-, witn

ILittL e co, nsideration g iven to good construction stanidards. They ware

i- :4'Lei to pr-otect agrains~t a one-time event. Portions :f tne ee

n-i t:) be pLa:ce A an.1 r-3moved during eao~i flood event to preven:t )r

'I i:L2 frt3r a.,gravariin )f kyno ,n unstacIle r'i erb-ink- ar- as.

-.nelrency 11 lee souto of tne~Lke Ree a/ ne *osr'c o

Y i~tj~~iIrn/l
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3 -ver i probl-mns witn tne existing emergency Ievee .y 3t-flh:iv . bc.v i

1dentified:

*0 - . Engineering. -

o Lack of interior drainage facilities. Lack of a well designel

permanent drainage system to handle interior drainage requires

emergency pumping of seepage and normal runoff trapped beninA

Slevees during a flood.

SPoor soil foundation stability along the existing emergency levee

alignment. The weak lacustrine soil deposits have resulted in

severe and damaging slides and subsidence of portions of the

emergency levee system. A damaging slide undergoing continued

movement is just north of Sixth Avenue NW. The slide has caused

subsidence of the levee and damages to adjacent residential yards.

Another slide area is located in the commercial parking lot just

upstream and downstream of Demers Avenue. The following figure

identifies known or suspected foundation problem areas in East

.rand Forks.

o inadequate design and construction of emergency levees. The term

"emergency levees" reflects the haste in wnich the levees were

built to provide flood protection. Accordingly, tne emergency

levees do not meet Corps design criteria and constriction

procedures. All but a very small portion of the emergency lavee is

located on marginally stable soils. Altnough the emergency levees

follow tne recommended alignment of the 1953 report, geotechnical

personnel agree that no permanent levee proje.t should be

.onstructe on tnis alignment. Tney also believe that any

alitional raise could result in failure of portions of the

existing emergency levee.

.p.
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_________________ ______

L*IL

_. 
,

POTENTIAL SLIDE AREAS

,1 KNOWN ACTIVE SLIDE 0 0 0 0 4

LOCATION OF KNOWN OR POTENTIAL "I

INSTABILITY EAST GRAND FORKS,

I EAST GRAND FORKS EMERGENCY LEVEE

2 DEMERS BRIDGE AREA
3 MINNESOTA AVENUE BRIDGE AREA

4 MINNESOTA POINT, RED RIVER SIDE

5 MINNESOTA POINT, RED LAKE RIVER SIDE
6 LINCOLN PARK LEVEE f UPSTREAM END )

7 GRAND FORKS BETWEEN BRUCE AND FRANKLIN AVE

8 GREAT NORTHERN RAILROAD BRIDGE

9 RIVERSIDE PARK EMERGENCY LEVEE
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I.

2. Social. -

o False sense of security. The daily visibility and continued

success of emergency flood protection offered by the emergency

levees builds local confidence in the system and may create a false

impression that adequate protection is present or will be

forthcoming in another emergency. Therefore, no local plan of

action has been developed to upgrade the emergency levees during

nonflood periods or to cope with the foundation problem should the

emergency levee fail.

o The constant threat of flooding is almost an annual event. The

city depends heavily on the good will of local and outside

resources to assist during flood emergencies.

o Further encroachment of emergency levees on private property during

flood emergencies.

o Easements for flood works will be obtained during emergency

periods.

o Risk of major economic flood losses even with emergency levees.

Floodplain Zoning

The city of East Grand Forks has adopted Minnesota Statutes, Chapter

104, Flood Plain Management Act, as part of their floodplain zoning

ordinance. The State and city zoning administrator enforce the

regulation to assure that new structures located in the floodway fringe

are properly floodproofed.
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Flood Insurance

Witn the completion of flood insurance studies in 1977 and the adoption

of a floodplain zoning ordinance by the city of East Grand Forks to

include a flood insurance rate map, flood insurance zone and base flood

elevation lines were established for the city. These maps are used to

establish the flood insurance rates for various property owners in the

city. The history of flood insurance policy use is shown in the

following table, which is a summary of flood insurance policies in

force at East Grand Forks in past years.

History of Flood Insurance Policy Use, East Grand Forks

.. Number of Total TDL7_
Date policies coverage Residential Other premlui

Dec 83 219
Dec 82 247

30 Nov 81 172 $5,101,800 $4,334,000 $768,000 $16,775
30 Jun 80 277 7,013,900 6,221,400 768,000 18,774

Dec 79 368
Dec 78 287

Acquisition

In 1979 and 1980, following the spring of 1979 flood, the city of East

V - Grand Forks applied for and received a $645,000 HUD Discretionary grant

to acquire a number of flood-damaged properties and assist occupants in

relocation. The evacuation/relocation effort accomplished acquisition

of 9 single-family homes, 1 four-plex, 1 six-plex, and 12 acres of

land. Six of the single-family homes were in the floodway. Tn eir

removal opened up the floodway to be used as open-space, reduced flood

insurance payments, and facilitated tne protection of a number of other

floodprone structures in East Grand Forks. The city is currently

seeking a Small Cities Community Development Grant to acquire eight

homes and relocate the residents, acquire one commercial establishment,

"'.. 38



and hire a professional consultant to develop a long-range relocation

plan for structures located in the floodplain as part of their

comprehensive guide plan.

Emergency Flood Fightin

* The city of East Grand Forks has developed a very efficient and well-

'7. trained flood fighting group. Following the 1979 flood, the

seriousness of the flood threat as well as the inadequacy of the

existing emergency levee system was very apparent to residents of East

Grand Forks. The city and the Corps recognized that ongoing flood

studies and their recommendations would not be completed quickly and

the feasibility of identifying and implementing any plan was uncertain

for the foreseeable future. Therefore, for at least several years, the

city would need to continue to rely on the emergency flood fighting

measure. They recognized the need for a flood emergency plan of action

* until a permanent levee system or other measures could be implemented.

In July 1981 such a plan was completed. It captures on paper the

city's extensive flood fighting experience to meet the following

objectives.

o Help the city use its flood fighting resources in the most

effective manner.

o Learn from past flood fights - take advantage of the trial and

error process of previous years, anticipate recurring problems, and

avoid repeating unsuccessful efforts.

o Hypothesize possible flood emergency situations that require

actions as yet untried. Plan for contingencies so that the

-~ response is quick and effective.

-a' '.-39



,b o Provide a flexible, evolving manual that can be updated as

experience or community changes dictate.

o Address important emergency areas such as: flood fight

- organization, flood emergency center, cooperating organizations,

preflood preparations, conduct of the flood fight, postflood

, activities, education of the public.

*Emergency flood fight activities have been very costly in terms of

local, State and Federal expenditures of dollars, manpower, and time

resources. The following table summarizes the Federal and city costs

of flood emergency activities at East Grand Forks since 1965.

.Emergency Flood Fight Costs, 1965-1979
Agency Flood year Present wortn (1981 doiiars)" i)

Federai support 1965 $ 512,416
to the city 1966 1,634,264
in-er P~blc 1969 294,052
Law 99-288 1975 217,628

1978 549,668
1979 1,257,978

*. C2 ai 4,466,006

American Red Cross
.rand Forks Chapter 1979 363,959(2)

Salvation Army 1979 20,833 (3)

'1) Valu1es in 1981 dollars based on ENR price indexing.
,2) Covers Grand Forks and Traill Counties, North Dakota, and Polk

-- ,bunty, Minnesota.
- Cosrs for Grand ForKs/East Grand Forks.

These costs are for direct emergency preflood and postflood activities

"* at East Grand Forks such as construction and cleanup of emergency areas

and works. They do not include resources in terms of expense of

'I,]- individual property owners/lost income, outputs of goods and services,
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or contributed manpower necessary to carry out an emergency flood

fight. Despite the city's commendable and effective flood fighting

effort during the 1978 and 1979 spring floods, residents recognize that

future flood fights of greater magnitude will require a similar or more

intensive emergency flood fight effort. Federal assistance dollars for

flood cleanup are becoming more scarce. These costs are currently

becoming more of a local responsibility. For example, cities are now

being required to assume a greater burden of the flood fight cost under

Public Law 288 which requires a 25-percent local cost sharing to carry

.-It postflood cleanup activities.

Emergency and nonemergency floodproofing of properties, other than

public properties, is a property owner's responsibility. During a

flood emergency, a property owner generally initiates and completes

several floodproofing measures including construction of levees around

structures, sealing windows and doorways, turning off utilities,

relocating damageable property above flood levels, etc. New

construction in the flood fringe is required to be floodproofed to city

ordinances.

Emergency Flood Warning and Forecasting

The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), National

Weatner Service, provides flood forecasting service for major river

basins. This system involves predictions of anticipated stages at a

particular gage or gages in the basin similar to the one at East Grand

Forks. These forecasts are based on observed precipitation and stages

at upstream points and anticipated weather conditions. The flood

forecast is transmitted to citiy officials, newspapers, and radio and

television stations in the basin. These media disseminate the

information to residents of the floodplain in the form of a flood

warning. This timely forewarning permits protective measures to be

undertaken by industrial plants, public utilities, municipal officials,
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and individuals with property in the lowlands. Services available are

of the following types:

1. Flash Flood: The responsible Weather Service Forecast Office

supplies weather forecasts twice daily for the State. In

addition to the routine forecasts, special forecasts of severe

-. * storms and general flash flood watches for small streams are

issued as required. WSR-57 Weather Radar installations have

capability for immediate detection and evaluation of rainfall

intensity, location, and storm movement. Information is

promptly relayed by teletype circuits and telephone to news

media and community officials and law enforcement agencies.

The Weather Service Office issues flash flood warnings as

required for small streams in its area of responsibility.

2. Major Floods: River stage forecasts are based on radar

coverage, reports from river and rainfall reporting stations,

and telemetry in or near the basin. The River Forecast Centers

are staffed with professional hydrologists responsible for the

pc eparation of river forecasts based on water equivalent of

snow cover, rainfall-runoff relations, streanflow routing, and

a working knowledge of anticipated weather conditions. The

lead time between distribution of the forecasts and the flood

cetmay be short; however, lead time normally ranges from 1

hours for rainfall to several weeks for snowmelt. Specific

crest forecasts are issued as required. River District Offices

are responsible for interpretation and distribution of flood

% forecasts and operation of the hydrologic reporting substation

network in their area of responsibility.

3.Hydroclimatic Data: Most of the data from the network are

published. These records provide the basis for forecasts as

well as for the planning and design of protective works and
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tneir operation during floods. River and flood forecasting is

fundamental in the design and essential in the operation of a

levee or reservoir system.

Unstable Riverbanks

As the last glacial ice mass receded northward, it formed a barrier to

the natural northerly drainage of the area. This barrier caused a large

lake, Lake Agassiz, to be formed in the present area of the Red River

Valley of North Dakota and Minnesota. The coarse sediments were

deposited as deltas and were worked into beach lines near shore by

waves off the lake. These beach lines are currently the nearest source

Of sand and gravel to East Grand Forks. Fine silts and clays were

carried out into the lake where they settled and formed deposits up to

150 feet thick in parts of the basin. As the ice barrier melted, about

10,000 years ago, northerly drainage was reestablished on the flat

featureless lake bed.

The water flowing over the lake bed slowly eroded ditch-like channels,

establishing the Red River of the North, the Red Lake River, and

others. Erosion continued as these rivers cut deeper into the lake

sediments and started to meander. At some point, the rivers had cut

channels deep enough and wide enough that the riverbanks (lake

sediments) slid into the channel where they were eroded and carried

downstream. Meandering of the river created a floodway within which

the main channel was contained and river sediments were deposited.

T"his is the condition of the rivers today (see the following figure).

The rivers continue to widen the meander belt when the main channel

K- butts into the lake plain, eroding the toe of the slope until a slide

develops. In this sense, landslides in the area are a natural,

recurring phenomenon. Natural landslides are fairly common and can be

found intermittently in rural, undisturbed areas.
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V

Most slide activity in urban areas is precipitated by human activity.

The temptation to create new land at lake plain elevation along the

river by filling was irresistible. What was unknown was that fill

could and has reactivated ancient dormant slides or started new slides

lanidward of the meander belt.

- In tne last century, the Red River Valley has witnessed many foundation

failures. Although the Most famous of those are the grain elevator

failures at Fargo and Winnipeg, serious problems have occurred during

construction of many structures, including buildings, bridges, and

levees. Evidence of distress is usually ivticed during or immediately

following construction. Sliding in most cases is evidenced by cracking

in pavements and structural damage to buildings. Movement may continue

intermittently for many years. In some cases, large displacements

occur very rapidly. In the Red Lake River area east of Crookston, slow

movements occurred intermittently starting in the late 1940's with the

placement of fill on the riverbank. In August 1980, movement increased

dramatically (see the photographs on page 4~6). The driveway to the

convent (background) dropped approximately 15 feet in 15 days and the

area of movement grew several hundred feet in length and up to 100 feet

in width. Large displacement sliding is not necessarily preceded by

any warning of distress as was the case in the construction of the

authorized levee in 1953 in Grand Forks (see the photographs on

page 47).
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Economic Factors

The following table identifies actual flood damages at East Grand

Forks.

Actual Flood Damages, East Grand Forks

Damages Under Actual Damages Under
Present Conditions Historic Conditions

Without a Flood Fight Including the Flood Fight

Year ($ Million's) ($ Million's)

1979 23.6 8.9
1978 7.7 0.1
1975 (July) 2.4 0.4
1975 (April) 2.3 0.5
1969 7.7 0.1
1966 7.3 0.6

1965 6.0 0.8
1950 7.3 0.7
1897 32.0

Damageable property in the city is delineated by two geographic areas

north and south of the Red Lake River. Approximately one-third of the

city is in the 1-percent chance floodplain (base floodplain) as defined

by FEMA. This accounts for about 40 percent of the structures in the

city. Of the total 565 acres of floodplain in the city, 314 acres are

north of the Red Lake River and 251 acres are south of the Red Lake

River.

The city's risk of flood damages is high. The following table

identifies the residential and commercial damage risk that would occur

with a specified event.

Damages by Event Frequency ($ Millions)

Damage
Category 5-year 10-year 25-year 50-year 100-year 500-year SPF

Commercial 0 0 3.5 9.8 20.3 57.5 148.5
Residential 0.8 2.8 12.0 21.6 26.9 32.9 50.0

Total 0.8 2.8 15.5 31.4 47.2 90.4 198.5
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Social Settin

The City's Context. - East Grand Forks is a partner in the Grand Forks-

East Grand Forks metropolitan area. The Metropolitan Statistical Area

(MSA) has a population of 100,944; 43,765 live in Grand Forks and 8,537

live in East Grand Forks. The largest urban area between Fargo-

Moorhead and Winnipeg, the cities maintain close economic and cultural

ties with their agricultural setting.

A dominating fact for East Grand Forks is its small size in relation to

Grand Forks. Both cities benefit by some complementary elements in the

relationship, but for East Grand Forks, the competition is often

experienced as overwhelming. Grand Forks, in addition to more people,

has more commercial and industrial activity, lower taxes, a military

facility, passenger air and rail service, and more extensive media to

emphasize the benefits of Grand Forks. The competition is as much

between the two States as between the two cities, particularly when a

city is trying to understand its problems.

Both cities have long been involved in agricultural industries and have

had considerable residential development. Since North Dakota's recent

legalization of gambling, some business may have shifted out of

Minnesota. Another difference between the States, Sunday business

closing laws, is not fully capitalized upon in East Grand Forks (as it

is in Moorhead), for there are few stores in East Grand Forks that deal

in the types of goods which are prohibited for Sunday sales in North

Dakota. East Grand Forks has an advantage for water-based industrial

development in its superior water supply.

Areas of the City. - The residences of the city are in three general

areas. The northwest area, mostly recent construction, consists of

A large single-family homes near the river, more modest homes away from

the river, and considerable multi-family housing. A golf course and
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cemetery serve as a buffer for farmland north of the city limits. A

few homes extend north of the city limits along Highway 220N.

The centril part of the city contains older single-family homes,

duplexes, ani some denser development, such as the senior citizens'

\ h-rise tI.wer. Most structures are modest in size, but well-

ma'ntainel, witn mature vegetation. Although some of the lowest valued

properties Ln tnis area are near the river, there is no sense of

resi~elti3l. oiight, perhaps because of previous urban renewal which

removed homes from the floodplain. This section is actually separated

into several subareas by the parks, the central business district, the

roads and railway rights-of-way.

Between the Red Lake River and the Red River of the North is the area,

. now primarily residential, known as "The Point". In general, the

larger homes are close to the rivers, with somewhat smaller and older

homes in the center.

Industry in East Grand Forks is concentrated east of the central

business district, along the transportation routes provided by the

railway, Highway 2, Bus. 2, and Highway 220N. An industrial park is

being developed to the east of the city. Most industry is agricultural

and related particularly to potato and sugar beet processing.
~sugar

The central business district is the weak part of the city, both

visually and in terms of its viability. A number of properties on

Demers Avenue are presently vacant; the street itself has been closed

for a mall/parking area, as part of an earlier urban renewal effort.

Some people feel that closure has contributed to the decline in

business activity. Most structures in this area appear to be sound and

present a less-than-desirable appearance only because of the obvious

vacancies among them. Additional commercial buildings stretch out

across from the elevator and railroad area along Demers Avenue, farther
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east. New commercial development has focused on Highway 220N, with

about 43 businesses directly on either side of this strip.

Environmental Resources

East Grand Forks is located along the fringe of the northern floodplain

forest and prairie ecosystems. As a result of urban and agricultural

development, few, if any, prairie areas remain and the forested areas

are limited to sites immediately adjacent to the Red River and its

tributaries. The most common tree species in the river floodplain are

American elm box elder, basswood, and green ash. Other species

include bur oak, hackberry, and cottonwood.

The urban environment of the floodplain forest in East Grand Forks

provides little vegetative diversity with much of the bottomland forest

being maintained as open space or parkland. There are approximatelyPd

114 acres of bottomland forest in the East Grand Forks project area.

For the most part, these areas are characteristic of an urban area,

being highly disturbed with little understory. Areal extent in many

cases is limited to one or two trees in width. Wildlife present in

these areas is typical of an urban environment; squirrels, rabbits, and

a variety of songbirds are most common. Numerous waterfowl pass

through the area during spring and fall migrations, and wood ducks may

utilize some of the less disturbed portions of the area.

There are approximately 114 acres of grass/open areas in the project

area. These areas offer little habitat value for wildlife as the

grassed acres are usually maintained by mowing.

Two endangered species, the bald eagle and the peregrine falcon, may

occur in the project study area. However, these species would be

present only in a migratory or transient status.
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Surface water quality of' the Red River and the Red Lake River in this

vicinity is generally fair, and is affected by erosion, agricultural

practices, and point and nonpoint waste sources from upstream area

* communities. Both rivers have extensive periods of high turbidity,

mainly due to the nature of the streambed (very fine silty clay) and to

the slow settlement of the colloidal clay after turbulence created by

fluctuating stream levels and currents.

Because the Red and Red Lake Rivers support fishable populations of

warmuater game fish, these rivers are classified by the Minnesota

Department of Natural Resources as Class II streams. However, the

physical nature of the Red River and the degradation of the water

quality tend to reduce its productivity.

The soils in the project area are characteristic of soil classes that

are classified as prime farmland. However, because of urban

development, no portions of the project area are considered to be prime

farmland.

Cultural Resources

In accordance with section 106 of the National Historic Preservation

% Act of 1966, as amended, the National Register of Historic Places has

been consulted. As of July 3, 19 8 4 , there are no properties within

the city of East Grand Forks listed on or eligible for inclusion on the

National Register.

The city of East Grand Forks has not been systematically surveyed for

prehistoric or historic archeological sites or historic standing

structures. In 1980, the Minnesota State Historic Preservation Office

conducted a brief "windshield" standing structure survey of East Grand

Forks. This survey identified 14~ potentially significant eligible

structures within the community. Only 1 of the 114 potentially
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significant structures has benassessed frinclusion onthe Naioa

Register of Historic Places. This site, Whitey's Wonderbar, did not

meet the National Register eligibility criteria. The other structures

will either not be impacted by the proposed project or are no longer

considered potentially significant.

During 1981 the St. Paul District, Corps of Engineers conducted a

literature search and records review and preliminary field survey of

the proposed project area in East Grand Forks. This survey followed

the authorized levee alignment. The literature search and records

review identified four additional sites in the immediate vicinity of

East Grand Forks. These sites are: the John Griggs homestead cabin;

the Nash cabin; the Witmarsh house, stable, and field; and 21 PL 2

which is an archeological site. All of these sites have either been

destroyed or are not currently locatable. in addition, one historic

archeological site was located during the preliminary field survey.

This site, the Plantation, was recently destroyed by the expansion of

the East Grand Forks golf course.

In 198J4 the St. Paul District conducted a historic standing structure

survey of all structures within East Grand Forks that may be impacted

by the proposed project. This survey identified two structures that

may potentially qualify for inclusion on the National Register. A more

detailed assessment of these structures will be undertaken during the

* design phase of study.

Archeological surveys have also been conducted in two areas that will

be unloaded and that had potential for the existence of prehistoric or

historic archeological sites. This survey identified one prehistoric

and two historic archeological sites with minimal potential for

*eligibility to the National Register. Nevertheless, these sites will

be tested further to determine their significance in the design phase

of study.
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Recreation Resources

East Grand Forks has 1 1 city parks with a combined area of

approximately 146 acres. In addition, the city has a civic recreation

center, three play fields at elementary schools, and a 0.25-mile

running track and four tennis courts at the senior high school. The

city has leased land to the Valley Golf Association which has developed

a nine-hole golf course open to the public. The city has approximately

1 acre of park area for every 66 people which compares favorably with

the national standard.

FUTURE WITHOUT CONDITION RESOURCE BASE

General

The without future condition is not expected to vary significantly from

the existing condition.

Engineerin

Geotechnical. - Current studies indicate that levee failures are likely

to occur with any increased loading along the existing emergency levee

alignment. Pinpointing the actual event occurrence is difficult as it

will depend on future natural physical processes and human activities.

Two failure scenarios involving structures are possible: (1) failure

with flood damages and foundation damages and (2) failure with

foundation damages without flood damages. The nature and extent of

these damages are also difficult to predict but may be catastrophic,

including possible loss of life.

The most probable future condition without project scenario for East

Grand Forks is that there will be little change from existing flood
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damage reduction practices. It is expected that the community will

continue, on an as-needed basis, to construct emergency levees (earthen

or sandbag) along existing alignments. It is also expected that the

city will continue to raise, lengthen, and widen existing emergency
levee alignments, loading and unloading areas with known foundation.

movement as higher floods occur. At some time during the study period

*1 (next 100 years), some sections of levee will fail either along known

failure surfaces or new ones developed from future activities.

Following a failure, the city would probably reconstruct new emergency

levees, well away from areas of failure, to restore the integrity of

the existing emergency levee system. The disposition of homes,

utilities, and other damageable property between the river and the new

levee would depend upon the nature and extent of damages.

A Hydrology. - Discharge-frequency relationships at East Grand Forks are

based on an equivalent length of record of 1514 years on the Red River

of the North and 1241 years of record on the Red Lake River. No

significant hydrologic changes in established discharge-frequency

relationships are expected to occur with the future condition without
project.

Interior Flood Control. - According to the current development plan

supplied by East Grand Forks, all undeveloped areas other than those
specifically set aside as parks, playgrounds, etc., will be developed

in the next 50 years. The storm water facilities for the area are

already in place for the development. Current plans are to put in

regulated manholes for most of the city. There are no plans to provide

additional interior flood control works such as pumping stations and

ponding areas.
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Economic

Future population growth in the area is expected to remain relatively

K stable. Without the project, a further deterioration of the city's 1-

percent chance floodplain is expected. This area is subject to

floodplain ordinances and faces the risk of damages due to a potential

failure of the emergency levees. Any population shifts and growth will

occur in the northeastern and southern portions of the city outside of

the 100-year floodplain. Some commercial strip development is already

occurring in that area along Highway 220. Industry will probably shift

to the east and residential development will occur outside the

floodplain. Some growth can be expected without the project but it
will occur outside the floodplain. Future flood damage categories will

be affected as follows: residential damages will increase by the

affluence factor which is a projected rate o' increase in damageable

contents over time; commercial damages are projected to remain constant

because the number of commercial properties in the floodplain is not

expected to change.

A total of 2,477 structures are susceptible to flood damages at the 1-

percent chance and standard project flood levels. This includes 2,315

residential structures and 162 commercial structures. Estimated

commercial and residential damages without flood protection at the 1-

percent chance and standard project flood levels are $47.2 and $198.5

million, respectively.

Estimated average annual flood damages without a project at East Grand

Forks are shown in the following table.
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Average Annual Flood Damages ($ Millions)
Damage category 3-1/4 percent interest 8-i/8 percent interest

Commercial 1.0 1.0
Residential 2.2 2.0

Total 3.2 3.0

The city faces considerable economic risk in terms of future flood

damages. The following graph displays the risk in percent chance of

occurring with and without a plan over the next 100 years. The

ordinate shows flood damages in millions of dollars compared to the

probability of a flood event occurring next year which is noted on the

abscissa.

RISK OF DAMAGES IN PERCENT CHANCE
FOR SELECTED FLOOD EVENTS OCCURRING
DURING THE STUDY PERIOD 1990-2090
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Social

The nity currently faces some difficult choices in four related areas:

industrial development, commercial redevelopment, population

maintenance, and flood risk management. Planning and public investment

for each of these needs are occurring or are possible for the near

future. A critical task for the city is to coordinate the efforts, at

*least to the extent of avoiding public expenditures which work at cross

purposes. At best, such coordination could provide a city which makes

real the Vision of its citizens, reflecting their priorities and

-~ values.

Without a project providing permanent flood protection, the city would

experience continued decay of both commercial and residential area 3

(see the following figure). This would be partially due to the

floodplain status of much of the community, which prevents substantial

developments or improvements at reasonable Costs. This decay would be

accelerated if there was a failure of the present emergency leve- .

Restructuring of the community would be forced outside the floodplain.

The commercial development that would occur would probably locate

along Highway 220N, fragmenting the business area and making it even

less competitive against Grand Forks. About two-thirds of the owners

are expected to relocate in East Grand Forks. New residential areas

will gradually develop in the northwest, northeast, and near the

southern city limits as the floodplains closest to the river are

eventually vacated. The presence of an industrial park will encourage

industries to locate increasingly in the northeast quarter near U.S.

Highway 2.
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Institutional ties will become increasingly complex with a

proliferation of organizations, coordination points, and regulations

from higher levels of government. The city government will become more

professional and will increase in size and services. Coordination

requirements as part of the Metropolitan Planning Organization will

lessen the sense of competition with Grand Forks, North Dakota;

nowever, the tax rate difference between the States will continue to

make residence in North Dakota relatively attractive.

Natural Resources

Assuming that resilential encroachment into the floodplain will not be

permitted, the 114 acres of riparian woods in the project area would be

affectel at an estimated loss rate of 0.2 percent per year over the

period of analysis (100 years). This loss rate is assumed to be due to

such factors as minor trail development on public lands, clearing on

private lands, and disease, and will result in about 23 acres of trees

being lost over 100 years.

- rasslands and open areas in the study area (114 acres) would not

ohange significantly over the period of analysis. Some slight losses

Dr adJlitions may occur due to recreational developments, such as ball

. parKs, or the zlearing of small areas of woods.

Cultural Resources

The commun!ty of East 3ranl Forks contains many potentially significant

nistor!c structures that are currently suffering from flood damages.

'~tho~t the project, tne3e structures would continue to be damaged by

fo g. ]o nue f)oding would 313o cause the structures to

er'l )rate to* tne extent that maintenance of the structure3 would be

)r eilminatel. Euentually, over tne 130-year study period, it
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-~ is expected that the oldest structures would be removed or abandoned,

furthering the loss of historic values.

'V Recreation

Residents of East Grand Forks responded to the survey questions on a

recent questionnaire as follows:

1. If the city decides to expand its park system, what facilities

or areas do you think should be developed?

Facility/Areas Percent Favoring

-Hiking trails 39.2

Picnic areas 411.2

Nature trails 32.0

Skating areas 16.5

Flower gardens 22.7

Play areas 30.9

Ball fields 18.6

Tennis courts 141.4

Fishing areas 410.2

Campgrounds 413.3

Nothing needed 10.3

P2. How could the city's present park system be improved?

->Improvements Percent Favoring

Larger facilities 13.6

ireater variety of activities 34.'

Better maintenance 17.r5

Better location 7.2

Nothing needed 29.9
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Of the questions asked, the largest percentages favored greater

opportunities in the development of campgrounds, picnic areas, fishing

areas, and trails.

An East Grand Forks recreation facilities study, prepared by the

Recreation Administration, University of North Dakota, in 1977,

identified the recreation needs for the city. The study recommended

V. the development of water-based facilities to improve the appearance and

to provide greater use of floodplain areas. En an effort to increase

the ratio of parkland to population, the study also suggested that the

city (1) increase budgetary allotments for maintenance and development,

(2) acquire land in the extreme north and south areas in the

northeastern segment of the city, (3) provide 6 percent of landowners'

total gross acreage in new subdivisions for parks with a minimum of 2

acres, (4I) develop a tot lot and park between 8th and 9th Streets at
10th Avenue North to beautify the entrance to the city, and (5) develop

marked bike routes through the city, as well as bike and hiking trails

paralleling the Red River of the North and Red Lake River.
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PROBLEMS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Problems

The following specific flood and related water resource problems have

been identified:

o Lack of dependable cost-effective flood protection.

o High cost of emergency protection.

o Risk of major flood damages/health and safety problems.

o Residents lack a good understanding of the nature and extent of

their flood problem.

o Emergency levees are currently failing along existing alignments.
Continued development along this alignment has a high risk of
failure.

o Lack of interior flood control facilities.

o Unstable riverbanks have an extensive history of failure in the
area and prevent construction of permanent levees close to the
rivers.

o Emergency flood fighting activities are heavily dependent upon
outside resources beyond the city's capability.

o Flood warning and forecasting services have not met local needs
4 during recent major flood events.

o Individual floodplain property owners are not adequately insured.
Some are not even aware that they are in the floodplain.

o The community lacks a good working community development plan for
future growth and development. Recent developments sometimes work
at cross purposes to the floodplain problem.

o Strict enforcement of floodplain zoning regulations has been
difficult.

o The flooding and floodplain problems are forcing the city to
restructure past developments out of the floodplain. Existing
developments are deteriorating in quality and value.

o The existing floodplain is experiencing a declining natural
resource base.
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Opportunities

The following flood and related water resource opportunities have been

identified.

o Permanent flood protection.

o Planned emergency activities and procedures beyond permanent flood
protection capabilities.

o Major reduction in the risk of flood damages/health and safety

problems.

o Major reduction in the cost of emergency flood protection.

o Reduced dependence on outside rescurces for flood emergencies.

o Reduced floodplain development pressures.

o Restructuring and restoring the old downtown area.

o Increased community awareness of flood problems/protection benefits.

o Reduced floodplain land.

" Increased natural resource and recreation resource bases.
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FORMULATION OF MEASURES AND PLANS

OBJECTIVES

National Objective

The Water Resources Council Economic and Environmental Principles and

4. Guidelines for Water and Related Land Resource Implementation Studies,

effective March 10, 1983, established rules in accordance with the

Water Resource Planning Act of 1965. These guidelines provide that all

federally-assisted water resource projects be planned to achieve the

following national objective:

o Contribute to national economic development consistent with1

protecting the Nation's environment pursuant to national

op. environmental statutes, applicable executive orders, and other

Federal planning requirements.

Water and related land resource plans will be formulated to reduce

flood damages in the Red River of the North basin, with empnasis at

East 3rand Forks to contribute to the national economic development

through increases in the net value of the national output of goods and

services.

Planning Objectives

'4. The primary planning objective ilentifiel rin)rnatito wtn tn ity

Df East ;rand F)rk3 is to:

0 Relace f~ool lanages i!:)ng tne Re.1 Pv,-r f t' lort il Hl aIK-

River at Ea3t ;ranl F )rKs to re1i,'e o., .l t-, Itn I 1. -'1 ,I
~~:.,.,ntr)' -! .OSL liring the 19 ) ," p+r. ),I r,t x,.'
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In conjunction with the primary oojective, otner planning objectives

are to:

o Contribute to recreation resources along the Red River of the

North, Red Lake River, and Grand Marais Coulee at East Grand Forks

to help meet current and future recreation demands for the 1990-

2090 period of analysis.

o Contribute to fish and wildlife conservation along the Red River of

the North and Red Lake River at East Grand Forks to protect or

enhance this resource for the 1990-2090 period of analysis.

o Contribute to the conservation of water quality of the Red River of

the North and Red Lake River at East Grand Forks by protecting or

enhancing water quality for the 1990-2090 period of analysis.

o Contribute to the social, cultural, aesthetic, and historical

resources in East Grand Forks to preserve and enhance these values

for the 1990-2090 period of analysis.

o Jontribute to the security and economic welfare of East Grand Forks

to preserve and enhance the overall social well-being for the 1990-

2090 period of analysis.

PLAN FDRMULATION RATIONALE

7nLs planning study will be conducted to develop a plan that will

r', -,ce flood damages at East Grand Forks and provide the best use, or

2um dtion of uses, of water and related land resources to meet

f .respeanLe long-term needs. Planning will be conducted to meet the

w -.ri-nl anJ planning objectives of this study. The following

rVi,. naie wll guiJe the identification and evaluation of plans:
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o The plan must be technically feasible.

o The plan must be implementable.

o The plan must be complete and not require future improvements.

o The plan must have a local sponsor.

o The authority for this study limits the area of consideration to

the city of East Grand Forks.

An interdisciplinary planning team was used to help the city of East

Grand Forks identify area flood problems and develop and assess

measures and plans for reducing the flood problems. This report brings

together the current findings of the interdisciplinary team in

coordination with the city.

MANAGEMENT MEASURES CONSIDERED

For a flood-prone area such as East Grand Forks, the following classes

*of management measures to reduce flood damages can be considered,

separateiy and in combination.

No Action Measure

This option includes the investigation of several management measures

that are available and currently used, sucn as flood insurance,

floodplain regulation, and the ficod warning system provided by the

National Weather Service to allow emergency evacuation and flood

protection measures.

*Measures to dify Floods

Measures to modify floods are designed to reduce the frequency and

Juration of damaging overflows. Typical flood damage measures include:

7..
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o Dams and Lakes - These measures provide flood protection by

delaying excessive runoff, thereby reducing flood heights

downstream.

o Levees and Floodwalls - These structures protect populated or

highly developed agricultural areas by acting as barriers and

confining floodwaters to a floodway where they cause little or no

damage.

o Channel Works - Flood stages and duration of flooding can be

reduced by improving flow conditions within the channel and

increasing the stream's carrying capacity.

o Watershed Treatment - This measure is generally applied to small

areas and involves the treatment of lands to increase their
S.

capability to absorb excessive rainfall. Treatment includes crop

rotation, construction of terraces, contour strip cropping, and

selective planting and reforestation.

Measures to Modify Damage Susceptibility

Measures to modify flood damage susceptibility do not attempt to alter

the flooding regime of the area. These measures can be labeled as

corrective measures designed to lessen the severity of floods by

altering the floodplain use or the structures within tne floodplain.

Corrective measures include:

o Flood Forecasting and Warning Systems - Reliable, accurate, and

timely forecasts of floods can be coupled with evacuation to save

lives and reduce property losses.
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o Temporary or Permanent Evacuation - This alternative involves

identification and relocation or removal of structures that are

subject to frequent flooding.

" Flood Proofing - Flood proofing consists Of structural changes and

adjustments to properties designed to reduce or eliminate flood

damages.

o Area Renewal and Conversion to Open Space - This measure would be

part of an area renewal plan designed to remove deteriorating

structures subject to frequent flood damages by converting the land

to a use more commensurate with the flood risks.

FORMULATION OF MEASURES

Initial Review

The full range of structural and nonstructural measures for reducing

flood damages at East Grand Forks was considered by study team members

and interested publics at East Grand Forks, Minnesota. The city of

East Grand Forks formed a flood committee to coordinate with the study

team during the flood damage reduction study. One of the initial

functions of coordination was to review all Possible flood damage

reduction measures and the city's concept of each measure's advantages

and disadvantages. The following table summarizes the initial

advantages and disadvantages that the flood committee and interested

*publics developed. The purpose of these meetings was to help identify
flood problems and concerns, gain an understanding of local attitudes

toward eacn measurs, and develop a consensus at the community level of

the advantages andi disadvantages of each measure.
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Advantages and Disadvantages of Flood Damage Reduction Measures

. s3ura Advantages Disadvantages

Dams and reservoirs o olds water during flood periods and releases It o Possible sites outside area of city control/
during periods of low flow. responsibility.

-s Red Lake Watersned District has a current program for a Red Lake Watershed District sites may not significantly
developing several sites in the basin which may lower reduce flooding at East Grand Forks. Reduced flovoinm4 flood peaks at East Grand Forks, is dependent on time of runoff and site location witnoi

the watershed. Huot Dam Is no longer economically
at feasible and would not be a complete solution for East

Grand Forks.
o There are no other large storage sites in the basin

anion coold reduce flood damages at East Grand Porco Ind
be economically or environmentally acceptable.o The concept of holding water bac and releasing it o The section line road concept would need to be applied

slowly by osing section line roads/culverto is good. on a large number of acres (5.700 square miles on toe
Red Lake River subbasin and 20,300 square mles ;n the
Red River of the North basin above East ]rand FcrKs .
3peration, maintenance, and the institutional strocture
necessary to Implement this measure are outside toe
controls of the city and would be diffcult to manage.

o Requires operation and Maintenance.

SLeees - faodoals - Probably the only acceptable solution to the city. o Can ne overtopped.
closires o Causes .east inconvenience. o Requires operation and maintenance.

o Uses least amount of space. o Power Outages and pump failures.
o Can see where problems are. o City costs.0 Protects developed areas. o Untimely/lengtny delays in repair of a Corp project.
0 Removes development from floodplaln designation. o Relocation of people/homes.
o Lncourages improvements, new development, future growth. o 'ncreasing toe neignt of floodwalls may be doffi cit of
o Reduces wear and tear on tilities. threatened by overtopping,

o Gvertopping could be catastropnlc, abor ontensve,
cause poetfl-ov problems, be preventen depending upon
time constraints.

canne. aorks o Zower flood stages. o Potential aggravation of slippage foondatoon proo.ema.

o Slops problems.
l Large environmental impacts.

o Passes problems downstream could be an advantage
o Requires operation and maintenance.

*loersoon o Lowers peak stage. c Grand Marais diversion socially unacceptab.e.
Lowers flood bee at Dotn rand Foros and East I Physcal geog aphlc features fae ot dAfoci.: t svGrand Poros. tnis measure.

o Lowers Last Grand Form Images. o Passes flood problem to someone else may te an
advantage:.

o Requires operatoOn and Mntenance.

.atersced treatment 0 dyplicoole _n a basic-aide coni . C .
i Used pro maroly for erosion control ratner t"ar o Requires operation and -otenan-e.

flood control.

S- Forecasnong , i arncI g c Preparedness. Poor orecastong.
o Advance warning. o Poor communication and coordlnaton etween seija.,' ~~~ Difrr!-.t to 0o0 " ;l -no~~,epe.a-..!,

4 Red Laue Rover.
c onrficting onformaon.

Poodproofong o Reduces damages. False securty on Measures ucon can case 'Cr. . .

c Raues property e figicle for flood onsurance, tra. Jinai tc streets, sewers, and str-tires.
Insore for 0boss idncoecom Restricts gro-m.

o Property Owner gets no monetary red. .neor-.v 0,
om iesn 1f. oded, vs ;,tn .as.. -teoff.,. S,

emergency.
SLevees constructed durong a o Reduces flood damages. o Potentia. for fai.ure.-. ' flood emergency. 0 Security .ntol overtoppel. c Not a secure or oomc.ete soo.A.

o Requires removal of so .vee a-as.
o Cleanup.
o Jti;oses Government ..ysu.rce troo<7w '.me, n-,e

Insurance u-cocu roe .

Area renewal and conversion a Beautlf-caton. : - 5f .sctsarcs.

to onrsae. 3.Urengtnen ta a43- -ruVt. -Afc.: :-
0 Substandard noosing remova.

tAn ,>u-gner and netter hse of area.

Temporary or permanent Re1-ces f.loo damages. -,.era
evacuatoon. o Federally funded alto monual cct to citj. o Jery enpers.,- .. . i -s Cr-1 an:

Evacuated property oners felt adejatey -oompeceatet. Riannonment of o to's .nvesn" .- . . • .
o Reduces area rejuorong food protect.-o ry c .,

Fd .csracoe o cevpensove - Federal suosodoes and cor-ent a-t4aa. -ay Cesr
0 - - easure - i . 'uo.

rates are very oneepensve. Progrm a..ns yo.ocy- Ireaetanoactaiaa -ares sc--an-:honders to boy sinomom onsuranco wvon of toor to- expense.

ncresse If fo.od is, innt - -u. ocd a- .rar 55- . . ~5 s
odrlen of protection and espense in .nclod.fa. roperl, ae 0-c..OC cdv: Cta
owner. These .nat .ccur damage pay tre expere.

u o Reduces future lungs e aotclc t-ef
P-tectt ore -c . 0 ',Pv , , ,-,

- onr V- T.- g
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Analysis of Measures

The following paragraphs discuss the various flood reduction measures

'.. and plans in terms of their ability to reduce the flood problem at East

Grand Forks, Minnesota. This includes the rationale for screening and

grouping specific measures and plans, reasons for dropping or keeping

them for further study, orders of compatibility and conflict of various

measures, and grouping of measures into plans.

This step in the planning process involved taking an initial look at

the various measures in terms of their ability to reduce the flood

problem at East 3rand Forks. Some structaral measares nave been

evaluated in prior planning studies and reports wnile otners reqaI.red

fartner analysis.

The feasibility of tne following stru'ctiral measres, w,7 nI,'".;I-

Jams and reservoirs, channel modifica-tons, anJ Iiversi n as > 2

analyzed in pri.or stadies.

Dams and Reservoirs. - The feasibli2ty Df lams in- -es-rv_'

DLod I a mages -n tneR e i ~ve r o: e N:~t 7 i ' -a

several past Z.rP3 reprt , witn otner stL --... .. T

3a 3 at - inn 1' .r'. tnn M3r te I 'M I 3- 1e -

R er N r A: I. I' ne oi' i A.-7

Y-1 e.. .. - ... .. I .e

o
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Minnesota, on tne Red Lake River. A flood control feasibility study

was completed in March 1977 which addressed several dam options; that

is, Huot Dam and lake, Huot dry dam, a series of small reservoirs, and

a series of large reservoirs in the Red Lake River basin. The report

* concluded that no economically feasible dam alternative was possible;

tnat is, tne cost of implementing any one of the dam measures exceeded

he monetiry benefits. The report recommended no further study of

reservoirs In the Red Lake River basin.

5ased in an initial evaluation of existing and proposed dams in the Red

lver )f the North basin, whether they were being constructed or

2%silereJ by the Corps of Engineers or other agencies, further

0 22n3ieration of dams and reservoirs as part of this study was not

-,2mmeneJ. Thar is, there appears to be no economically feasible dam

-- 'e -r p n iruln wooild significantly reduce flood damages at East

a T significantly reduce flood damages, other measures

.::- rg e-?e woi1J need to be constructed at East Grand Forks.

Thannel Modifications. - The feasibility of this measure was put into

"im.- ns anl King about 1950.1 They estimated that, by

... [ c-f primary overbank 150 feet wide on each side of the

,-- . -"n : rnne" oompletely clear of trees and snags, a stage

. .... .......... s possible if done for the entire length of the

-" stcy consiJered a channel clearing and

.-. -o T. .... ar .r' .n ".:. o on witn the authorized project. The

. ' f - ving timber ani underbrush from a 16-mile

- - . " metropolitan area 150 feet on each side of

. . . .. - , t. Pail District, "Flood Control:

.. - . Red River of the North at Grand
:.1 . , FrK.s, Minnesota," May 1953.
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3grJitJr31  areas are separated from the coulee by narrow,

.ntermntt-t strips of riverine woodland, wetland, and/or pasture.

Numerous s'niI slack water pools are located along the coulee

downstream Df the U.S. Highway 2 crossing. Natural flows vary from

Little or no flow during late summer and winter to an estimated 3,540

2fs during a 1-percent chance flow at the Minnesota State Highway 220

bridge crossing north of East Grand Forks. Hydraulic studies indicate

an existing oank-full channel or zero damage flow capacity of about

2,950 cfs. The current channel is severely restricted by numerous

small bridges and culvert crossings and scattered areas of crees,

snrubs, and cattail marshes.

The coulee supports a variety of small mammals, amphibians, and

waterfowl. Beaver are present along the lower reaches. Several

species o ducKs, songbirds and shorebirds use the slack water pools

for feeding, nesting, and resting areas.

During hign flood flows on the Red Lake River, overflows have entered

the coulee. Locals have suggested using the coulee, improved or

iunimproved, to pass a designated portion of Red Lake River flood flows

through the coalee which, in turn, would reduce flood stages and

damages in East Grand Forks.

Prior studies evaluated the feasibility of passing flows through the

coulee by improvements to the coulee. The analysis indicated that an

improved channel with a 150-foot bottom width and with all bridges

[- sized to the channel cross section and areas of heavy shrubs and trees

removed would have a bank-full capacity of 7,500 cfs.

Peak flows greater than 7,500 cfs would exceed bank-full capacity and

result in inundation and damage to several adjacent farmsteads. The

0~~~ 75
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I.
provi.ion of aJditional overflows from the Red Lake River witnout

w.,dening and bridge modification would raise flood levels along the

-oulee.

Improvements to divert 10,500 cfs (approximately one-third of the Red

Lake River flow) from the Red Lakp River at its 1-percent chance flow

into the coulee at its 1-percent chance flow would require 10 miles of

improved channel with a 200-Voot bottom width together with numerous

,utoffs. Also required would be the replacement of 12 road bridges or

culvert crossings and 1 railroad bridge. Total first costs for this

plan were estimated at $36,314,000 or an annual cost of $2,503,000.

Corresponding average annual benefits from the 1.3-foot decrease in the

1-percent flood stage at East Grand Forks US 65 gage would be

approximately $421,000. A comparison of benefits with costs yields an

unfavorable benefit-cost ratio of 0.2.

As the current study progressed, it was suggested that an unimproved

coulee along with a diversion structure on the Red Lake River may be a

practical measure for reducing flood damages at East Grand Forks. The

concept was to allow overflows to seek the natural floodplain of the

coulee without modifying the bridges or channel along the coulee or, if

necessary, make only minimum modifications.

The analysis considered the following diversion measures:

1. Sizing a diversion structure creating no more than a one-half

foot increase in the 1-percent flood level at Fisher,

Minnesota, when the 1-percent flood is occurring on the Red

Lake River and coulee.

a. What is the impact on flood levels as a result of no

modification to the coulee?
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o. What is the impact of adding in a minimum amount of channel

improvement and providing bridges at road crossings on the

channel?

2. Sizing (raising) the diversion structlre to divert 6,500 cfs

during the 1-percent chance flood on the Red Lake River and

coulee.

a. What is the impact on flood levels with no modification to

bridges along the coulee?

b. What is the impact on flood levels with modification to the

Burlington Northern Railroad bridge and U.S. Highway 2

crossing?

o Measure 1A: By limiting an increase in the 1-percent chance flood

to one-half foot at Fisher, the elevation of the crest of the

diversion structure cannot exceed 838 feet. (See the following

figure.) Without improvements along the coulee, 1,000 cfs could be

diverted at the time when flows along the Red Lake River and coulee

were at the 1-percent chance flows. This would reduce flood stages

at East Grand Forks by 0.1 foot. It became obvious that, without

modification to the coulee or the raising of the diversion

structure, significant flows cannot be passed.

7
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'IeA3ures 2A An,' 2B: Tnis ev11ation 1ooKs at the feasibility of

riAisng tre -. -vation of the i~'ersion structure above the 833

]:et e 'eVAt I n to achieve i J i:er3 ion of 6,500 cfs when the 1-

per,'ent cnhIn:e flood was occurring on the Red Lake River and

-i ee. A JiJersi)n crest elevation of 842 would be required if no

imprvemnent3 were made along the coulee. With improvements to the

ra.Iroal! Drllges and U.S. Highway 2 crossing, crest elevation of

54 woiIJ De necessary. See the following figures.) These

ncreases in the crest elevation would raise the 1-percent

fioodplain at Fisher by 4 to 5 feet and require a 4,000-foot by 8-

foot high levee to protect homes in Fisher. Costs for plan 2A

-ire estimated at $6,015,000 or an annual L.)St of $458,944.

Corresponding average annual benefits for the one-half foot

Edecrease in stage at East Grand Forks would be approximately

$488,100. A comparison of benefits with costs yields a marginally

favorable benefit-cost ratio of 1.1. Plan 2B had costs estimated

at $7,231,000 or an annual cost of $551,725 with an unfavorable

benefit-cost ratio of 0.9.
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nl s iry, the ;r and M Ar A s -',u lee dJ e~ ;*

,2ontrn :neasure, cAnnot completely slve -it A3, FrK '

problem. t.ner measJres including levees at EaL3 r :r~i FrK w-. n

'." required.

4 itnout signif icant modification, tne c'Ioee'3 eXI.3tln n,.. .r;

proviJes essentially no capacity to pass excess Rel -aKe i e f

A Jiversion structure alone measure 1A) cannot passsu,.c n. f:w~

through the coulee without being raisel to an elev3tion 4nter.' ,9]

tevels would significantly impact the upstream areas to include t

communities of Fisher and Crookston, Minnesota. A Jiversion structure

in combination with bridge modifications (measures 2A anJ 2B along tne

coulee again cannot pass sufficient flows to significantly reduce flood

damages at East Grand Forks witnout impacting upstream areas. However,

at the expense of economic feasioility and substantially high economic,

environmental, and social costs, a diversion structure in combination

with cnannel modification and bridge and road crossing modification

(measure IB) along the coulee could provide a significant reduction in

peak flood stages in East Grand Forks without impacting upstream areas.

This plan is not in the Federal interest. No Grand Marais coulee

- alternative can completely solve East Grand ForKs' flooding problem.

At best, plan 2A may have feasibility but only in combination witn

oth~er measures such as levees.

Levees. - The autnorized project (a levee measure) was reanalyzed based

on changed conditions.

Alignment 1, the authorized project alignment, was analyzed first for

its economic feasibility at three levels of protection: 2-percent, 1-

Npercent, and standard project flood frequencies. The alignment

configurations are shown on the following figure.
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- • : .north and south of the authorized project

S a:" anid fDr nigher levels of protection and to

. -,_ i nn tne evee protection, which had developed

. in A favorable benefit-cost ratio as shown in the

-:i- D Est Estimate of Levee Measure ($ Millions)(1)
2-Percent 1-Percent Standard
Chance Flood Chance Flood Project Flood

10-12 12-14 15-17

(8-9) (9-10) (11-12)
in.s, Easement, and

.:'-way (2-3) (3-4) (4-5)

- Annual Cost ( 3 )  0.37 0.44 0.54

- )n f :JotRatio(3 )  4.5 4.9 5.4

Prelizinary cost subject to revision. Costs based on October 1981
price levels.

,2, Operation and maintenance cost may range from $40.000-$60,000
" . annually.

.3) Based on the average of first costs and authorized interest rate of
3-1/4 percent.

The initial engineering costs and economic evaluation indicated tna*

levees protecting the entire city were feasible at the aatnorz-:

interest rate. Preliminary first cost varied from $12 to $17

of which $3 to $5 million may be local costs. The initial oenef..-

ratio varied from 4.5 to 5.4 depending on the level of prte:t:,.

data indicated that feasibility was more attractive a'

of protection (standard project flood).

.1*.
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Conclusions. - The first level analysis of structural measures was

based on the results of past feasibility studies and a preliminary

analysis of measures not fully studied. After the first level

analysis, the following conclusions were reached.

o Upstream dams and reservoirs are not economically feasible and will

not significantly reduce flood damages at East Grand Forks. This

measure does not warrant further study.

o Channel modification will not significantly reduce flood damages at

East Grand Forks. This measure does not warrant further study.

o Diversion of the Red River of the North and/or the Red Lake River

is not economically feasible. This measure does not warrant

further study.

o Levees are the only economically feasible structural measure which

will significantly reduce flood damages at East Grand Forks.

FORMULATION OF PLANS

First Level Formulation of Plans

Following the initial evaluation of structural measures, it was

apparent that levees would be the only feasible structural measure for

the city of East Grand Forks. This reconfirmed the findings of the

1953 study and the general feeling of city officials. Nonstructural

measures were added to meet the legislative and policy changes since

project authorization. Nonstructural measures include flood proofing,

1 ~ floodplain evacuation and relocation, flood forecasting and warning,

floodplain zoning, flood insurance, and an updated emergency plan of

action.
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Description of Plans. - Five plans focusing on flood protection for the

entire community were identified and evaluated to show the general

impacts of the with and without plans on existing and future

conditions, the interrelationships of measures and plans, and

significant advantages and disadvantages of measures and plans.

The five first level plans are described as follows:

Plan Description

With Flood Protection

Plan 1 Permanent levees plus other nonstructural*
Plan 2 Permanent levees plus floodproofing plus

other nonstructural*
Plan 3 Permanent levees plus acquisition plus

other nonstructural*
Plan 4 Permanent levees plus floodproofing plus

acquisition plus other nonstructural*

Without Flood Protection

Plan 5 Continuation of existing emergency

management activities

* Other nonstructural - floodplain zoning, flood forecasting, flood

insurance, and flood emergency plan of action.

The nonstructural components common to all plans include floodplain

zoning, flood forecasting and warning, flood insurance, and a flood

emergency plan of action. Plan 5 consists of existing conditions

floodplain zoning, flood forecasting and warning, a flood emergency

plan of action, and flood insurance programs with necessary

modifications into the future. For plans 1 through 4, floodplain

zoning restrictions would be removed from areas protected by levees and

from flood proofed and acquired structures. The existing flood

emergency plan of action would be modified to handle flood emergencies

which would exceed the design protection. Flood insurance policies on

protected structures would no longer be required. Flood forecasting
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and warning information would be tied more closely to the operation of

flood works and emergency activities.

With the exception of plan 5, all plans include permanent levees as

part of the total plan.

Plan 1 focused on various levee alignments, supporting nonstructural

measures, and two levels of protection.

o Alignments

- Alignment 1 - Authorized project: levee alignment raised and

lengthened to meet changed conditions.

- Alignment 2 - Authorized project: levee alignment set back,

raised, and lengthened based on updated engineering

*information and changed conditions. The levee

could be constructed along this alignment; however,

K some additional engineering investigations and
analysis are required to verify the alignment.

- Alignment 3 -Authorized project: levee alignment set back,

raised, and lengthened based on updated technical

information and changed conditions. This alignment

may be feasible, but will require more extensive

engineering investigations and analysis than

alignment 2.

o Design level of protection

- Standard project flood
-

-eretchne 

lo
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o Nonstructural measures

- Flood proofing, evacuation, flood insurance, floodplain zoning,

flood warning and flood forecasting, updating current emergency

plan of action.

Following further geotechnical investigation based on additional field

investigations and an analysis of boring and testing data, it was

determined that a major portion of alignment 1 (the alignment of' the

authorized project) was no longer feasible due to unacceptable

foundation conditions. This determination made the engineering

estimates and economic evaluation for alignment 1 invalid. The

analysis concluded that the levee alignment needed to be moved farther

landward of the unstable riverbank to ensure an acceptable levee design

factor of safety. This engineering constraint meant that many homes

along the riverbank could no longer be protected by levees.

Two new alignments for the authorized project were drawn farther away

from the river as follows:

1. A levee alignment (alignment 2) which represents an alignment

that can probably be constructed based on some additional

engineering investigations and analysis.

2. A levee alignment (alignment 3) which represents an alignment

that may be feasible, but will require more extensive

engineering investigations and analysis than alignment 2.

Project features for alignments 1, 2, and 3 by level of flood

protection are as follows:
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o Alignment 1

- No flood protection is feasible at the 1-percent and standard

project flood levels.

o Alignment 2

- 1-percent chance flood design level of protection - The levee/

floodwall measure consists of 18,170 feet of earth levee, 2,360

feet of floodwall, four stop log transportation closures, 20,500

feet of interceptor storm sewers, 28 acres of stormwater ponding

area, five gravity stormwater outlets, five interior flood

control pumping stations with a combined pumping capacity of

486,000 gpm, alterations to utilities including some sanitary

sewers, water and gas lines, and power lines. The design level

of protection would be to the 1-percent chance flood.

- Standard project flood design level of protection - The project

consists of 37,920 feet of earth levee, 2,400 feet of floodwall,

8 stop log transportation closures, 20,500 feet of interceptor

storm sewer, 28 acres of stormwater ponding area, five gravity

stormwater outlets, five interior flood control pumping stations

with a combined capacity of 986,000 gpm, alteration to utilities

including some sanitary sewer, water and gas lines, and power

lines. The design level of protection would be the standard

project flood level of protection.

o Alignment 3

- 1-percent chance flood protection - The levee/floodwall measure

consists of 28,900 feet of earth levee, 7,080 feet of floodwall,

three stop log transportation closures, 20,500 feet of

interceptor sewer, two stormwater ponding areas totaling 31.9
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acres, five gravity stormwater outlets, five interior flood

control pumping stations with a combined capacity of 370,000 gpm,

and alterations to utilities including some sanitary sewers,

water and gas lines, and power lines. The design level of

protection would be the 1-percent chance flood.

- Standard project flood protection - The levee/floodwall project

feature consists of 35,120 feet of earth levee, 7,080 feet of

floodwall, 8 stop log transportation closures, 20,500 feet of

interceptor sewer, two stormwater ponding areas totaling 31.9

acres, five gravity stormwater outlets and five interior flood

control pumping stations with a combined capacity of 370,000 gpm,

and alterations to utilities including some sanitary sewer, water

and gas lines, and power lines. The design level of protection

would be the 1-percent cnance flood.

A',

Alignments 2 and 3 and the area in between defined a corridor of

possible alignments. Somewhere between alignments 2 and 3 exists a

"best alignment" based on engineering, economic, and environmental

constraints. The major engineering constraints of foundations needed

to be balanced against the economic resources and social constraints of

the area. Obviously, additional engineering foundation studies were

required to firm up the best foundation alignment. Additional borings,

testing, and analysis of soils in the area as well as project features

and bank unloading need to be evaluated further to help define a

recommended alignment. Social concern for the disposition of

structures and people who would not be protected by modified levee
alignments had to be considered carefully and weighed against

engineering and economic constraints. Whether structures stay in the

present area, are relocated, or are floodproofed would impact on many

social factors in the community. These social factors and concerns

needed to be addressed to help identify the overall best plan.

Economic considerations are also necessary to define the best plan.
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Study findings indicated that the final plan would most probably

consist of a combination of structural and nonstructural measures.

Major components of a best plan will probably consist of levees and

floodwalls, floodproofing, acquisition/relocation, flood emergency

management plan, floodplain zoning, flood warning and forecasting, and

flood insurance.

All plans would have levees constructed within the corridor of

alignments 2 and 3. Emergency levees outside the permanent levee

alignment would be removed, and materials from the levees would be

used, where possible, to construct the permanent levees. Structures

outside the levee would be provided transportation and utilities access

during nonflood periods. Levee project features are defined-for

alignments 2 and 3 at the 1-percent chance flood and standard project

flood level.

o Alignment 1

- No flood protection is feasible due to foundation problems.

o Alignment 2

- This alignment consists of the following features at the 1-

percent chance and standard project flood levels of protection.
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Level of project protection

1-percent Standard
Features Chance Flood Project Flood

Earthen levee (feet) 18,170 37,920
Floodwall (feet) 2,360 2,400

Road closures (No. of) 4 8
Interior drainage works

Interceptor sewer (feet) 20,500 20,500
Ponding area (acres) 28 28

Gravity outlets (No. of) 5 5
Pumping stations (No. of) 5 5

Utilities Relocation Relocation

of sewer of sewer
and water and water

o Alignment 3

- This alignment consists of the following features at the 1-

percent chance and the standard project flood levels of

protection.

Level of project protection

1-percent Standard
Features Chance Flood Project Flood

Earthen levee (feet) 28,900 35,120

Floodwall (feet) 7,080 7,080
Road closures (No. of) 3 8

Interior drainage works

Interceptor sewer (feet) 20,500 20,500
Ponding area (acres) 31.9 31.9

Gravity outlets (No. of) 5 5
Pumping stations (No. of) 5 5

Utilities Relocation Relocation
of sewer of sewer
and water and water
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Plan 2 adds floodproofing to select commercial structures in the area.

Residential structures were not ccisidered eligible for floodproofing

because of the long duration of inundation of structures, which may

last for several weeks. Any plan including floodproofing will need to

be analyzed carefully for its engineering and economic impacts.

Plan 3 adds acquisition to levees and other nonstructural measures.

Approximately 135 structures could be cost effectively acquired as part

of the overall plan. However, not all structures outside the levee

protection are economically feasible to acquire. The disposition of

the remaining structures depends on many factors to include: cost of

flood damages, levee alignment, availability of roads and utilities

services, willingness of owners and city residents to identify and

agree upon a solution to the problem, and availability of outside

financial and social assistance to acquire and relocate structures in

the area.

Plan 4 is a combination of levees, floodproofing, acquisition, and

other nonstructural measures. This plan could be labeled the "best

plan" because it utilizes all available flood reduction measures to

reduce flood damages at East Grand Forks. This combination needs

further definition before decision-makers can identify a "best plan."

Plan 5 assumes no change from existing emergency flood fighting

practices. This plan is not in the local or Federal interest. Until

the 1979 flood, most people in East Grand Forks felt that the emergency

management approach to the city's flood problem was appropriate, and

outside assistance was generally available to prevent flood damages.

Following the 1979 flood, city officials and many residents recognized

the seriousness of their flood problem and the limitations of outside
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resources. They were no longer confident that emergency flood fighting

would provide flood protection for higher flood levels.

9~. In 1979, extensive city, State, and Federal resources were necessary to

provide emergency flood protection. The risk of depending on emergency

flood management was very apparent. Flood forecasting and warning did

.4..,not provide enough advance information to flood insurance holders or
-Aemergency construction workers. The construction of emergency levees

was just keeping ahead of floodwaters, and materials and supplies for

their construction were becoming scarce. The efforts of thousands of

volunteer workers were necessary to implement levee protection.

Although the successful flood fight had a tremendous positive effect on

~. community cohesion, a levee failure could have had many negative

impacts.

When the flood levels began to subside, the city undertook a massive

cleanup effort which took months to complete. This effort would have

placed a large financial burden on the city without outside financial

assistance from Federal and State resources. This source of financial

~ assistance was almost 100-percent Federal.

Current Federal assistance programs for cleanup require a 25-percent

local commitment. Current flood insurance actuarial rates are

subsidized by Federal dollars. The trend is for fewer Federal dollars

in future years, which will put more of the burden of costs for

building in the floodplain on the actual owner.

It appears that existing flood fighting practices may not be able to

meet the higher future flood threats at East Grand Forks. Sooner or

later, a flood level will overtop emergency efforts. The time of this

occurrence is hard to predict. If it happens within the near future,

the city cannot afford the costs related to major flood losses and will

need to seek outside assistance. If it occurs in the distant future,
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time may help relocate and reduce the flood losses through normal

deterioration of floodplain areas. However, the city will continue to

face the threat of major flood damages and a deteriorating effect on

future development.

If the city undertakes a plan now, it has State and Federal support for

a plan, it will hedge against future flood losses, and it will have a

greater opportunity to plan around flood problems. However, the city

must obligate scarce resources for that commitment. If the city does

not undertake a flood control plan now, it risks major flood losses and

hedges against a major commitment of scarce resources which can be

redirected toward other purposes such as redevelopment of the business

district.

Comparison of Plans. - The following table summarizes the significant

impacts of the five plans.
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Suar comparison of impacts by plans
Item impacted Plan 5 - no action Plan 1 Plan 2 Plan 3 Plan
Levee alignment Alignment 3 Alignment 2 Alignment 3 Alignment 2 Alignment 3 Alignment 2 Alignment 3 Alignment 2

Plan description Maintain status quo - Flood protection through Flood protection through Flood protection tnrough Flood protection through
flood protection levee construction and levee construction, levee construction, levee construction,
through floodplain other nonstructural flood proofing and other evacuation/relocation, flood proofing, evacua-
zoning, flood fore- measures. nonstructural measures, and other nonstructural tion, and other non-
casting/warning and measures. structural measures.
emergency preparedness.

Engineering;
eotecnnical Failure of emergency Levee Levee align- Same as plan 1. Flood Same as plan 1. Same as plan 1.

levee imminent due alignment ment not proofing of many resi-
to poor foundation requires likely to dential structures not
integrity. further move further possible due to long

study. landward. inundation period.

interior flood No interior flood Interior flood control Same as plan 1. Same an plan 1. Same as plans 1, 2,
control control facilities works provided for area and 3.

for emergency levees, protected by levee.
Areas subject to
nter.or flooding.

Design Design is on an an- Levee designed to meet Same as plan I plus Same as plan 1. Same as plans 1, 2,

needed emergency basis, engineering, economic, flood proofed and 3.
No guarantee emergency environmental, and structures.
levees will work for social constraints.
next event. Guaranteed to work for

level designed.

Economic o Expensive emergency Plan benefits exceed Same as plan 1. Same as plan 1. Same as plan 1.
costs. Approximately costs: benefit-cost

$5 1Illion Federal, ratio of 2.8 at 3 IA/
State, ass l ocalI percent and 1.1 at
funds expeded since 7 7/8 percent.
7965.
'Loss of revenues Range of first cost Range of first cost Range of first cost Range of first cost
during pre- and Federal Federal Federal Federal
post-flood $10.7 to $15.6 million. $12.2 to $15.8 million. $16.5 to $21.0 million. TiR.0 to $21.6 million.
activities. Non-Federal Non-Federal Non-Federal Non-Federal
E Dstimated average $ 9.8 to $10.0 million. $10.0 to $10.2 million. $11.2 to $11.5 million. $11.5 to $11.6 million.
annual damages of Levees will Levee will
$3.1 million at 3 provide 78- provide 72-
1/4 percent interest 93 percent 90 percent
and $2.9 million at reduction reduction
7 7/8 percent of flood of flood
interest. danages. damages.

Socia± o 2075 structures with- Structures protected Same as plan I and: Same as plan 1 and: Same as plan 1 and:
out permanent protec- 2,193 1,983 Commercial structures Homes outside levee Homes outside levee
tion: 162 commercial, Under levee flood proofed acquired acquired

- industrial, and 8o $2 2 13 135 135 135 135
public structures; Outside protection Unprotected Flood proofed
2,313 residential 201 410 66 275 2 '3
structures. Unprotected

64 252

%,o Regional factors o Same as no action plan o Same as plan 1. o Same as plan 1. o Same as plan i.
remain constant: for area/structures

o National/regional without flood protection.
relations Change o Opportunity to maintain

o Flood regime or Improve economic and
remains constant population bases.
or Worsens o Noise level high during

o Continual decay construction.
of commercial o Aesthetics will change
and residential significantly along

floodplain areas downtown/resldentlal
o Reduced property floodwall areas.
values and tax nase o Spportunity to maintain
of floodplain areas and improve community

cohesion.

All above impacts
depend on timing of
acquisition of unpro-
tected structures.

trnvronnental
3TBrrentr~a ase condition - 48 5' acres of Same as base Same as plan 1. Same effects as plan 1, Sane os plan 3.

,abitat acres of 013 lost aoods lost condition - with some increase in
oer 1.)0 yearn. oer 00 .. ares of acres of granslani.open

a, tears; 6 woods lost. due to relocation/

acres ol evacuation.
agricultural
land lost.
Short-term
adverse

£ mpacts on
grassed/open

," areas. Approx-

isately 29
, . acres affected.

t aetlancn aSe :orult~cn. 1.5-acre man-made Same as plan 1. Sane as plan 1. ds-e as plan

wetland.

kater liality Base condltion. Short-term decrease in Same as plan 1. me as plan 1. Same as plan 1.

surface water quality
due to runoff from
construction site.

Air quality Base oond tion. Temporary increase in Same an plan . Same as plan Same as plan 1.
ir pollution during
construction.

Threatened and
endangereI Base condition. 4o effect. No effect. No effect. No effect.
species

.trn. Save ::nlition. Currently no onown sites Same as plan Same as plan Same as plan 1.
listed on or eligible f)r

41 inclusion on National
"eglter.

,ecreation - :nange fro cae There is an opportnnity Same an plan I, Same as plan . Same as plan .
zol '.n. to upgrade and/or add

.areas and facllities to
the city's park system.
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Conclusions of Initial Plans.-

o Emergency flood fighting will not be able to meet higher future

flood threats without a better emergency plan and extensive outside

help.

o A flood damage reduction plan is needed to allow the city to plan

around its flood problem, grow, and develop.

o A flood damage reduction plan composed of structural and

nonstructural measures is technically feasible, implementable,
complete, and will not require future improvements.

o The plan components will consist of structural and nonstructural

measures. Structural measures include levees. Nonstructural
measures may include floodplain evacuation, floodproofing,

floodplain zoning, flood insurance, flood warning and forecasting,

and updating the existing emergency plan of action.

Planning Constraints of Initial Plans. - Major planning constraints

required further study and analysis of the following items.

o Establishment of a recommended levee alignment to meet engineering

factors of safety as well as economic and social needs.

o Identification of East Grand Forks' most probable future without

flood works.

o Identification of the disposition of structures remaining outside

of the levee protection.

o Identification of Federal and non-Federal cost and sources of

funds.
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Studies for developing first level plans identified an alignment

corridor in which the overall best alignment lies. Additional studies

were programmed to identify the best alignment in terms of engineering,

economic, and environmental constraints. Further studies were needed

to analyze the foundation problem to identify the best alignment

closest to the river that meets an acceptable factor of safety

considering the engineering, economic, social, and environmental risks

involved.

The city of East Grand Forks has a decaying central business district.

New commercial development has recently focused on Highway 220N. The

city faces several most probable future choices which are sensitive to

* 'the flood risk in four areas: industrial development, commercial

redevelopment, residential development, and population maintenance. A

- :.i~,critical task for the city was to define the most probable future

without project condition. Once this condition was defined and

concurred in by the city, flood control measures and plans could be

determined and evaluated against this condition to aid decision-makers

in identifying the merits of flood control works.

The number and disposition of structures not protected by a levee

project, floodproofing, or acquisition would depend on the final levee

, , alignment and related engineering, economic, social, and environmental

impacts. Obviously, the closer the levees were to the river, the

larger the number of structures to be protected by the levees and the
fewer the number of structures requiring floodproofing or acquisition.

Additional studies were needed to weigh the risks in levee location

against the realistic social impacts.

The financial cost of flood protection is beyond the city's capability.

Identification of a Federal and non-Federal source of funds and cost

sharing arrangement to help the city implement the plan were required.

The range of the Federal and non-Federal share of the project cost is

shown in the following tabulation.
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Project First Cost ($ Millions)

Federal cost 10.7 - 21.6

Non-Federal cost 9.8 - 11.6

Total project cost 20.5 - 33.2

Second Level Formulation of Final Plans

Initial plans were coordinated with interested publics at an October

1983 workshop/public meeting in East Grand Forks. Following the

meeting, studies were continued to identify a recommended levee

alignment, the city's most probable future, and the disposition of

structures outside levee protection. The final level of formulation

and evaluation focused on three new plans for the city based on a

recommended levee alignment, the complete evacuation of structures

outside the levee protection and a newly defined city future. Two

distinct areas were identified and evaluated separately; that is, the

areas north and south of the Red Lake River. Each area is able to

stand alone as an independent flood protection area. Each area was

first analyzed for its engineering and economic feasibility for the

construction of levees independently and in combination with complete

evavuation of structures outside the levee protection. The following

table summarizes the results of that evaluation.

Benefit-Cost Ratios for 100-Year and Standard Project Floods
at the Authorized Interest Rate (3-4 Percent)

Area 100-Year Flood Standard Project Flood

North 2.9 3.0

South 0.8 0.9
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The analysis at the 1-percent and standard project flood levels of

protection showed that the area north of the Red Lake River produced a

feasible levee component whereas the area south did not. No further

study of levees south of the Red Lake River was recommended. Following

this evaluation, two plans were evaluated at the 1-percent and standard

project flood levels of protection for the city. The plans focused in

on the following measures for each subarea.

Total Flood Damage Reduction Plans for East Grand Forks, Minnesota

Area Viable Measures

North Levees and floodwalls

Evacuation
Floodplain warning and forecasting

Floodplain zoning
Updated flood emergency plan of action

South Evacuation/relocation
Flood proofing
Flood insurance
Floodplain warning and forecasting

Floodplain zoning
Updated flood emergency plan of action

v ° Description of Plans. - A description of each plan follows.

Plan 6 consists of levees and other nonstructural measures for the

subarea north of the Red Lake River and nonstructural measures for the

subarea south of the Red Lake River.

For the area north of the Red Lake River, levees would be constructed

to a design level and freeboard of the 1-percent chance flood.

Emergency levees outside the levee alignment would be removed to reduce

the risk of foundation failure. Material from the emergency levees

-would be used, where possible, to construct the project levees. All

structures outside the levee protection would be acquired. Four
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riverbank areas (see the following figure) would be unloaded to reduce

the risk of levee failure. All unloaded areas and acquired properties

would be restored to the appearance and condition of the natural

floodplain, as much as possible, and zoned for appropriate floodplain

use. In addition, floodplain zoning regulations would be revised,

removing protected areas from current floodplain zoning regulations and

the requirement of flood insurance. Flood forecasting and warning

would be tied closely with the operation of the project plan and the

current flood emergency plan. The emergency plan of action would be

revised to consider flood emergencies that require the operation of the

project as specified by operation manuals and to consider emergency

action for floods that would exceed design levels of protection.

For areas south of the Red Lake River, 14 residential and 3 commercial

structures would be acquired. Commercial structures would be

floodproofed when the cost of acquisition or floodproofing is less than

or equal to the flood damages incurred. Individual owners would be

advised of the benefits of acquiring flood insurance to defray flood

losses to residential and commercial structures. Areas acquired would

be restored to an appropriate floodplain use and remain zoned

floodplain. Flood forecasting and warning systems and coordination

with NOAA and other forecasting agencies would be closely tied to

emergency action activities. The current flood emergency plan of

action would be revised to identify emergency actions the city and

individual property owners would carry out during a series of flood

scenarios starting at the zero damage level to action required for a

standard project flood.

Plan 7 is the same as plan 1A with one exception. The costs and

benefits of structural and nonstructural measures are evaluated at the

standard project flood level of protection.
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Plan 8 selects the best components of plans 1A and 2A, identifying the

optimum plan (NED plan) for areas north and south that reasonably

maximizes the economic benefits of structural and nonstructural

measures. This plan seeks to optimize the economic benefits baseJ on

the design level of protection of levees as well as the evacuati3n and

flood proofing of structures outside levee protection, where reasonable

and practical. For the area north, levees would be constructed to the

0.3-percent chance flood level of protection. All other conditions

would remain the same as those identified in plan 1. For the area

south, all conditions would be the same as those recommended in plan 1;

that is, by evacuating or floodproofing structures to the 1-percent

chance protection where they have a benefit-cost ratio of 1/1 or

greater. The evacuation and floodproofing measures were removed from

further consideration when the city of East Grand Forks indicated that

it could not implement the acquisition of the 14 residential and 3

commercial properties on the Point because of social and political

problems.

Plan 5 - This is the same without plan used in the initial evaluation.

It assumes continuation of existing flood fighting practices based on

emergency management or on an emergency by emergency basis. The city

would follow the existing emergency plan to include construction of

emergency levees; loading and unloading of emergency levees; and

dependence on Federal, State, and local materials, money, manpower, and

time resources to meet future flood threats and reduce flood damages.

Comparison of Plans. - The Federal and non-Federal first costs for

plans 6, 7, and 8 are shown in the following table. The recommended

plan (No. 8) would have a Federal first cost of $22,440,000 and a non-

Federal first cost of $8,100,000.
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Federal and Nn-Federal First Costs ($l000's)
Item Plan 6 Plan 7 Plan 8 (NED)

Federal 19,923 23,035 22,440

Structural 12,415 11,820
Levee construction ,475) (921) (842)
Bank unloading 472) (472) (472)
Removal of emergeny- .. (348) (348)

Floodwall construc (3,751) (3,445)
Closure (266) (838) (749)
Roads - (320) (199)
Interior drainage 3,038) (3,038) (3,038)
Pumping plant 7,277) (2,277) (2,277)
Beautification ,450) (450) (450)

Nonstructural -, D01 8,000 8,000
Evacuation ' 430) (6,480) (6,480)
Relocation assistari., 1,520) (1,520) (1,520)

Recreation 215 215 215
Engineering & Design 1,467 1,467 1,467
Supervision & Administr A*rm 938 938 938

Non-Federal 3,080 8,100 8,100

Structural 5,865 5,885 5,885
Utilities 11,385) (1,385) (1,385)
Evacuation (3,000) (3,000) (3,000)
Relocation assistance (1,480) (1,500) (1,500)

Nonstructural 2,000 2,000 2,000
Evacuation (1,620) (1,620) (1,620)
Relocation assistance (380) (380) (380)

Recreation 215 215 215

-Total Plan Cost 28,003 31,135 30,540
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The following table displays the average annual costs, benefits, and

benefit-cost ratio of plans 6, 7, and 8 at the authorized and current

interest rates of 3-1/4 and 8-1/8 percent, respectively.

Benefit-Cost Ratios for Plans 6, 7, and 8
3-1/4 percent 8-1/8 percent 8-3/8 percent

($1,000's) ($110001s) ($1,000's)
Plan 6 Plan 7 Plan 8 Plan 6 Plan 7 Plan 8 Plan 8

(NED) (NED) (NED)

Average Annual Benefits

Levee $1,799 $2,211 $2,193 $1,632 $2,005 $1,990 $1,982
Acquisition 587 587 587 587 587 587 587
Other 154 154 1541 155 155 154 154

Total Average
Annual Benefits 2,540 2,952 2,934 2,374 2,747 2,731 2,723

First Costs 28,003 31,135 30,540 28,003 31,135 30,540 30,540

Interest During
Construction 264 314 300 670 797 773 780

Total Investment Costs 27,404 28,049 27,440 27,810 28,532 27,913 27,920

Average Annual Costs

Annual Costs 840 948 928 2,054 2,319 2,269 2,274
O&M Costs 30 30 3 -0 3 30 3
Total Annual Costs 870 978 958 2,084 2,349 2,299 2,3041

Benefit-Cost Ratio 2.9 3.0 3.1 1.14 1.17 1.2 1.18

Net Benefits 1,670 1,974 1,976 290 398 432 4119
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The following table summarizes plan features and compares tne economic,

environmental, cultural, and social impacts of plans 6, 7, and 8 with

plan 5 (without plan). The selected plan for Federal action is plan 8,

wnich has the most favorable benefit-cost ratio and the greatest net

economic benefits consistent with protecting the Nation'3 environment.

Tnis selection is based on comparison of plan impacts as summarized in

tfe table and documented in the environmental impact statement and

supporting documentation.

Ip.
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Summary Comparison of Plan Impacts

Without Plan With Plans
Alternative Components Alternative Components
North of Red Lake River South of Red Lake River

Item Plan 5 Plan 6 Plan 7 Plan 8 (NED) Plan 6 Plan 7 Plan 8 NEl

Structural Components

1: ,. Level of Protection Protection uncertain, levees 1.0 percent SPF 0.3 percent 1.0 percent SPF Base ccni:> cc
4. tconstructed for one-time event.

Lngth of Earth Levee ,ti 9,504 13,240 17,290 17,290 1.,100 16,240 Base conc:t:n

Lengtn of F.OdowalI .ft) 0 2,970 3.760 3,760 2,620 1,600 Base ,cci>>'.

.J losures No. of) 0 5 8 8 6 Base conoioc

Road Modification tft' N.A. 200 9,950 6,350 - 600 Base consw:sr.

Bank Jnloadng acres) N.A. 15 15 15 o0 10 Base conl t:

Removal of Emergency Loading and unloading of 650 feet
Levees of emergency levee north of Red 9,500 9,500 ;,500 0 0 Base >-n1:t-c

Lake River for each flood event.

Interior Drainage No permanent system. Emergency
;ravity outlet ft) equipment only. 2,800 2,800 2,800 40) 400 Base con>'
:nterceptor sewer ;ft) 8,300 8,300 8,300 7,'00 7,700 Base cont;o
Ponding area acres) 16.1 16.1 16.1 3.8 3.9 Base con,::. c
*ravIty outlets (Nd.- 4 4 1 Base lll:.
Pumping stations No.) 3 3 5 I I Base son>>

Real Estate Emergency acquisition.

Structures cquired
Residential 75 75 75 Dropped from farter Base >n ." -
Zommercal 3 3 3 consideration due to

economic Lnfeasibility.
Utility Modificattons Modifications would be made under
Water Line ,ft) emergency conditions. 6,350 6,350 6,350 b,150 6,150 Base so.'.
Sanitary sewer ft) 9,900 9,900 9,900 1,300 1,300 Base 1n:5:t.:

ionstructural Component

Evacuation
Structures witn permanent
protection (No.) (1) 0 1,777 1,777 1,777

Structures acquired (No.: Emergency acquisition will be re- 129 129 129 17 1?
Residential quired, depending on nature and (117) (117) (117) 14) 14)
ommercial extent of future floods. (12) (12) (12) 1 3) 3)

Occupancy units All susceptible city units will 293 293 293 17 17
Residential nousenols continue to be disrupted, (254) (254) (254) (14) 14
Commercial businesses depending on nature and extent (39) (39) (39) K 3) (3)
Total occupants of floods. 600 600 600 34 34

Flood Forecasting Continuation of existing ---------- Tied closely with NOAA and project operation - t------ tied close..

and Warn Ing practices. wit NOAA a-1
emergency ;.un
of action.

Floodplain Zoning Continuation of existing Of 314 floodplain acres, 290 would be Of 251 floodplain Enforcement )f
practices, removed and 24 would remain. acres, 75 would be conIng regu-a-

removed and 176 would lions on 251

remain, acres of
floooplain.

Flood Emergency Continuation of existing plan. Update plan to consider emergencies that would overtop designed level of
Plan of Action protection.

Flood Insurance 40 percent of the structures
Structures needing in the city are in the flood-
flood insurance plain; all would need flood 0 0 0 0 0 57u

Insurance.

Economic High risk of major flood damages;

approximately $5 million has been
First osts B millions) spent in emergency efforts since
Federal first cost 1965. Costs are difficult to 16.4 19.5 18.9 • Dropped due to economic infeasibilty.
Non-Federal first cost forecast and are based on nature 10.3 10.3 10.3 Dropped due to economic infeasibility.
Total first cost and extent of future flooding. 26.6 29.8 29.2 Dropped due to economic infeascbilty.

Beneflt-Zost Ratll 2.9 3.0 3.1 0.7 0.9 0.7

Fisn and Wildlife Resources

Riparian dabitat
Iooed If 114 acre' of total habitat, 49 acre increase when compared to Plans dropped due to Base conDiln

60 acres nort and 54 acres south, without condition, economic infeasibility. south
approximately 12 acres will be
lost north ani 11 acres south.

r-osel 114 acres of total grassland "2 6 acre increase when compared to Plans dropped due to Base consitco
acres north and 72 acres south. wiltout condition, economic infeasibility.
dooded acres would be converted

to grassland; 12 acres north and
'1 acres south.

det'ands 
1
.3-acre man-made wetlanD. ---------- ........-------------- Same as plan 5 --------

Oater .a,:tj Base condition. Short term decrease in surface water Plans Iropped bue to Base cnlxtzcn
quality due to runoff from construc- economic Infeasibility.
tlon site.

S;r lua..ty Base conditon. Snort term increase in air pollution Plans dropped due to Base con:'.
luring construction. economic infea3iillty.

T-reatvel :r Baangerel iuse conl---on. - . effect.-------------- Plans dropped doe to No effect

;P4t-e5 economic infeasibility.

() 87 . tcta. -Mer of ntrute.,r snat (runs Forvn ,t ect to ,r-t flo'od langer .s 2,0'. t tove plan 1.77 structures nortn of re
.axe R:oer -, ,ave pe-manent prv.eothn.

. ".. ", . ,- . . ". "4 W f " " - . . . . .' .'-.'
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Summary Comparison of Plan Impacts (Continued)

Without Pan With Plans
Alternative Components Alternative Components
North of Red Lake River South of Red Lake River

Item Plan 5 Plan 6 Plan 7 Plan 8 (NED) Plan 6 Plan 7 Plan 8 (NED;

Cultural Resources Currently, no known sites are -------- Same as without plan.-------- Plans dropped due to Same .s ILM-
listed on or eligible for economic infeasibility. ut plan.
inclusion on National Register.

Social

'Exlsting Pnysical Development

Structures Deterioration and devaluation due 192 residential and 15 commercial Plans dropped due to Base rond,-n
to floodplaln regulations and structures removed of wnicn about 7J economic infeas-ility.
floods. percent may be relocated to protected

areas. 1,777 remaining structures
would be protected.

Uti~lties No significant cnange. Some abandoned infrastructure, but Plans dropped due to B.se nO;:.c
most will be protected, economic infeasbl..ty.

' .ransporato No significant change. Traffic disruption during construc- Plans dropped due to Base ondrt.on
tlion only. economic Lnfeasiboilty.

nProperty value Devaluation of all floodplain Enhanced in protected areas, declined P.ans dropped due to Base :on;tcf
property, particularly in lowest in acquired areas; net increase, economic infeasib-ty.
elecatlons.

Tax Base

Property Valie Devaluation of all floodplain -------------- Net increase ------------ Plans dropped due to Bse cond.: or

property, particularly in lowest economic infeasibolity.
elevations.

Population Zrowth of 14 percent over next Temporary slowing of growth. Approxi- Plans dropped lue to Base -ond;tio20 years. mately 76 households (183 Individuals, economic infeas blilty.

may not choose to relocate within

city. Opportunity for increased growth
and development over study life.

Retail Sales Moderate increase. No significant impact. Plans dropped due to Base condition

economic infeasbilty.

Social System

( NeignbOrnoods No significant change; some 15 residential floodplain blocas or Plans dropped doe to Base ondition
general blight, clusters permanently removed. 3ppor- economic infeasi1ILoy.

A tunity to restructure residential area
protected and maintain or improve

• , ~aneighborhood integrity.

Business District Deterioration of downtown; Four commercial floodplain blocKs Plans dropped due to Base condition
continued restructuring along removed; opportunity to restructure economic Infeasibility.
Highway 220 north (Out of flood- exlsting downtown area.
plain).

Social Cohesion

Need Continued anxiety and concern for Bigh consensus on seriousness of Plans dropped lie to Base condition
the threat of flooding, flood floodplain problem, but not on best economic infeasibility.

control, and lack of permanent solution.

dependable flood protection.

Community Viability Continued concern for deterlora- Concern about residential and Plans dropped due to Base condltion
tion of residential and business comercial consequences, economic Infeasibility.
community.

Equity Concern for devaluation of flood- Concern about allocation of costs, Plans dropped doe to Base condition
plain properties and their upkeep acquisitions, and property values, economic infeasibility.
under strict floodplain zoning

reg ulations.

Recreation

V Valley dolf Associatlon Nine-hole golf course expanding Some disruption to area during con- Plans dropped due to Base ondition
3o,f Course to elghteen-hole golf course. struction. No loss of property. economic infeasililIty.

Bocer Heights Par 22-acre wooded park with existing Possible minor loss of park land. Plans dropped due to Base conditon
trails and playground equipment. No impact for existing or planned economic infeasibility.
City plans to provide additional future development.

rntacilities.

,i-e ParK A 1.5-acre park is a tot lot for Surrounding residents would be Plans dropped due to Base condition
,surrounding residents. Continued relocated. Equipment would be economic nfe.slllty.

use of park. relocated. Loss of clientele.

Bocers Edge Par. A 2)-acre park - primarily open No impact to existing or planned Plans dropped due to Base condition
space. City plans to develop a facilities. Park area would be economic nfeasibility.
25-unit campground next to river. expanded.

;rzg~g Par, A two-acre park with play equip- Levee would displace sose equlpment Plans dropped due to Base condition
ment, warmIng Ioose, and hockey and hockey rinw. economic inreasibility.
rink. Continued use of park.

* )pn 3Da-e Cyste. Continued traditional use of open Tce addition of approximately Th Plans dropped due to Base condition
space areas beyond .xisting park acres to system witn potential for economic infeasibility.
boundaries, recreation development and/or wiJ-

e .ife nabitat. Increased maintenance
respnsibilitIes for ;ty.

44 : """ -. ;.



The following photographs depict two future scenarios for downtown East

Grand Forks -- with and without a permanent levee. Without a permanent

levee to protect the city, the downtown area (see picture on page 112)

and depressed growth and development future is expected to look much as

it is today due to future, even higher flood threats. Emergency levees

will remain as shown but higher levels will be constructed only by

raising and unloading earthen levees in this reach during each flood

emergency. Without unloading of this reach, the city faces the risk of

the ultimate failure of the entire system. If frequent flooding

continues, the city faces the risk of expensive flood emergency costs

and further deterioration of the downtown area. With permanent flood

protection (see picture on page 113), a floodwall would be constructed

and homes and businesses evacuated as shown. The floodwall would be

constructed to blend into a scenic city entrance. The area between the

4,., river and floodwall would be beautified and designated for an

-:appropriate floodplain use such as: a picnic/recreation boat launch

facility shown south of the DeMers Avenue bridge; an alternate road

bypass south of the Burlington Northern tracks when unit trains block

major traffic routes; a trail system tying into existing and planned

trail systems; and conversion of remaining areas for wildlife purposes

and reduced maintenance costs. In addition, permanent protection

affords the city the opportunity for increased residential, commercial,

p and industrial growth without the needs for flood insurance and concern

for the threat of future floods. The area north of DeMers Avenue

connecting the older downtown area with development along Highway 220

could be redeveloped with a mix of businesses such as the conceptual

* .shopping center shown in the picture. Redevelopment of existing

* .* .structures in the older downtown residential and commercial area can be

- undertaken to retain and enhance the rich historical and cultural

values of East Grand Forks' past with new future growth and

'up....development.
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Conclusions. - Upon completion of the final analysis of the plan, the

following conclusions were reached.

o The NED plan (plan 8) is the selected plan for reducing flood

damage at East Grand Forks, Minnesota.

o The NED plan is recommended for design studies.

Future Investigations (General Design Meorandu Doounents)

4The next level of studies will focus on the following general work

items:

o Detailed design of structural, nonstructural, and recreation

features.

a Plan implementation strategy.

o Detailed cost estimates.

o Legal documents/commitments.

Design details will be prepared for each feature of the plan to the

level necessary for preparation of final plans and specifications. An

implementation strategy activities flow chart will be developed to

carry out each design detail. A detailed cost estimate and necessary

legal documents will be prepared to specify the Federal and non-Federal

responsibilities for carrying out the overall plan.

114
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DESCRIPTION OF THE SELECTD PLAN

PLAN COMPONENTS

The flood damage reduction plan would provide flood protection for

approximately 1,777 structures in East Grand Forks, Minnesota, that

receive direct flood damages. The selected plan is composed of tne

following structural and nonstructural measures by area.

Area Measure

North of Red Lake River Structural

Levees

Nonstructural

Evacuation

Floodplain zoning

Flood warning and forecasting

Emergency plan of action

South of Red Lake River Structural

None

Nonstructural

Floodplain zoning and enforcement

Flood warning and forecasting

Flood insurance

Emergency plan of action

NORTH OF THE RED LAKE RIVER

Levees would be constructed to a design water surface elevation of the

0.3-percent chance flood event and a top of levee elevation of an 0.11-

percent chance flood event along the alignment shown in the following

figure. Approximately 1.8 miles of emergency levee would be removed

from outside the permanent levee alignment to reduce the risk of

foundation failure. Material from the emergency levees and unloading
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area would be used to construct the permanent levees. A total of' 75

structures under the permanent levee alignment and 129 structures

outside the levee protection would be evacuated. All properties would

be purchased and the owners would be assisted in finding replacement

property under the Uniform Relocation Assistance Act. Four riverbank

areas would be unloaded to reduce the risk of levee failure.

All unloaded areas and evacuated properties would be restored to the

appearance and condition of the natural floodplain, as much as

possible, and zoned for an appropriate floodplain use. Supplemental

plantings would be provided to help beautify acquired lands, razed

emergency levee areas, and unloaded areas. Plantings would be in
groupings of trees and shrubs to allow visual diversity and

interspersion, maximizing aesthetics and habitat values.

Floodplain zoning regulations would be revised, removing protected

areas from the requirements of floodplain zoning regulations and flood

insurance. Flood forecasting and warning services would be closely

tied with the operation of the project plan. The current emergency

plan of action would be incorporated into the operation of the project

plan and revised to consider flood emergencies that would exceed design

levels of protection.

Recreation development would take advantage of the expanded open space

corridor along the Red and Red Lake Rivers. Recreation development

would be concentrated in several areas with the remaining areas allowed

N. . to revert to natural areas to help minimize maintenance costs. Each

area would be connected by a trail system. Specific areas include: a

tailwater fishing and picnic area at the Red Lake River Dam; a picnic

and play area in the unloaded area south of River Heights Park; a

passive recreation/natural area between the U.S. Highway 2 bridge and

the swing railroad bridge downtown; an open space area between the L~

railroad bridges downtown; a campground and fishing area south of the

117
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Burlington Northern tracks; and connection of these areas with a trail

system being proposed on "The Point."

SOUTH OF THE RED LAKE RIVER

Floodplain zoning regulations would be strictly enforced. Flood

Vforecasting and warning services would be closely tied with the

operation of the project plan. Residents would be advised annually of

their floodplain status and the individual and city responsibilities

during a flood emergency. Residents within the floodplain would also

be advised of the advantages and disadvantages of acquiring flood

* insurance to defray flood losses. The current flood emergency plan of

action would be updated and made a part of the project operation

manual. It would consider a series of flood emergency scenarios at

flood levels between the zero damage level and the standard project

flood level. Selected scenarios would consider a step by step

emergency action plan for reducing flood damages and loss of life when

and if such a flood were to occur. This plan would be used by local,

State, and Federal flood emergency agencies during a flood emergency.

DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION CONSIDERATIONS

STRUCTURAL MEASURES

Design and construction of earthen levees, floodwalls, road raises,

road closures, and interior flood control facilities would be the

primary responsibility of the St. Paul District, Corps of Engineers.

Protection would be constructed to a design water surface elevation of

. a 0.3-percent chance flood and a top of levee elevation of an 0.1 1-

percent chance flood. Components of the levee-floodwall protection

include: 17,290 feet of earthen levee, 3,760 feet of concrete

floodwall, 8 road and/or railroad closures, 6,850 feet of road raise,

15 acres of unloaded bank, and 18,980 feet of flood emergency barrier

which would be placed on top of existing roadways to provide freeboard

for a design flood event only. Components of the interior drainage 1
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system include: 2,800 feet of gravity outlet pipe, 8,300 feet of

interceptor sewer, 16.1 acres of ponding area, ~4 gravity outlets, and 3
*pumping stations. The city of East Grand Forks and the Corps -would

closely coordinate all structural features as well as modifications to

existing utilities to include: 6,350 feet of water lines and 9,900

feet of sanitary sewer lines.

Acquisition of' all lands, easements, and rights-of-way, including

acquisition of the 75 residential structures and 3 commercial

structures along the levee alignment, would be the primary

responsibility of the city of East Grand Forks. Many of these

structures would be relocated within the city. The city and Corps

would identify the disposition of these structures.

NONSTRUCTURAL MEASURES

Under the selected plan, an additional 12 comnmercial and 117

residential structures would be purchased and evacuated from the area

between the permanent levee and the river. Evacuated sites would be

graded, seeded, and beautified withl appropriate vegetation for public

safety and aesthetics and to minimize operation and maintenance costs.

The city would have the primary responsibility for acquiring these

properties. Acquisition would be coordinated with the Corps of

Engineers. Many of these homes could be relocated within the city.

Tne Corps, along with other agencies, would provide technical

assistance to the city in planning, developing, and carrying out a city

evacuation plan to include relocating structures; planning, layout, and

design of evacuated and relocation areas; development sites; public

involvement; coordination; and implementation details. In addition,

the city would make available sufficient residential and commercial

land in East Grand Forks, witn and without existing dwellings, to

accommodate all evacuated persons who wish to relocate there. It would

be the responsibility of tne city to insure that sufficient improved

lots for new or relocated dwellings were ready by the time of project

~ .-..cimplementation.
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~ OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE CONSIDERATIONS

The project would be operated for flood damage reduction. The

operation and maintenance of the plan would be the responsibility of

the city of East Grand Forks, in accordance with regulations prescribed

by the Secretary of the Army.

PLAN ACCOMPLISHMENTS

The selected plan is a part of a comprehensive approach to reducing

flood damages in the Red River of the North basin and represents a

significant reduction in flood damages for the metropolitan area of

East Grand Forks, Minnesota.

Tangible accomplishments of the selected plan are: reduced flood

d levels for the East Grand Forks area south of the Red Lake River (The

Point area); significantly reduced flood damages and threat of flooding

for East Grand Forks north of the Red Lake River; increased opportunity

for growth and development for East Grand Forks; and reduced flood

levels and damages (no induced flood damages) for Grand Forks, North

Dakota and areas north and south.

* Though tangible accomplishments are the principal items considered in

this study and decision-making process, intangible accomplishments are

just as important. Intangible accomplishments include: a significant

reduction of a major basin-wide flood problem; a significant reduction

of the threat of flooding in East Grand Forks; a renewed opportunity

for redirE ted growth and development for East Grand Forks and the

region; matched local, State, and Federal goals and purposes of

floodplain management policies and regulations; and matched goals and

values of grass roots organizations such as The International Coalition

(TIC) for Land/Water Stewardship in the Red River drainage basin. By

recognizing and seeking solutions to its flood problem, East Grand

Forks models the type of cooperation on which this region must

ultimately rely.
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SUMMARY OF EFFECTS

ECONOMIC

Average annual flood damages would be reduced by 80 percent.

Development within protected areas is expected to increase and

coalesce. The major portion of relocated businesses and residences are

expected to remain in East Grand Forks. Protected floodplain areas

would be fully developed. The value of property protected would

increase, the cost of administering flood insurance policies would

decrease, and there would be an increase in benefits from increased

recreation.

SOCIAL

No adverse effects were found in the areas of employment, community,

and regional growth. Significant effects were identified for the

following areas: man-made and natural resources, aesthetic values,

community cohesion, public facilities and services, taxes, property

values, residences, and businesses. Floodplain neighborhoods would be

temporarily disrupted, permanently changed, or terminated, as homes and

businesses are acquired, removed, and/or relocated. Most of these

% effects would be of short duration until new neighborhood ties were

established. The downtown floodplain businesses would be significantly

5 disrupted by removal of structures. The effect of a major change or

restructuring of the downtown area may provide a positive motivation

toward creation of a new downtown area, perhaps tying the newer

commercial strip development along Highway 220 with the older downtown
.4. area.

The flood threat for 107 commercial and 1,624 residential properties

would be ended. Property values, tax base, and community appearance
would be enhanced and development would be facilitated by removal of

floodplain restrictions. During construction, roads, utilities, and

traffic would be disrupted over a short period of time and/or modified



permanently to meet the overall plan. Population growth would be ~

slightly depressed for a few years as properties are relocated. Social

cohesion may be temporarily disrupted by three areas of controversy:

need, community viability, and equity. Lack of consensus on how

serious the flood problem is and the need for, costs of, and social

effects of the project could be politically important. Community

viability of the plan needs to be emphasized by the city and Corps by

conducting open and ongoing educational efforts to quell rumors and

explain project consequences. Equity over issues needs to be continued

and addressed in several areas of current controversy: nonviability of

flood protection south of the Red Lake River, property values, and

-p. taxes.

CULTURAL

As of July 3, 1984, there are no sites listed on or determined to be

eligible for inclusion on the National Register that would be impacted

by this proposed plan.

There are two structures -that may qualify for inclusion on the National

Register that will be impacted by floodplain evacuation. Additional

data regarding their eligibility will be collected during the next

phase of study.

There are also one prehistoric and two historic archeological sites

that will be impacted by bank unloading within the proposed project

area. Although these sites are considered to have a minimal chance of

eligibility to the National Register, additional testing for assessment
A of their significance will be undertaken during the design phase of

study.
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RECREATION

The proposed plan would have the following beneficial and adverse

effects on recreation. The plan offers the opportunity for reducing

demand and increasing supply by expanding and/or improving the

recreation resource base through the addition of 55 acres of

developable land. Levees would adversely impact existing recreation

areas to varying degrees at the golf course, River Heights Park, Dike

Park, and Griggs Park. The increased lands would increase maintenance

responsibilities. The general overall effect of the plan would be

positive.

ENVIRONMENTAL

No adverse impacts would occur to air and water resources. Noise would

not be a problem. The plan would require the removal of 6 acres of

riparian woods to accommodate the construction of levees, the addition

of 43 wooded areas, and beautification of approximately 30 acres of

project lands. Effects of levee construction on grasslands and open

areas would be short term as disturbed areas would be reseeded.

Evacuation of the floodplain would add approximately 12 acres of

grassland/open habitat. A 1.5-acre man-made wetland would be filled

during construction. This action is required to ensure stability of

levees and would be in compliance with Executive Order 11990.

PLAN IMPLEI4ENTATION

Implementation of the recommended plan depends upon the following

principal organizations by measure. Each organization has the

authority to implement the measure. The current institutional

structure is capable of fully implementing the plan. No new

institutions are required.
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Measures Responsible Organizations

Levees Corps of Engineers
City of East Grand Forks

Evacuation City of East Grand Forks
Corps of Engineers
State and Federal Development Agencies

Floodplain zoning City of East Grand Forks
and enforcement State of Minnesota

Flood warning and City of East Grand Forks
forecasting National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

Emergency plan City of East Grand Forks
update Corps of Engineers

State and Federal Emergency Management Agencies

Flood insurance Individual property owners
City of East Grand Forks
State and Federal Emergency Management Agencies

INSTITUTIONAL REQUIREMENTS

LEVEES AND FLOODWALLS

The Corps of Engineers and the city of East Grand Forks nave legal

authority to construct levees and floodwalls. City financing of the

local share can be provided by a bond issue to be paid off by an

ad valorem tax. The city's level of bonding is possibly sufficiently

low for funding to be realistic. East Grand Forks has been extensively

involved in the construction of emergency levees and presently is

maintaining those levees. With that experience, the city believes it

can honor its operation and maintenance responsibilities by using
either its own staff or consultants.

A
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Interrelations required by this alternative measure include permit

approval for construction and operation and maintenance activities by

the Red Lake Watershed District and the Minnesota Department of Natural

Resources. In financing the local share, thle city would work directly

with a bonding consultant; no State approval or review is required.

The levee and floodwall measure can be implemented within the existing

institutional framework. This measure has widespread local and

regional support.

PERM4ANENT EVACUATION

Minnesota statutes, Chapter 462.2415 and Chapter 472, provide for

relocation projects conducted by either the city or the Housing and

Redevelopment Authority of East Grand Forks. Financing the project can

be part of a local bond issue. However, the community would require

financial assistance from the State Planning Agency and/or Federal

housing and urban development agencies. The city has experience with

relocations, but this measure is larger in scope than previous efforts.

N In implementing this measure, the city would work with the Corps and

the Office of Local Government of the Minnesota Department of Energy,

Planning, and Development. The Office of Local Government is assuming

responsibility for administering the HUD Community Development Block

Grant Program for small cities in Minnesota during fiscal year 19824.

Institutional deficiencies include insufficient local funds and
Ninadequate staff. Both deficiencies can be filled by funding provided

by State or Federal agencies, although there are significant program

and funding cuts at both levels.
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FLOODPLAIN ZONING

Floodplain zoning is already implemented in East Grand Forks. Present

zoning restriction and enforcement involves interaction between the

city and the Department of Natural Resources. The Department monitors

compliance with State and Federal regulations and, in turn, reports to

the Federal Emergency Management Agency.

The only institutional deficiency existing is the lack of rigidly

enforced floodplain zoning. Signs could be placed to identify the

floodplain and help potential buyers consider the consequences.

FLOOD INSURANCE

This measure is already established and is in use in the area.

Individual property owners have the responsibility of obtaining flood

insurance from a State certified insurance agency. The city, State,

and Federal emergency management agencies can help existing and

prospective owners identify whether they would be required to maintain

insurance coverage by nature of their floodplain status. An annual

notification could be provided to property owners to make them more

aware of their floodplain sta.us and serve as a reminder that their

property requires flood insurance to defray property losses.

Notification could be achieved by a special message on property tax

Vnotices or a monthly utility service charge notice.

FLOOD EMERGENCY PLAN OF ACTION

This measure is already established. However, to make the overall plan

for flood damage reduction complete, the existing flood emergency plan

of action would be updated and made a part of the overall project

operation plan to identify a stage action cnart of activities. This

could be done by tne Corps in coordination with the city of East Grand

Forks and State and Federal emergency management agencies.
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4" FLOOD WARNING AND FORECASTING

The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), National

Weather Service, provides flood outlooks and forecasting services for

the river basin. NOAA provides flood forecasting information at the

gage in East Grand Forks, Minnesota. Better communication links need

to be established between NOAA and city officials during flood

emergencies to make available factual and timely outlook and forecast

information for plan operation. These communication links can be

achieved by ongoing programs and participation in Federal and State

Emergency Preparedness Programs provided prior to the flood season each

year.

DIVISION OF PLAN RESPONSIBILITIES

Federal and non-Federal participation has been established by

Congressional authorities for specific structural and nonstructural

measures. Responsibility for measures recommended for further study is

defined in general as follows:

. o Local Flood Protection (Levees): Non-Federal interests are

required to provide all lands, easements, and rights-of-way, borrow

and disposal areas, and all alterations and relocations of

utilities, streets, highways, bridges, buildings, storm drains, and

other structures and improvements necessary for the construction of

the levee; hold and save the United States free from damages due to

the construction works; and assume operation and maintenance in

accordance with regulations prescribed by the Secretary of the Army

(33 CFR 208.10). A local cooperation agreement between the Corps

of Engineers and the city of East Grand Forks dated April 9, 1975,

identifies legal responsibilities of this measure.

A' o Nonstructural Measures: Measures include evacuation, floodplain

regulation, flood warning, and updating the emergency plan of

action.
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1. When a nonstructural measure is recommended, non-Federal

participation is 20 percent of the measure's cost (section 73,

Pubiic Law 93-251). Operation and maintenance costs are the

responsibility of non-Federal interests. Costs eligible for

cost sharing include the cost of acquiring improvements, land,

or interests in land, the cost of removal of existing

structures, and relocation assistance costs incurred under the

Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition

Policy Act of 1970. Eligible costs also include the costs of

* reestablishing existing public facilities; in the case of

relocation, that is, for example, building new public

facilities to replace those in the floodplain.

2. Lands or interests therein acquired in the floodplain as part
of a recommended nonstructural measure to avoid or reduce

damages will require a 20-percent non-Federal contribution.

3. Future use of property: A tract of land acquired as a

nonstructural measure may be used for any purpose which is not

incompatible with the project purpose. Any contract or

*, agreement shall note that authority to determine whether a use

is compatible shall lie with the Secretary of the Army acting

through the Chief of Engineers.

4. Regulation of the floodplain: Adoption and enforcement of

regulations for floodplain management are entirely a non-

Federal responsibility. Non-Federal interests may be required

to adopt and enforce such regulations if they are necessary to

protect the Federal investment or to achieve expected project

benefits.

5. Flood warning: The cost of equipment exclusively devoted to

flood warning systems and/or emergency evacuation will require

v a 20-percent non-Federal contribution.
4~o.

6. Recreation: Lands outside those acquired in conjunction with a

flood damage reduction plan will be limited to those necessary
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for access, parking, potable water, sanitation, and related

4 ~developments for health, safety, and public access. For cost

sharing purposes, the costs of such lands will be treated as

separable recreation costs. Facilities for recreation require

a 50-percent non-Federal contribution.

7. Real estate acquisition: Fee title will be acquired over all

lands and improvements required for nonstructural purposes.

4.' Upon completion, a perpetual restrictive easement will be

conveyed to the government by the city.

8. Revenue sharing funds made available to the States and local

communities under the State and Local Fiscal Assistance Act of

1972 (Public Law 92-512) are considered to be local monies upon

receipt. Sucn funds can be used by non-Federal interests to

meet non-Federal requirements. Similarly, contributions

4'.. derived in whole or in part from HUD's Community Development

Block Grant program may be accepted to meet non-Federal

requirements.

-~o Non-Federal interests are required to comply with provisions of the

Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition

Policies Act of 1970, Public Law 91-64I6, approved January 2, 1971,

in acquiring lands, easements, and rights-of-way for construction

~ J and maintenance of the project and inform affected persons of the

benefits, policies, and procedures in connection with said act.

o Non-Federal interests are required to comply with Section 601 of

Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (Public Law 88-352) and

Department of Defense Directive 5500.11 issued pursuant thereto and

published in Part 300 of Title 32, Code of Federal Regulations, in

connection with the construction and maintenance of the project.

REAL ESTATE

The proposed plan requires acquisition of approximately 8~4 acres in

perpetual easement and fee by the local sponsor. The areas include
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about 51 acres of residential land, 3.5 acres of golf' course land,

'4 i;4.5 acres of low wooded lands and 15 acres of commercial industrial

land. The estimated total cost of acquiring tne necessary real

estate is $14,500,000 and includes cost for lands, improvements,

damages, contingencies, Public Law 91-6146 relocation payments, and

administration.

The recommended plan has a total cost of $30,540,000. Federal costs

are $22,4410,000 and non-Federal costs are $8,100,000. The city of East

Grand Forks is currently planning to use community development monies

to implement part of the plan by evacuating homes from the

nonstructural component of the plan. A draft Section 215 agreement has

been forwarded to the Secretary of the Army's office to credit the

community for this effort.

VIEWS OF NON-FEDERAL SPONSOR

The formulation of the selected plan has been coordinated with

interested publics at two public meetings in East Grand Forks,

Minnesota, on October 11, 1984, and November 19, 1984. Based on this

coordination, the following November 23, 1984,- letter was received from

the city of East Grand Forks. The city expressed support for the

selected plan and a willingness to financially participate in the plan.

SUMMARY OF COORDINATION, PUBLIC VIEWS, AND COMMENTS

Formulation of the selected plan has been coordinated with interested

citizens of East Grand Forks and other publics through several forums
to include: distribution of draft reports for public review and

comment; publishing a six-page insert in the local newspaper

summarizing the results of the study for general information; holding a

public meeting on October 11, 1984, and a follow-up meeting on November

~, ~.19, 1984. Attachment 1 contains letters of comment and Corps

responses. Transcripts of the public meetings are retained in the St.
Paul District, Corps of Engineers Office, St. Paul, Minnesota.
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CITY OF EAST GRAND FORKS
"Center of the Rich Red River Valley"

AV Commercial EAST GRAND FORKS, MINNESOTA 56721

D E MACK. Clerk-Treasurer
P 0 Box 373, Phone (218) 773-2483

LOUIS A MURRAY Novmeber 23, 1984
Mayor

JIM GANDER Colonel Edward Rapp
President ot Council
Alderman at Large District Engineers

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
GEORGE E WOGAMAN 1105 U.S P.O and Custom House

VicePresident

Alderman 5th Ward St. Paul, Minnesota 55101

LYNN STAUSS
Alderman 1st Ward Dear Colonel Rapp:

KARLLINDOUIST The City of East Grand Forks continues to
Alderman 2nd Ward support the flood control plan being developed

DUANEP FETTIG jointly between the City and the St. Paul District
Alderman 3rd Ward Corps of Engineers.

JIM MONGOVEN
Alderman 4th Ward On Novmeber 20, 1984, the City Council did

STEVE GORMAN pass action requesting the U.S. Army Corps of
Alderman at Large Engineers to proceed with the design stage of the

proposed flood plan and this letter serves as ourROBERT A MATT rqet

City Attorney request.

The City is presently gathering information
needed to plan properly for the continuation of
said project. The next phase is to have the City
Council engage some designated planning group to
develope, prepare and recommend a City transition
plan for the future, with possible assistance from
a private consultant or the Northwest Regional
Development Commission. Also, in conjunction the
City will be investigating and planning for our
share of the financial requirement.

If there are any questions or concerns, please
contact me.

Sincerely yours,

Louis A. Miurray,
Mayor
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RECOMMENDATIONS

I recommend that the existing project for flood control at East Grani

Forks, Minnesota, authorized by the Flood Control Acts approved on 30

June 1948, 17 May 1950, 31 December 1970, and 17 April 1975, De

modified to provide for implementation of nonstructural measures in

conjunction with structural measures for flood control, in accordance

A with the plan selected herein, with further modification thereto as in

the discretion of the Chief of Engineers may be advisable, at a first

cost to the United States presently estimated at $22,440,000, provided

that, except as otherwise included in these recommendations, the exact

amount of non-Federal contribution shall be determined by the Chief of

Engineers prior to project implementation, in accordance witn tne

following requirements to which non-Federal interests must agree prior

to implementation:
1

a. Provide without cost to the Government all lands, easements,

rights-of-way, and spoil disposal areas necessary for the

construction and subsequent maintenance of the proposed channel anJ

levee improvements, when and as required.

b. Hold and save the Government free from damages due to tne

construction and subsequent maintenance of those works, except for

damages due to the fault or negligence of tne Government or its

contractors.

V c. Maintain and operate all of the channel and levee improvement works

after completion in accordance with regulations prescribed by the

Secretary of the Army.

' d. Make at their (city's) own expense all necessary cnanges to
4 utilities, highways, and bridges, including approaches.

1 Items a. through d. are a part of the existing Section 221 agreement

executed March 27, 1975.
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e. Provide 20 percent of te cost of nonstructural measures in

accordance with Section 7: of Public Law 93-251.

f. Provide all lands, easements, and rights-of-way required for

implementation of the nonstructural measures of the project if so

directed in writing by tnt St. Paul District Engineer, with the

only cost to tne United Stres being reimbursement of the Federal

80-percent share, subjet to tne availability of funds and prior

written approval by thn scid District Engineer of all proposed

expenditures, contracts, and appraisals in connection with the

provision of said lands, erents, and rights-of-way.

g. Enter into a separate recreation cost-snaring agreement with the

United States in connection w~in the recreational features of the
project.

h. Contribute 50 percent of -he first cost of recreational facilities

including tne value ,f lands, easements, and rignts-of-way

furnished for recreational access, safety, sanitation, and health

purposes located ou's3ie tne basic flood control project

boundaries and provide :*,, 7aintenance, repair, and replacement of

the recreational faciilme .

4 The recommendations containei herein reflect the information available

at this time and current Departme ntal policies governing formulation of

individual projects. Tney 1o not reflect program and budgeting

priorities inherent in mne formulation of a national civil works

construction program or tne perspective of nigher review levels within

the Executive Branch. 2>rpently, the recommendations may be

modified before they are tr:attel to tne Congress as proposals for

implementation funding.

EDWARD G. RAPP
.oionel, Corps of Engineers

DLstrict Engineer
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for floodprone areas of East Grand Forks south of the Red Lake River. ThisI plan has a benefit-cost ratio of 3:1.

1.03 Tne selected plan would also result in Positive benefits to the

environmental quality of the area. All structures on the riverward side of

the levee would be removed and the area would be maintained as open space.

Landscape beautification measures are proposed for project lands to reduce

maintenance costs of open space areas and to improve wildlife habitat and

aesthetic values.

1.04Impctson the social resources in East Grand Forks would be

signficnt.Impacts expected to occur include displacement of neignborhoods,

changes in the business district, changes in transportation routes and

utilities, and changes in the tax base. All of these factors may temporarily

disrupt the normal level of social cohesion.

1.05 The selected plan would require placement of fill material in a 1.5 acre

man-made wetland. This activity would be covered under 33 CFR 330.4,

Nationwide Permits for Discharges into Certain Waters. Construction

activities would not involve the placement of fill material within the

ordinary high watermark of the rivers. Therefore, a 404I(b)(1) evaluation will

not be prepared.

Areas of Controversy

1.06 Several areas of controversy developed during this study. Of primary

concern to city officials was the alignment of the flood barriers. The local

preference was to have the levee/floodwall follow the authorized project

(existing emergency levee) alignment. However, because of foundation

problems, preliminary alignments followed a setback from the river at a

distance of 400 to 1,000 feet. In many instances, this was a considerable

departure from the existing emergency levee. As a result of additional

geotechnical studies, and the proposed bank unloading in some areas, the
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SUPPLEMENT

TO THE

FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

EAST GRAND FORKS FLOOD CONTROL PROJECT

POLK COUNTY, MINNESOTA

1.00 SUMMARY

Major Conclusions and Findings

1.01 In 1953, a federally authorized project was planned and designed to

protect the city of East Grand Forks, Minnesota, from flooding. For various

reasons, the project was not constructed. Since then many changes have

occurred, requiring reevaluation of the authorized project and preparation of

a supplement to the Final EIS that was filed in 1971. During screening of

final plans, tne following actions were evaluated: No Action, construction of

levees/floodwalls with a 100-year (1-percent chance) design level of

protection, construction of levees/floodwalls with a standard project flood

design level of protection, and construction of levees/floodwalls with a 0.3-

percent chance design level of protection. A description of the plans is

presented in Section 3.00 of this EIS. The 0.3-percent chance level of

protection is the design level at which the net benefits are optimized and,

theretore, it contributes the most to the National Economic Development (NED)

objective. This is the selected plan. 'Economic feasibility, geotechnical

factors, probable impacts, and acceptability were factors contributing to the

selection of this alternative plan.

1.02 The selected plan consists of construction of a levee/floodwall with a

0.3-percent chance level of protection and acquisition/removal of all

structures on the riverward side of the levee for floodprone areas north of

the Red Lake River. Floodplain zoning, flood forecasting/warning, flood

, insurance, and emergency preparedness would continue to be applied and updated

EIS-1
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alignment has been moved closer to the river and, in some cases, even follows

the city's preferred alignment.

1.07 City officials also expressed concern over the large number of

structures that would be left on the riverward side of the levee and the costs

of maintaining services to those structures. The proposed plan would involve

the acquisition and removal of all structures on the riverward side of the

levee, thereby resolving this issue.

1.08 Concerns were also expressed over the cost of maintenance of the open

space areas that would result from the proposed plans. Beautification plans

were developed to reduce the maintenance costs on project lands. In addition,

concepts for recreation developments, many of which would minimize maintenance

costs, were developed for existing city land adjacent to proposed project

lands.

1.09 The Fish and Wildlife Service expressed concern over the impacts of

levee construction on the riparian community. Levee alignments and proposed

beautification and management measures for project lands have been coordinated

with the Fish and Wildlife Service. It appears that all of the agency's

concerns have been met.

Unresolved Issues

1.10 Several unresolved issues remain. The first issue concerns how to handle

the large number of households and businesses that would be displaced with the

project. It is recommended that the Corps establish a field office and

relocation center, in accordance with Public Law 91-64~6, prior to

construction. This would be done in coordination with the city.

1.11 City officials have also expressed concern over how to finance the local

share of the project cost. It is recommended that the St. Paul District,

.2m
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Corps of Engineers work with the city to explore past financing systems used

by other communities and develop an innovative financing mechanism.

1.12 The third issue concerns the damages that will continue to occur to

residences in the floodprone areas of "The Point." It is suggested that the

city of East Grand Forks annually educate property owners and encourage flood

insurance acquisition for thi s area.

Relationship to Environmental Statutes

1.13 The relationships of the detailed alternative plans to the requirements

of Federal environmental laws, executive orders and policies, and State and

local laws and policies have been evaluated and are presented in table 1.

N

N
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Table 1. Relationship of Plans to Environmental Requirements (selected plan

is plan 8)

Plan 6 Plan 7 Plan 8

Federal Statutes

Archeological and Historic Preservation Act, Full(") Full Full

as amended, 16 USC 469, et seq.

National Historic Preservation Act, as Full Full Full

amended, 16 USC 470a, et seq.

Clean Air Act, as amended, 42 USC 7401, Full Full Full

et seq.

Clean Water Act, as amended (Federal Full Full Full

Water Pollution Control Act), 33 USC

1251, et seq.

Coastal Zone Management Act, as amended, NA (2 )  NA NA

17 USC 1451, et seq.

Endangered Species Act, as amended, 16 USC Full Full Full

1531, et seq.

Estuary Protection Act, 17 USC 1221, et seq. NA NA NA

Federal Water Project Recreation Act, as Full Full Full

amended, 17 USC 460-1(12), et seg.

Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act, as Full Full Full

amended, USC 661, et seq.

Land and Water Conservation Fund Act, as Full Full Full

amended, 16 USC 4601-4601-11, et seq.

Marine Protection, Research and Sanctuaries NA NA NA

Act, 22 USC 1401, et seg.

National Environmental Policy Act, as Full Full Full

amended, 42 USC 4321, et seq.

Rivers and Harbors Act, 33 USC 401, et seq. Full Full Full

Watershed Protection and Flood Prevention NA NA NA

Act, 16 USC et seq.

EIS-5
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Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, as amended, 16 Full Full Full

USC 1271, et seq.

Executive Orders and Memoranda

Floodplain Management (E.O. 11988) Full Full Full

Protection of Wetlands (E.O. 11990) Full Full Full

Analysis of Impacts on Prime and Full Full Full

Unique Farmlands (EQ Memorandum,

30 August 1976)

State and Local Policies

Minnesota Environmental Policy Act Full Full Full

Land Use Plans Full Full Full

(1) Full compliance - All requirements of statute, E.O., or other policy and

related regulations have been met.

(2) Not applicable - Statute, E.O. or other policy is not applicable.

EIS-6
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2.00 NEED FOR AND OBJECTIVES OF ACTION

Study Authority

2.01 The Flood Control Acts of 1948 and 1950 authorized the development of

flood control plans in the Red River of the North drainage basin. In 1953, a

flood control project was planned and levees designed to protect East Grand

Forks, Minnesota. For various reasons, the project was not constructed. The

Flood Control Act of 1970 extended project authorization and a final EIS was

filed in 1971. Since then, many changes have occurred which required

reevaluation and reformulation of the Puthorized project. Major changes in
levee alignments and levels of protection have been identified, resulting in a

need to prepare this supplement to the final EIS.

Public Concerns

2.02 Through public meetings, coordination meetings, and correspondence,

local interests and various government agencies identified the following

concerns: flooding in East Grand Forks, management of open areas along the

river that would result from project implementation, preservation of riverine

areas (especially floodplain forests), preservation of archeological or

nistoric resources, the number of businesses and residences removed by or

excluded from the project, and affordability.

Planning Objectives

2.03 The planning principles and guidelines for conducting feasibility

studies require that all federally assisted water resource projects be planned

to further the National Economic Development (NED) objective while protecting

the environment.

2.04 The specific study objectives are:

EIS-7



a. Reduce flood damages at East Grand Forks, Minnesota.

b. Develop a flood protection plan that would minimize adverse impacts

on the natural resources in the area.

C. Develop and provide a concept for development of open space area for

* recreation and wildlife.

d. Identify and preserve significant archeological, historic, and

architectural resources.

e. Contribute to the security and economic welfare of East Grand Forks

to preserve and enhance the overall social well-being.

3.00 ALTERNATIVE MEASURES

Plans Eliminated From Further Study

3.01 The following structural measures were eliminated from further analysis

during stage 2 studies because of economic and engineering considerations:

reservoirs upstream of East Grand Forks, channel work on the Red Lake River

and the Red River, diversion of the Red Lake River through Grand Marais

Coulee, and construction of a permanent levee along the existing emergency

levee alignment.

3.02 Two levee alignments, each providing different levels of protection,

were carried over to the stage 3 evaluation. However, more detailed

geotechnical studies revealed that only one alignment was feasible.

3.03 Four plans focusing on flood protection for East Grand Forks were

developed in the early stages of plan formulation. These plans consisted of a

combination of levee alignments and various non-structural measures. They are

I described in the plan formulation section of the main report and are

EIS-8
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3.07 The city would continue to operate, maintain, and expand its p~rx

system, including those parks in tne floodway. Capital improvements for River

Heignhts Park include an exercise track, a shelter, and playground equipment.

A campground is planned for Rivers Edge Park.

3.08 Because the majority of this project's significant impacts would affect

the city's social resources, those resources are discussed at considerable

length. The affected social resources are divided into four categories:

social systems, physical development, tax bases, and social conesion.

3.09 Social conditions for the future without the project are discussed only
for a 20-year period. They are based upon OBERS 1980 projections; Small Area

Ratio Forecast (a population projection program being developed by the Corps'

Institute for Water Resources); tax records analysis; and other quantitative

data. Community input was given during three "City Futures" meetings

conducted in the fall of 1983. During these meetings, about 60 citizens

"* developed prioritized goals, obstacles, and strategies. The results of the

meetings were analyzed, for this part of the report, in terms of what was

mentioned; how it was supported, discussed, and ranked; how it would have to

be implemented; the specificity of the strategy; the resources that would be

required; and the scale of its effect.

The Social System

3.10 Tne city's role within its region will gradually change. It will

continue to be an important agricultural service center for rural Polk County,

and its agribusinesses will process products from much of the Red River

Valley. With increased commercial activity, it will make modest progress at

regaining its status as an independent community, and it will reverse the

trend toward becoming a bedroom suburb to Grand Forks. At tie same time,

tnere will be increased ties between the two cities, in the form of shared bus

transportation, the Metropolita, Planning Organization, and similar efforts

undertaKen on a metropolitan basis.

EIS-10
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• Population is projected to increase _: ,: A,-p ..

,.....,.

P opu !at

East dr , i':. -

Grand '44*

Year Forks F r. Polk County

1980 (census) 8,537 1L,> 34,844

1985 8,843 104, 34,872 .

1990 9,324 109,2 45 35,093

1995 9,496 112,34: 35,302 ,

2000 9,759 115,453 35,234

Note: 1985-2000 projections for the SMSA are from 1980 OBERS moderate change

in shares projections; for Polk County they are from the Minnesota State

Demographer's office. Projections for East Grand Forks are based on tne SMSA

projections, using the Corps' Institute for Water Resources Small Area

Forecast program.

3.12 Thus, in 20 years, the population is expected to grow oy 14 percent

which will be a larger share of the county total and the same snare of the

SMSA total. This growth will be one of the driving forces behind all of the

other changes.

3.13 Residential demand will be generated by population growth, in general,

and by the same flood-related effects important in the downtown area. That

is, homes damaged by floods will deteriorate and will legally be unable to

nave major repairs, accelerating the decline of property values in the

floodplain areas. Floodplain regulations will prevent major improvement,

which will be a more important limit in the older parts of town where

structures are often smaller, aging, and of lower value. These factors will

put pressure on the city to continue to acquire deteriorating housing, -

allowing owners to relocate elsewhere. About two-thirds of such families are

EIS- 1



expected to relocate in East Grand ForKs. New residential areas will

gradually develop in tne northwest, northeast, and near the soutnern city

limits, as the floodplains closest to the rivers are eventually vacated.

3.14 Institutional arrangements will become increasingly complex, witn a

proliferation of organizations, ties and coordinating points between them, and

regulations from nigher levels of government. The city government will become

more professional (such as perhaps hiring a City Planner) and somewhat larger,

in response to the population growth and in order to best use botn its own

natural resources - its citizens and its region - and resources of tne county,

State, and Federal governments. These complexities will create some

interdependencies and occasionally put restrictions on the city - such as

floodplain zoning - that it would perhaps not otherwise have initiated.

Coordination witnin the region will slightly lessen the sense of competition

with Grand Forks, through institutions sucn as tne Metropolitan Planning
? Organization. The tax rate differences between the States will continue to

make residence in North Dakota relatively attractive.

Physical Development

3.15 Land use patterns will change in several ways. The presence of the

industrial park will encourage industries to locate increasingly in the

northeast quarter and near U.S. Hignway 2 in the east. Some of this activity

'will be due to existing industries which choose to relocate in more

appropriate locations. However, there will continue to be industrial firms in

areas better used for commercial or other development, resulting in continued

traffic difficulties, and in suboptimal patterns of commercial development.

3.16 The city's commercial establishments will continue to spread along

Hignway 220N in a strip development. Tne number and diversity of ousinesses

will gradually rise above the recent declining levels, wnich will provide a
Smore oalanced availability of goods and services than at present. The number

of sales tax-reporting establishments is expected to increase to about 100, up

EIS-12
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from the recent high of 93 in 1979, and the recent low of 80 in 1982. Tnese

establishments will account for a growing proportion of retail business in

Polk County. However, the downtown area will become increasingly run-down and

underutilized. This will be due partially to competition from the merchants

on Highway 220N and in Grand Forks, floodplain regulations which will continue

to restrict new construction and substantial improvements, and decreased

property values in the area. Conditions will also be worsened by whatever

flood damages actually occur during this time period.

-4 Tax Base

3.17 Property values in the floodplain will continue to deteriorate as floods

occur and as normal investment is retarded by floodplain regulations. Land

outside the legally defined floodplain will become more highly valued as it

becomes less available.

3.18 Population and income are the bases of the State income tax process. In

this border city, high State taxes will continue to cause some population

loss, although the population will experience net growth.

3.19 Sales taxable by the State will continue to grow as the population of

the city increases and as the city's merchants capture a larger portion of the

county's business.

Social Cohesion

3.20 Although complete community cohesion is never possible in a modern urban

society due to variations in ages, occupations, incomes, neighborhoods,

interests and values, 4e can usefully think of cohesion as tneoretically

attainable when discussing one particular issue, such as flood control. East

Grand Forks currently is debating the necessity of a flood control project,

and different social and economic interests make this debate a type of low-

level conflict. If no flood control project is built, and no serious flood
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ever occurs again, there will be less of this type of conflict. The likelier

case is that there will be continued flood threats and floods, which will keep

anxiety high aOout the need for protection, and conflict about foregone

opportunities and other possible measures.

Plans Considered in Detail
A

3.21 A combination of several measures was considered in the development of

flood protection for East Grand Forks. Levees, in conjunction with floodwalls

and closures, were found to be the only feasible structural measures.

Geotechnical, environmental, social, and economic factors were considered in

determining the levee alignment to be evaluated (see Lne main report).

Differences in the degree of protection vary primarily with the height, width,

and length of levee and do not require a change in alignment.

3.22 Nonstructural measures were considered for structures not protected by

levee construction. These are acquisition/removal, floodproofing, and other

nonstructural measures, which include floodplain zoning, flood warning and

forecasting, flood insurance, and emergency preparedness. Acquisition/removal

was considered to be the most desirable action for structures not protected by

levees, and it was considered first. If acquisition/removal was not

economically feasible for a structure, floodproofing was considered. The

other nonstructural measures were considered for areas where

*. acquisition/removal or floodproofing gas found to be not economically

justified.

3.23 Further information concerning tne plan formulation process is presented

in tne main report.

N 3.24 Using the above considerations, the plans described below were

considered in detail.

EIS-14
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Plan 6

3.25 This plan consists of levees/floodwalls and nonstructural measures for

the area north of the Red Lake River and nonstructural measures for the

suburban area soutn of the Red Lake River. Levees in tne north area would

follow the alignment shown in the figure on page 116 of the main report, and

would be designed to provide 1-percent chance level of protection. Because of

the soil characteristics in the region, it would be necessary to unload the

riverbank in four areas along the alignment to ensure levee stability. This

A. would involve removing large amounts of earth from the riverward side of the

levee. Those areas would be restored to the condition of the natural

floodplain as much as possible.

3.26 Nonstructural measures in the area north of the Red Lake River would

involve acquisition and removal of all structures on the riverward side of the

levee. Residential plantings would be retained, where possible, and the area

would be allowed to revert to a more natural condition.

3.27 Supplemental plantings would be included to beautify project lands on

the riverward side of the levee and, where necessary, to revegetate unloaded

areas. Plantings would be in groupings of trees and shrubs, as opposed to a

blocked stand, to allow for visual diversity and interspersion, and to

maximize aesthetics and habitat values. Species used for revegetation would

be varieties identified as suitable for the project area. These
beautification features would be cost shared at the same rate as other project

features. More detailed information on the beautification plan is presented

in Exhibit 1.

3.28 Measures implemented for the area south of the Red Lake River would

include acquisition/removal of 14 residential structures and floodproofing of

3 commercial structures. Floodplain zoning, flood warning and forecasting,

and emergency preparedness would be applied to the remaining areas in the

south.
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3.29 A more aetailed description of this plan in presented in tne main

report.

Plan 7

3.30 This plan is the same as plan 6 except that the design level of

protection would be for the standard project flood (SPF) events. Flood

barrier alignments would be the same as those described for plan 6.

Additional sandbag closures and road raises would effectively provide ring

levee protection for the city. Detailed information concerning design

features for the flood barriers at SPF level of protection is presented in the

main report and in the Supporting Documentation.

Plan 8 (Selected Plan)

3.31 This plan is similar to plan 6, except the design level of protection

would be that level at which the economic benefits of structural and

nonstructural measures are optimized (0.3-percent chance flood event). Tnis

4:. plan is the NED plan. Flood barrier alignments would be the same as those

described for plan 6. No structures south of the Red Lake River would be

floodproofed or acquired. Floodplain zoning, flood warning and forecasting,

and emergency preparedness would continue to be applied to tnis area.

Detailed information concerning this plan is presented in the main report

(pages 115-121) and in the Design and Cost Supporting Documentation (pages E-1

- E-3; plates 1 and 2).

Comparative Impacts of Alternatives

3.32 An evaluation of the impacts of the plans considered is presented in

Vtable 2.
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ar: heological survey of two areas within the proposed project area that will

be unloaded was also 'conducted in 1984. This survey identified two historic

and one prehistoric archeological sites. These sites are considered to have

minimal potential for eligibility to the National Register.

4.05 East Grand Forks has 11 city parks with a combined area of approximately

1,46 acres. With a population of' 9,000, the city's relationship of' parkland to

population averages 1 acre of park area for every 66 people, which compares

% favorably with the national standard of 1 acre per 100 people.

4.06 Residences of the city are in three general areas: the northwest area,

which is mostly recent construction, the central part of' the city, containing

~. ~ older single family homes, and the area south of the Red Lake River, known as

"The Point," with larger, newer homes close to the river and smaller, somewhat

older homes in the center. The central part of' the city contains most of the

business district. Industry is concentrated to the east along the

transportation routes provided by the railway, U.S. Highway 2, and Highway

220 N.

4.07 Future population growth in the area is expected to remain relatively

stable. However, numerous properties are susceptible to flood damage.
% P %Population shift and growth will probably occur in the northeastern and

southern portions of' the city outside of the 100-year floodplain.

4.08 A more detailed description of' the existing conditions is presented in

the main report.

Significant Resources

.W*%.-%Natural Resources

4.09 The riparian community in th~e study area, although somewhat degraded in

quality, is an important resource to the area. It functions as a buffer
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4.00 AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

Environmental Conditions

4.01 East Grand Forks is located in northwestern Minnesota on the Red River

of the North at its junction with the Red Lake River. The city serves as a

trading, service, and food processing center for the farm areas on the

Minnesota side of the Red River Valley.

4.02 The city is located on the fringe of the northern floodplain forest and
prairie ecosystems. Urban and agricultural development have all but
eliminated the prairie ecosystems, and forested tracts are limited to sites

adjacent to the Red River and its tributaries. Forested areas in East Grand

Forks are characteristic of an urban area, being highly disturbed with little

understory, and the areal extent in many cases is limited to one or two trees

in width.

4.03 The city of East Grand Forks has not been systematically surveyed for

cultural resources, although a few potentially significant sites are known.

During a "windshield" brief survey of the city in 1980, the Minnesota State

Historic Preservation Office identified 14 structures which may be potentially

significant. The Corps of Engineers identified 5 more sites during a

literature search and brief field survey in 1981. These additional 5 sites

have either been destroyed or were not locatable in the field. Only 1 of the

14 potentially significant site., has been assessed for inclusion in the

National Register of Historic Places. This site, Whitey's Wonderbar, did not

meet the National Register eligibility criteria. The other structures will

either not be impacted or are no longer considered potentially significant.

4.04 During 1984 the St. Paul District conducted a historic standing

structure survey of all structures within East Grand Forks that may be

impacted by the proposed project. This survey identified two structures that

may potentially qualify for inclusion on the National Register. An
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between the city and the river, providing recreational opportunities and

wildlife habitat. Throughout the region, the floodplain forest has been

diminished through encroachment by agricultural practices and urban

development. Therefore, it is important that the riparian areas be preserved

and maintained where possible.

4.10 There are 1114 acres of riparian woods in the East Grand Forks study

area, of which 60 acres are nortn and 54 acres are south of the Red Lake

River. The most common tree species present are American elm, box elder,

basswood, and green ash. Other species present include bur oak, hackberry,

- and cottonwood. For the most part, the areas are characteristic of an urbant

*environment, being highly disturbed with little understory. Areal extent, in

many cases, is limited to one or two trees in width. Wildlife present in

these areas is typical of an urban environment; squirrels, rabbits, and a

variety of songbirds are the most common. White-tailed deer may occasionally

be seen using the corridor.

4.11 Approximately 114 acres of grassed/open areas exist in the study area.

These areas offer little habitat value for wildlife as the grassed acres are

usually maintained by mowing.

4.12 Two endangered species, the bald eagle and the peregrine falcon, may

occur in the study area. However, these species would be present only in a

* migratory or transient status.

Cultural Resources

V 4.13 In accordance with section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act

of 1966, as amended, the National Register of Historic Places has been

consulted. As of 3 July 1984, no sites within the city of East Grand Forks

are listed on or eligible for inclusion on the National Register.

V,
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4.14 Historic standing structure surveys of all structures that may be

impacted by the proposed project have identified two structures that may be

potentially significant.

4.15 An archeological survey of two areas that will be unloaded for Dank

stability has identified one prehistoric and two historic archeologicai sites.

Due to their present conditions, however, they are considered to have minimal

eligibility to the National Register.

Recreation Resources

4.16 East Grand Forks has 11 city parks with a combined area of approximately

146 acres. In addition, the city has a civic recreation center, three play

-. -, fields located at elementary schools, and a 0.25-mile running track and four

tennis courts at the senior high school. The city has leased land to the

Valley Golf Association which developed a nine-hole golf course open to the

public. The course was recently expanded with an additional nine holes

constructed riverward of the original course. Six parks encompassing 83 acres

are located in the area of the emergency levees and could be affected by

various flood control measures. These parks are River Heignts, Pike, Griggs,

Rivers Edge, O'Leary and Folsom Parks. In addition, approximately 60 acres

* are designated as flood areas available for recreation. A complete

1description of the park and open space system is contained in the recreation

5portion of the main report.

4.17 There are no parks within the project area acquired and/or developed

%, with Land and Water Conservation Fund Act (LAWCON) funds.

Social Resources

4.18 Social Systems. - East Grand Forks is the "small partner" in the Grand

F~rks-East Grand Forks metropolitan area. The SMSA has a population of

10,9,44; 43,765 live in the city of Grand Forks, and 8,537 live in East GranI
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Forks. The largest urban area between Fargo-Moorhead and Winnipeg, the cities

still maintain close economic and cultural ties with their agricultural

settings.

4.19 A dominating fact for East Grand Forks is its small size in relation to

Grand Forks. Both cities benefit by some complementary elements in the

relationship, but for East Grand Forks, the competition is often experienced

as overwhelming. Grand Forks, in addition to more people, has more commercial

and industrial activity, lower taxes, a military facility, passenger air and

-' rail service, and more extensive media to emphasize the benefits of Grand

Forks. The competition is seen to be as much between the two States as

between the two cities, and it is important in explaining why East Grand Forks

is concerned about population loss due to the project.

4.20 Both cities have long been involved in agricultural industries and have

had considerable residential development. For many years, however, there was

one functional specialization: East Grand Forks was more of an "open" town,

and much of its business involved liquor and related establishments. Since

North Dakota's recent legalization of gambling, some of this sector's business

may have shifted out of Minnesota. Another difference between the States,

Sunday business closing laws, is not fully taken advantage of in East Grand

Forks (as it is in Moorhead), for tnere are few stores in East Grand Forks

whicn deal in the types of goods which are pronibited for Sunday sales in

Nortn Dakota. In conclusion, tne current commercial base of the economy is

not strong, and this is another reason for the city's concern about project

impacts.

4.21 East 3rand Forks3 has an advantage for industrial development in its

* superior water supply; some of g3rand Forkcs' water is presently purchased from

East 'irand Forks and comes from the Red Lake River.

Ov
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4.22 Physical Development and Tax Bases. - About one-third of the city is in

tne legally defined floodplain. The residences of the city are in three

general areas. The northwest area, mostly of fairly recent construction,

consists of large single-family homes near the river, more modest homes away

from the river, and considerable multi-family nousing. A golf course and

cemetery serve as a buffer for farmland north of the city limits. A few homes

extend north of the city limits along Highway 220N.

4.23 The central part of the city contains older single-family homes and some

denser development, such as the senior citizens' high-rise tower. Most

structures are modest in size but well-maintained with mature vegetation.

Previous urban renewal efforts have removed many homes from the floodplain.

This section is actually separated into several subareas by the parks, the

central business district, the roads, and railway rights-of-way.

4.24 Between the Red Lake River and the Red River of the North is the area,

now primarily residential, known as "The Point". In general, the larger homes

are close to the rivers, with somewhat smaller and older homes in the center.

4.25 Industry in East Grand Forks is concentrated east of the central

business district, along the transportation routes provided by the railway,

Highway 2, Business 2, and Highway 220N. An industrial park is being

developed in the eastern part of the city. Most industry is agricultural,
I

related particularly 'o potato and sugar beet processing.

4.26 The central business district is, visually and in terms of its

viability, the weak part of the city. A number of properties on Demurs Avenue

are presently vacant; the street itself has been closed for a mall/parking

7V area as part of an earlicr urban renewal effort. Some people feel that

closure has contributed to the decline in business activity. Most structures

in this area appear to be sound and present a less-than-desirable appearance
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only because of the obvious vacancies among them. Additional commercial

buildings stretch out across from the elevator and railroad area along Demers

Avenue farther east. New commercial development has focused on Highway 220N,

with about 43 businesses directly on either side of this strip.

4.27 Social Cohesion. - The city currently faces some difficult choices in

four related areas: industrial development, commercial redevelopment,

population maintenance, and flood risk management. Planning and public

investment for eacn of these needs are occurring or are possible in the near

future. A critical task for the city is to coordinate the efforts, at least

to the extent of avoiding public expenditures which work at cross purposes.

At best, such coordination could provide a city which makes real the vision of

its citizens, reflecting their priorities and values.

4.28 A summary of some of the specific issues which may disrupt social

cohesion includes the following:

o Should there continue to be a central business district, or should

there be strip commercial development?

o If there should be a central business district, where should it be?

If a flood control project requires removal of the first commercial block,

where should those structures be moved?

o Is flood control an important enough social priority, given the fiscal

and social costs involved?

o Should tax incentive districts be located in the present floodplain in

- anticipation of a flood control project?

EIS-27
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o Should development (and potential future annexation) outside tne

boundaries of a flood control project be allowed? Encouraged?

o Given a flood control project which displaces many structures, how can

the city retain the most possible residents and businesses?

5.00 ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS

5.01 Public Law 91-611, Section 122, requires that specific adverse effects

be considered. The following adverse effects would not be expected to occur:

adverse employment effects; injurious displacement of farms; and disruption of

desirable community and regional growth.

5.02 The following adverse or significant potential effects are addressed

,...'.below: Destruction or disruption of man-made and natural resources; air,

noise, and water pollution; aesthetic values; community cohesion; availability

of public facilities and services; tax and property value losses; and

injurious displacement of people and businesses.

.J~

Natural Resources

5.03 The impacts on the natural resources in the study area do not di.ffer

among the plans considered. The primary sources of impacts arise from levee

construction and the removal of all structures on the riverward side of the

flood barrier. The degree of protection considered does not alter the levee

A. alignment. Although higher degrees of protection would result in levees with

a wider base and some additional road raises and sandbag Closures, these

design features do not result in significant differences in the comparative

impacts of tfte alternatives.

5.04 Impacts on natural resources would be limited to those areas north of
tne Red Lake River. Measures considered for "The Point" area south of the Red
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Lake River would not change the natural resources when compared to the without

project conditions (43 acres woods, 72 acres grassed/open).

5.05 Levee construction, and the associated unloading in some areas, would

result in the removal of approximately 6 acres of bottomland woods. These

areas would be converted to grassed/open habitat. Removal of all structures

on the riverward side of the levee and retention of the residential plantings

would result in the addition of 43 wooded acres to open space. This would

result in 97 acres of woods (54 + 43) between the levee and the river.

Supplemental planting for landscape beautification on project lands would

effectively offset any natural losses that could be expected to occur to the

existing woodlands over the period of analysis (100 years). As a result,

there would be an increase of 49 acres of woodlands in the study area when

compared to the without condition (without project = 91, with project = 140).

5.06 Levee construction would result in the disturbance of 4.3 acres of

grassed/open area. This would be a short-term loss as the construction area

would be reseeded after construction. Levee construction and the removal of

structures on the riverward side of the levee would result in the addition of

18 grassed/open acres. This is an increase of 6 acres over without project

conditions (137 acres without project, 143 acres with project).

5.07 The area between the river and the levee would be maintained as open

space with the objectives of improving wildlife habitat and recreational

opportunities in the study area. The proposed measures would result in an

open space area consisting of approximately 130 acres. It would extend for

approximately 1.5 miles from River Heights Park (at river mile 296.4 on the

Red River) to a point near the bridge crossing the Red Lake River at river

mile 0.3. Proposed measures for beautification and possible recreational

development are discussed in exhibit 1 and the recreation resources supporting

% Jdocumentation.
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5.08 No State or federally listed threatened or endangered species wojuld be

affected by any of the proposed measures.

5.09 None of the measures considered would have an impact on prime or unique

farmlands.

5.10 Construction activities would result in short-term adverse impacts on

noise and air quality due to the operation of construction equipment. In

addition, a short-term decrease in water quality may occur because of runoff

A from construction.

Cultural Resources

5.11 No sites currently listed on or determined to be eligible for inclusion

on the National Register would be impacted by this proposed plan.

5.12 Historic standing structure surveys have identified two potentially

significant structures that may be impacted by the proposed project. A more
detailed assessment of their eligibility to the National Register will be

undertaken in the next phase of planning. In addition, an archeological

survey of two bank unloading areas within the proposed project area has also

identified one prehistoric and two historic archeological sites. These sites

are considered to have minimal potential for eligibility to the National

Register. However, additional testing will be undertaken as planning

progresses in order to make a detailed assessment of their significance.

5.13 All sites and structures determined eligible for inclusion on the

National Register of Historic Places will be mitigated in accordance with the

Advisory Council on Historic Preservation Regulations, 36 CFR Part 80.
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Recreation Resources

5.14 Five recreation areas would be directly -affected by the proposed plans.

The proposed levee alignment is along the boundary of the golf course. The

only area where the levee would affect the course is near the clubhouse. The

levee height would be 3 to 5 feet in this area. The major concern is access

N. between the parking lot and the course with the levee in the middle. This

design problem can be satisfactorily resolved in later design phases. The

remainder of the proposed levee would serve as a physical boundary between the

residential areas and the golf course.
%

5.15 The unloaded area within the golf course expansion area would result in

some disruption in play during construction activities. In general, the holes

affected by the unloading would be "removed"l, the unloading of the levee would

be accomplished, and the holes would be "replaced" on the unloaded areas. The

long-term effects would be the reduced elevation of that portion of the golf

course.

2... 5.16 Dike Park is a tot lot area, adjacent to the existing emergency levee,

that is Used by nearby residents. Removal of the emergency levee may require

moving the play equipment. Since the residents in this area would be

relocated, the playground equipment would no longer be needed there. It is

assumed the city would relocate the equipment into areas where additional

*equipment is needed. For example, should the city decide to develop a new

resilential area for those residents relocated, new park areas would be

provided. The equipment currently located in Dike Park could be relocated in

the new park areas.

5.17 Griggs Park is a neighborhood park with play equipment, a hockey rink,

and a warming house. Proposed alignments show that the levee in tnis portion

of Griggs Park would cross an area currently occupied by a hockey rink. As

more letailed plans are developed in subsequent study efforts, the exactK >alignment 4-1 be determinel. It may be possible to reorganize the uses of
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the park and relocate the rink within the park. Also, the need for hockey

rinks in terms of location and numbers may change by the time the project is

built, and no loss would occur.

5.18 River Heights Park is 22 acres and primarily wooded. The existing levee

would be raised in this area and result in a minor loss in park lands.

However, this would not affect existing or planned future developments.

5.19 Rivers Edge Park is a large open space area in the floodway. The

proposed measures would result in an increase in the size of this park but

* .~.Pwould not affect existing or planned facilities or uses of the park. The city

would have additional lands to maintain, which could affect the city's

operation and maintenance budget. However, the overall effects of the

proposed measures would be positive.

5.20 A system of trails is proposed for inclusion with the flood control

project. Recreational developments are also possible on properties required

for the project. The recreation portion of the main report describes possible

developments. All developments Outside the levee would be designed and

constructed so as not to be damaged by flooding.

5.21 Some loss of existing vegetation would occur as a result of the project.

-. A landscape beautification plan has been developed which describes what can be

done to ennance the project areas. In general, wildlife values and minimal

maintenance would be key criteria in plant selection. Except where

recreational developments would occur, areas would be planted so as to

%* minimize maintenance, such as mowing.

5.22 The Red Lake River from Thief River Falls to the dam just upstream from

the confluence with the Red River is included in the final list in the

Nationwide Rivers Inventory. The proposed flood control project would be

extended along the north bank for approximately 1 mile within the included

b egment. Based on current designs, the existing riparian vegetation would not
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ted and the river corridor witnin this urban area would be unaltered.

S, e, no adverse effects on the Red Lake River would result from .

_,Ootation of the proposed project. -- .

.l Resources

i.23 Social Systems. - Neighborhoods would be temporarily disrupted, .-" 4

permanently changed, or terminated, as homes are acquired and removed for the ,... ... ,

project. About 192 houses and 36 commercial properties would be affected. * .

These structures are not in isolation, for the most part, but can be thought

of as presently occupying about 19 blocks or other natural clusters.

Blocks or Occupancy Residents

Properties Clusters Structures Units (Persons). -.,

Residential 15 192 254 households 610

Commercial or 4 15 36 businesses

Public 3 public

Total 19 207 293 610

5.24 As these structures are acquired, both their occupants and the neighbors

not acquired would be affected by the activity and the resulting change. That

is, the area where a neighbor lived before, or where a business was, would now

be open space or a landscaped levee or a floodwall. Also, when some of these i-.,.

structures are relocated, whether as a group or by individual owners, the new F

neighbors would experience change. Perhaps about 30 percent of the occupants

would choose not to relocate within the same part of town or even within the

city. These changes are not necessarily negative; we are a highly mobile -

society and many people experience more uprooting than this, several times

during their lives. When asked what concerns they would have about moving,

people were more likely to mention economic issues (72 to 83 percent) than "

maintaining neighborhood ties (16 percent). Finding a good neighborhood was %.

an important issue, though, to nearly half of the people. A change of :
residence is always stressful at the personal level, even when the change is
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e Ic omeI. Having a wnole blocK "move away" from a neighuornood woull also

nave a significant impact on social ties and on personal stability of those

,no are "IeCft behind". As a result, most of these effects would oe )f short

iuration, until new neighborhood ties are established.

5.25 Tne downtown district would be radically disrupted by the removal of

structures occupied by about 38 businesses. However, with proper civic

leadership, this action could provide an opportunity to restructure the

downtown area into a more viable pattern than under either present conditions

or likely future without conditions, or, without proper leadership, the

"downtown" could literally cease to exist. With active city guidance and

perhaps some economic incentives, a new downtown area could be created,

perhaps tying the Highway 220N commercial strip into the remaining Demers

Avenue commercial area. In that more optimistic scenario, East Grand Forks

could develop an integrated shopping and service area which would reestablish

the city's retailing independence and be reasonably competitive with Grand

Forks commercial areas. A very active interest was expressed, during the 1983

. City Futures meetings, in this possibility. The major changes caused by the

project, plus the flood-free land created for development, may provide the

motivation for this planned restructuring.

5.26 Physical Development. - The recommended plan would provide 230-year

protection to 107 commercial establishments and 1,624 residences. By

acquisition, flood threat would be ended for another 39 businesses and 254

households as those properties would be acquired for the project, and thus

removed from the floodplain. About 70 percent of those proprietors or

residents would relocate within East Grand Forks, on what would then be flood-

free land. The buildings which are relocated, rather than demolished, would

- tend to be those of better structural quality and nigher value, thus upgrading

L'. the physical stock of the city.

5.27 As population grows during the next 20 years (by 14 percent), there will

be increased demand for residential and commercial buildings. New buildings
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in the protected area would be less frequently subjected to both floods and

soil faults, which are problems experienced by 9 to 27 percent of residents

under present conditions. Therefore, property values, tax base, and community

appearance would be enhanced. This development would also be facilitated by

removal of floodplain restrictions.

5.28 Utilities and roads would be abandoned or replaced in the many blocks

outside of the protected area. Some of these facilities would be near the end

of their design lives but others would have 25 to 35 years remaining. The

city would need about 6 to 8 months before the summer construction season to
coordinate the necessary work.

5.29 The flow of traffic in the downtown area may be changed to coincide with

preferences expressed in the City Futures meetings. Roads and utilities

within the protected area would be less costly to maintain.

5.30 During construction, roads would be extensively interrupted for short

times as structures are removed and levees/floodwalls are built. The city may

reduce some of the disruption by coordinating its acquisition and removal

activities. Road deterioration caused by project construction would be

corrected by the Federal contractors.

5.31 The possible decline of property values during the interim period (from

the present to the time of acquisition) is a great concern to all floodplain

property owners. Many people believe their values are already being lowered

- by the Federal flood control study, as prospective buyers become aware of the
. threat of flooding, and of the possibility of eventual acquisition. (About 15

percent of survey respondents reported lowered values specifically resulting

from floods in the past.)

5.32 Tax Bases. - Property values would experience a modest net increase on

an annualized basis (at an 8-1/8 percent interest rate for the project's

economic calculations). That is, despite the loss of taxable properties due
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to the project, benefits inside the project would cause an even larger

increase in the taxable property values for the city.

5.33 Population growtn (whicn affects income taxes) would be slightly

depressed for a few years, when properties are being acquired, and residents

have an economically advantageous opportunity to leave the city/State. It is

-,'expected that this would not be a significant or long-term effect, involving

about 76 households (approximately 183 individuals).

5.34 Taxable sales would not be significantly affected by the project, as

'I most of the businesses involved are not classified as retail sales tax

collectors. Probably only four establishments collecting sales tax would not

relocate in East Grand Forks.

5.35 Social Cohesion. - Three areas of controversy may temporarily disrupt

the normal level of social cohesion in East Grand Forks: need, community

viability, and equity.

5.36 Need: At the City Futures meetings, flood protection (specifically 1-

-i percent chance flood protection) was repeatedly listed as a high priority; 78

to 81 percent of survey respondents believed flooding is a very serious

*problem for the city, and 57 percent thought that a new structural flood

protection system was a good solution. On the other hand, from 6 to 12

percent of respondents in the 1982 opinion survey believed flooding was not a

serious problem for the city. And 33 percent thought that one of the good

solutions to flooding problems was "present city levees, combined with

emergency flood fighting, and flood forecasting (as in 1979)", while

indicating other solutions were also seen as good. (Greatest support for a

permanent levee came from people who believed they were in the floodplain,

whether or not they were.) Thus, there is not a total consensus about how

serious the city's problem is or about the best solution to the problem.

Given the cost and social effects of the project, this lack of consensus could

become politically important.
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5.37 Structural protection, such as a ring levee, for "The Point" was

eliminated because it would have disrupted so many homes to provide relatively

little protection, and the soil conditions resulted in an economically

unfeasible alignment. A few structures were found to be individually feasible

to acquire or floodproof, as nonstructural measures, but this was seen as

inequitable by local interests. Lack of protection on "The Point" may cause

some conflict during and after severe floods, but probably less than under

other solutions which were considered.

5.38 Community Viability: There is concern in the city that the project

would fatally disrupt the community. This concern has been expressed in

various ways: "If we acquire those properties, they'll all move to North

Dakota"; "We won't have any downtown left"; and "This protects less than it

removes." According to responses in the public opinion survey and business

survey (see social supporting documentation), about 70 percent of the people

whose properties were acquired would choose to relocate their homes and

businesses in East Grand Forks. The actual percentage might be higher, of

course, since jobs, families, schools, and other social ties can bind people

to the community itself, not just to their particular lot of land. The city

may also encourage relocation within its boundaries by sensitive treatment

during acquisition, and by careful planning for reuse and preparing new sites

for some acquired homes and businesses. Both the city and the Corps can make
major contributions to the city's viability by conducting an open and ongoing

education effort to quell rumors and explain actual project consequences.

5.39 Equity: Some equity issues have been successfully addressed during

planning, but several sources of controversy remain. "The Point" area of the

city would not receive flood protection for reasons of economic feasibility

and social acceptability. Some residents would experience more negative

impact (having to move, or being near a levee) than others. Some people would

feel their property was unfairly valued, either for city acquisition, or by

the realty market if they sold during the interim period. And many residents
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would be dissatisfied with the impact on their taxes; respondents tD tnt

public opinion survey thought Costs should be spread over a wider tax base

(county and State) than they probably would be.

5.40 Effects of Other Plans 6 and 7: Construction of a longer and higher

levee would have somewhat greater effects than a smaller levee, as it would

require more material, more time, etc., and be more obtrusive after
completion. However, these differences are mostly of short duration and would

not be significant.

6.00 PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT

Public Involvement Program

6.01 A notice of intent to prepare a draft supplement to the final EIS for

the East Grand Forks flood control project appeared in the Federal Register on

29 September 1983. This notice invited the participation in the scoping

process by anyone who was interested.

6.02 As part of the study and scoping process, views of the public were

actively solicited throughout the study. Individuals, groups, and government

bodies were brought into the study process through a wide-based public

information program with regular communication on project matters. A flood

control committee appointed by the mayor met periodically to hear and discuss

presentations concerning the various alternatives under Consideration,

including engineering aspects, costs, and community views on their

effectiveness and acceptability. A public meeting and workshop was held in

October 1983 to review and comment on the results of the stage 2 studies.

Throughout the study, the St. Paul District has maintained coordination with

Federal, State, and local government agencies, interested groups and citizens.

A detailed discussion of the public involvement program is presented in the

Public Involvement Supporting Documentation.
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.,ired Coordination

:.03 Following coordination of the draft sipplement to tne final EIS with

appropriate agencies, groups, and indi-i-11-iA--3, - public meeting was held."..-,Comments received at the meeting or by letter concerning the draft report and

supplement to the final EIS were used in preparation of the final planning

report and supplement. Coordination with appropriate agencies and groups

continued throughout the study process.

Final Supplement to Final EIS Distribution

6.04 The following agencies, organizations, and individuals will be sent a

copy of this supplement to the final EIS. Those identified with an asterisk

(*) provided comments on the draft report. Their comment letters along with

the Corps responses, where applicable, are presented in Attachment 1.

Distribution List

United States Senators

Honorable David Durenberger

Honorable Rudy Boschwitz r

United States House of Representatives

Honorable Arlan Stangeland

Governor of Minnesota

Honorable Rudy G. Perpich
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Federal Agencies

Advisory Council on Historic Preservation

Department of Agriculture

Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service

K United States Forest Service

Eastern Region Forest Service

Soil Conservation Service

Department of Commerce

Department of Energy

Environmental Protection Agency

Region V Administrator*

Federal Emergency Management Agency

Department of Health and Human Services

Department of Housing and Urban Development

Department of the Interior

United States Fish and Wildlife Service

United States Geological Survey

VT7 Bureau of Indian Affairs

National Park Service
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Department of Transportation

U.S. Coast Guard

Federal Highway Administration

Federal Railroad Administration

Minnesota State Agencies

Department of Agriculture

Department of' Natural Resources

Office of Economic Development

Minnesota State Historic Preservation Office

State Archeologist

Minnesota Historical Society

Environmental Quality Board

Minnesota Pollution Control Agency

Minnesota Department of Transportation*

Minnesota Department of Energy and Commerce Development

Minnesota Department of Health, Environmental Health Division

Water Resources Board, Executive Secretary

Minnesota State Clearinghouse

Regional, County, Local Agencies

Red Lake River Watershed District
Northwest Regional Development Commission

Board of County Commissioners, Polk County

Polk County Emergency Service

Polk County Auditor

County Commissioner, Polk County

~ V Polk County Planning and Zoning

Chairman, Huntsville Township

East Grand Forks Chamber of' Commerce
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City of East Grand Forks, Mayor

East Grand Forks City Council

$City Engineer, East Grand Forks

City Attorney, East Grand Forks

Clerk/Treasurer, East Grand Forks

Planning Commission, East Grand Forks

Supt. - Streets and Sanitation, East Grand Forks

Water and Light Commission, East Grand Forks

City of Grand Forks, North Dakota, Mayor*

Individuals

A list of individuals and interest groups receiving the Draft Supplement to

the Final EIS is contained in the supporting documentation.

Public Views and Responses

6.05 Public views on resources in the area and project concerns have been

actively solicited throughout the study. Of primary concern has been the

alignment of tne proposed barrier and the effect on the residences and

businesses that would be excluded from protection. Every effort has been made

to develop an alignment that provides flood protection to the largest number

of homes possible. In addition, many nonstructural measures were evaluated

for struqtures on the riverward side of the levee.

6.06 The cost of managing open space areas that would result from the

proposed project has also been of some concern. Revegetation and recreational

development concepts that would reduce maintenance costs on both project and

nonproject lands have been developed.
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Study Documentation

Supplement Main Supporting

Subjects to EIS Report Documentation

Affected Environment EIS-24 31-64

Alternatives EIS-9, EIS-14l 70-1241 Sup. Doc. E

Comparative Impacts of

Alternatives EIS-16 98, 109

Environmental Conditions EIS-21 31-54 --

Environmental Effects

Cultural Resources EIS-30 98, 110, 122--

Natural Resources EIS-28 98, 109, 123--

Recreation Resources EIS-31 98, 110, 123 Sup. Doc. L

Social Resources EIS-33 98, 110, 121

Plans Eliminated from

Further Study EIS-8 87, 98 - 99--

*Public Involvement EIS-38 130 Sup. Doc. N

*Public Views and Responses EIS-42 130 Sup. Doc. N

Significant Resources

Cultural Resources EIS-23 52--

Natural Resources EIS-22 51--

Recreation Resources EIS-241 541 Sup. Doc. L

Social Resources EIS-241 49 Sup. Doc. J
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Beautification Features on Project Lands

d% The principal natural resources which would be impacted by project

construction would be those associated witn construction of levees and

unloading of areas. These activities would result in some short-term habitat

losses. However, the acquisition and removal of all structures on the

A riverward side of the levee would increase the amount of open space along the

river corridor. Some concerns have been raised about costs to the city for

maintenance of this area. The following plans have been developed to beautify

the project lands between the river and the flood barriers, provide wildlife

habitat, stabilize the soils, and improve recreational resources in the area.

The objective of this plan would be to return this open space to an area more

characteristic of the natural floodplain in a manner that would require a

minimal amount of maintenance. The information presented provides a basic

concept of the actions to be done and should not be considered complete. A
detailed site plan would be developed during the design stage of this study.

The proposed project would result in an open space area approximately 1.5
* miles in length and consisting of about 130 acres. This area would extend

from River Heights Park (at river mile 296.4 on the Red River) to a point near

the bridge crossing the Red Lake River at river mile 0.3. This area provides

a mix of current and potential recreation areas with several areas that would

be maintained or developed as natural areas.

The basic plan would provide for beautification of the project area by

supplemental plantings for wildlife and aesthetic reasons, with some limited

recreational development, such as hiking or bike trails, included in the
V overall design of the area. Those areas where unloading or levee construction

would be adjacent to parks or recreation facilities would be designed and

revegetated with recreational and aesthetic needs being the primary criteria.

Detailed descriptions of the types of vegetation to be used and possible

designs are presented in the recreational resources supporting documentation.

1-1
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In areas where residential structures are being removed, the trees and shrubs

would be retained where possible, thereby preserving some of the vegetative

diversity that is currently present. These areas would be allowed to revert

to a natural floodplain condition.

Areas not adjacent to parks would be designed and revegetated primarily for

wildlife. Species utilized would be, for the most part, characteristic of the

riparian woods of the region. Recommended tree species are white oak, green

ash, red maple, silver maple, and cottonwood. Suitable shrub species include

honeysuckle, willows, autumn olive, and highbush cranberry.

Planting design would be in the form of groupings of trees and shrubs as

opposed to blocked stands. This approach allows for visual diversity and

increased interspersion, thereby maximizing aesthetic and habitat values.

* To increase survival of newly planted stock, the majority of the trees would

be planted on the higher elevations of the site. This plan would minimize

damage to newly established vegetation by the more frequent flood events. It

is assumed that some invasion into the lower elevations of the floodplain

would occur after the plantings became established.

The costs associated with beautification measures would be shared between the

Corps and the local sponsor. Since the proposed features would occur on

project lands, beautification costs would be cost shared at the same rate as

project costs. The development of an accurate cost estimate at this stage of

planning is difficult due to the lack of detail. However, the following

assumptions were used in developing a rough cost estimate: (1) revegetated

acres would be planted at a rate of 40 trees per acre and 100 to 150 shrubs

per acre; (2) revegetation costs would average $200 per tree and $50 per

N shrub.

Given the above assumptions, it is estimated that beautification costs would

be about $15,000 per acre. It is estimated that approximately 30 acres would
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require revegetation with a total cost of approximately $450,000. Final costs

would depend on final alignments, acreages to be planted, availability of the

desired plant species, and their cost.
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United States Department of the Interior
FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE IN REPLY REFEL TO:

St. Paul Field Office, Ecological Serices
570 Nalpak Building

333 Sibley Street
St. Paul, Minnesota 55101

November 28, 1984

Colonel Edward C. Rapp
District Engineer, St. Paul District
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
1135 U.S. Post Office and Custom House
St. Paul, Minnesota 55101-1479

Dear Colonel Rapp:

This provides U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service comments on your Draft
General Reevaluation and Supplement to the Envir6nmental Impact Statement
for Flood Control and Related Purposes for the Red and Red Lake Rivers
at East Grand Forks, Minnesota.

Our review of the draft document provided has revealed that virtually
all of the actions and/or measures reconended by the Service in our
March 7, 1984 Draft Coordination Act Report to minimize the project's
impacts on fish and wildlife resources are being proposed by the District.
As such, we support the recommended plan as presently proposed and look
forward to working with District personnel and other interested parties
during subsequent planning stages to ensure that the most appropriate
and environmentally sound alternative plan is ultimately selected and
implemented for this project.

Inasmuch as the District Office has informed us that the selected plan
is the same plan that was identified in the Draft document, our March 7,
1984 Draft Coordination Act Report will constitute the Service's Final
Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act Report for this project.

Sincerely,

Robert F. Wefo

Field Office Supervisor

cc: MLN DNR, St. Paul
MN PCA, Roseville
US EPA, Chicago
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- United States Department of the Interior
FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE IN UPLY REFER TO:

St. Paul Field Office, Ecological Services
570 Nalpak Building

333 Sibley Street
St. Paul, Minnesota 55101

March 7, 1984

Colonel Edward G. Rapp
District Engineer, St. Paul District
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
1135 U.S. Post Office and Custom House
St. Paul, Minnesota 55101

Dear Colonel Rapp:

This constitutes our draft (phase 1) Coordination Act report on the
proposed East Grand Forks Flood Control Project within the City of
East Grand Forks in Polk County, Minnesota. Our comments are based
on the drawings and other information provided by the St. Paul
District and 'our April 19, 1983 field review of the project area.
Th.ey reiterate many of the comments provided in our planning aid
letter of June 9, 1983, and also address the work items identified in
our scope of work for FY 1984.

Fish and Wildlife Resource Concerns Within the Study Area

Our primary concerns with this project are associated with the
riverine and riparian floodplain fish and wildlife habitat that
exists within the East Grand Forks study area.

The Red River of the North and the Red Lake River have been
classified as varmwater gamefish (Class II) streams by the Minnesota
Department of Natural Resources. The Red River has exceptional value
because it contains a good sport fishery which includes channel
catfish, walleye, northern pike, sauger, crappie, bullhead, yellow
perch, goldeye, freshwater drum and rock bass. The Red Lake River
also supports good populations of sport fish such as northern pike,
walleye, channel catfish, rock bass and bullhead. The Red Lake River
is also the source of municipal water supply for the City of East
Grand Forks. As such, no actions should be undertaken within the
study area that would inappropriately degrade these important aquatic

* resources.

There are approximately 114 acres of riparian woodland vegetation
within the study area; 60 acres north of the Red Lake River and 54
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acres south of the Red Lake River. These remaining forested areas
within the City of East Grand Forks are primarily confined to the
lower portions of the floodplain immediately adjacent to the Red and
Red Lake Rivers. The predominant trees in these floodplain areas are
American elm, green ash, box elder, cottonwood, basswood, bur oak and
hackberry. The ribbons of wooded vegetation along these rivers are
important because of their location and scarcity and the habitat they
provide for many species of wildlife. In addition, they function as
important migration and travel corridors for birds and mammals, as
well as provide an important ecotone or "edge" with adjacent areas
(agricultural lands, aquatic habitats, etc.) and attract wildlife
species representative of these bordering habitat types.

Some of the wooded areas directly adjacent to the Red River within
East Grand Forks have been maintained by the City as parkland or as
open space which has helped to protect them from intensive
development. However, in many areas within the City, agricultural
and urban development activities have resulted in the removal of the
riparian woodland vegetation almost to the river's edge. This has
had a detrimental effect on the wildlife resources and decreased both
the population densities and species diversity of wildlife within the
City of East Grand Forks. The continued destruction or further
degradation of these riparian woodland areas in the future would
result in the eventual elimination of the biological communities that
are dependent upon these habitats for their basic life requirements.
These wooded areas along the Red River of the North and Red Lake
River are significant and should be protected and, where possible,
enhanced or reestablished within the study area.

There are approximately 114 acres of riparian grassland within the
study area. However, most of these grassed areas have been routinely

* mowed by the City and, as such, presently provide only limited
habitat value for wildlife.

A variety of birds and small mammals are the predominant types of
wildlife within the study area. Wildlife such as the white-tailed

deer, fox and raccoon are also present in the more heavily wooded
corridors where development is not as extensive.

Presently, there are no federally listed threatened or endangered
species that occur in Polk County. Therefore, this project should
have "no effect" on listed species or their critical habitat. This

% precludes the need for further action on this project as required
under Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act of 2973, as amended.
However, if new information indicates endangered species may be
affected, consultation with this office should be reinitiated.
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Flood Reduction Measures Evaluated

Various structural and nonstructural measures were evaluated by the
Corps to reduce the flooding problems within the City of East Grand
Forks. Levees, in conjunction with floodwalls and closures, were
determined to be the only feasible structural measures for East Grand
Forks. The most feasible nonstructural measures were
acquisition/removal, floodproofing, floodplain zoning, flood warning
and forecasting, flood insurance and emergency preparedness. The
nonstructural measures were primarily considered for those areas of
the City within the lower portion of the floodplain that would not be
protected by levee construction. Acquisition and removal was
considered to be the most desirable action for those structures
located outside (riverward) of the new levee.

Levee feasibility was evaluated separately for two areas in East
Grand Forks; the area north of the Red Lake River, which includes the
central city area and northern suburbs, and the suburban area south
of the Red Lake River. However, studies undertaken by the Corps
during stage 3 revealed that levees for the area south of the Red
Lake River were not economically. justified.

Two alternative levee alignments, each providing different levels of
protection, were carried over and evaluated in more detail by the
Corps during stage 3. These are alternative levee/floodwall
alignments #2 and #3 that we addressed in our June 9, 1983 planning
aid letter. However, geotechnical, environmental, social and
economic factors considered in stage 3 ultimately resulted in a
determination of the most appropriate levee alignment for the central
and northern parts of the City. This levee alignment, which is
essentially a combination of alternative alignments #2 and #3, is now
being proposed in each of the three action alternative plans.

Three alternative levels of flood protection were also evaluated in
stage 3; the standard project flood (SPF), 100-year flood, and the
design level of protection at which the economic benefits of the

various structural and nonstructural measures would be optimized.
However, the new levees would still be constructed in essentially the
same location for each of these design levels of protection in those
areas of the City where levees would be in close proximity to the Red

-or Red Lake Rivers. Differences in the degree of protection would
vary primarily with the height, width, and length of the new levee
and not require a change in alignment.
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*Description of the Various Alternative Plans

In addition to the no action alternative, three other alternative
plans were evaluated in detail by the St. Paul District to provide
increased flood protection for East Grand Forks. Each of these plans
would involve implementing a combination of various structural and/or
nonstructural flood reduction measures.

The no action alternative plan, if ultimately selected, would allow
many of the structures presently receiving flood damages within the
City to continue to be damaged in the future and no action would be
taken to provide any permanent flood protection for East Grand Forks.
Flood protection would be provided through floodplain zoning, flood
insurance, flood forecasting/warning and emergency preparedness
activities.

Alternative Plan #1 would consist of levee/floodwalls and
* nonstructural measures for the area north of the Red Lake River and

nonstructural measures for the suburban area south of the Red Lake
*, River. The new levee/floodwall in the north area would be

constructed on an alignment which is set back at least 400 feet
(varies between 400 to 800 feet) from the Red and Red Lake Rivers and
would be designed to protect this area of the City from the 100-year
flood event. However, because of the soil characteristics in this
area, unloading of the riverbank (removal of large amounts of earth
from the riverward side of the levee) would be necessary in four
areas along the alignment to ensure the stability of the new levee.
These areas would be restored to as near the condition of the natural
floodplain as possible following construction.

Nonstructural measures proposed in the north area would include the
acquisition and removal of all structures on the riverward side of
the new levee. The trees and shrubs in these residential areas would
be retained to the extent possible and the area allowed to revert to
a more natural floodplain condition.

Nonstructural measures to be implemented for the area south of the
Red Lake River would include acquisition and removal of 14
residential structures, floodproofing three commercial structures,
floodplain zoning, floodwarning and forecasting and emergency
preparedness.

Supplemental plantings would be made by the Corps to beautify project
lands on the riverward side of the new levee and, where it is
necessary, to revegetate the unloaded areas.
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Alternative Plan #2 is the same as Plan #1 except that the design
level of protection would be for the Standard Project Flood (SPF)
events. Additional sandbag closures and road raises would be
required for this alternative which would effectively provide ring
levee protection for the central and northern areas of the City north
of the Red Lake River.

* Alternative Plan #3 is also the same as Plan #1 except that the
design level of protection provided by the new levee/flood barrier
would be for the 230-year flood event (the level at which the
economic benefits obtained are optimized) and no structures south of

4 the Red Lake River would be flood-proofed or acquired. This plan is
the NED plan and is the Corp's preferred and tentatively selected
flood reduction plan for the City of East Grand Forks.

Anticipated Effects of Alternative Plans on Fish and Wildlife
Resources

Based on our field review of the project area, we anticipate only

minimal impacts should occur to fish and wildlife resources due to
implementation of any of the above described alternative plans. The
primary wildlife habitat impacts would occur in the area north of the
Red Lake River due to levee/floodwall construction and unloading of
the riverbank adjacent to the Red and Red Lake Rivers. No fish and
wildlife or other environmental Impacts would occur due to
implementation of any of the nonstructural measures.

Approximately six acres of riparian woodland vegetation would be
adversely affected in the north area by all of the action alternative
plans (Alternative Plan #1, #2 or #3). However, since the new

4 levee/f loodwall would be constructed on an alignment which is set
~'ack at least 400 feet from the Red and Red Lake Rivers and only the
extreme outer (landward) edge of the riparian woodland vegetation
along these river systems would be impacted, we do not have any
problems with this levee alignment. No riparian woodland habitat
would be affected within the area south of the Red Lake River by any
of the alternative plans.

Approximately 10 acres of open grassland vegetation would be aff~ected
by Alternative Plans #1 or #2; four acres in the north area and six
acres in the area south of the Red Lake River. Four acres of open
grassland would be affected in the north area by Alternative Plan #3.
Since these disturbed grassland areas would be reseeded to grasses
following construction, the impacts to these areas should only be of
a temporary nature. No riparian grassland vegetation would be
affected within the area south of the Red Lake River by Alternative
Plan #3.

2-6
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No natural wetland areas would be affected by any of the alternative
plans. However, a borrow pit (artificial wetland) area,
approximately 1.5 acres in size, would be unavoidably filled in the
north part of the project area by Alternative Plan #1, #2 or #3. It
would be necessary to fill in this borrow pit wetland in order to
adequately stabilize the riverbank in this area and to ensure the
stability of the new levee.

We anticipate that the project should have no significant adverse
affect on any aquatic habitat and/or aquatic resources within the Red
Lake River or the Red River of the North. However, any increased
velocity of flood flows within the existing river channels created by
the new levee may increase the streambank erosion along the banks of
these rivers th~rough this area of the City.

If all of the structures on the riverward side of the new levee are
removed out of the floodplain, the existing trees and shrubs in these
residential areas are retained to the extent possible and these areas

are allowed to revert to a more natural floodplain condition (as
proposed by each of the three action alternative plans),
approximately 43 acres of riparian woodland habitat would be
reestablished within the floodplain by this project. Implementation
of the proposed beautification features (planting trees and shrubs on
project lands on the riverward side of the new levee) would result in
a net gain of approximately 49 acres of riparian woodland vegetation
over what is anticipated would exist in 100 years along these rivers
within the study area without the project.

Alternative Plans #1, #2 and #3 would also establish a 400 to
800-foot wide vegetative buffer area as well as an important wildlife
and recreational corridor along about a 1.5 mile reach of the Red and

NRed Lake Rivers within the City of 'East Grand Forks. In addition to
its wildlife and recreational value, maintaining a vegetative buffer
strip at least 400 feet wide along these rivers would help to
restrict future inappropriate development within these lower and more
vulnerable portions of the floodplain, control streambank erosion and
reduce the amount of sediment, nutrients and other pollutants
entering these waterways.

No impacts to fish and wildlife resources would occur due to
implementation of the No Action (no project) Alternative Plan.
However, we estimate that the riparian woodland vegetation along the
Red and Red Lake Rivers would likely decline at a loss rate of about
0.2 percent/year within the study area due to such things as disease,
storm damage and the clearing of private lands. This would result in

2-7
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a loss of about 23 acres of riparian woodland wildlife habitat within
the study area over the next 100 years. Once cleared, these wooded
areas would most likely be converted to open/grassed habitat with a
much reduced wildlife value.

Fish and Wildlife Recommendations

We recommend that the following measures be undertaken to minimize
the impacts to fish and wildlife resources due to this project:

1. The new levee/floodwall be constructed at least 400 feet
away (landward) from the Red River of the North and Red
Lake River as presently is being proposed by each of the
three action alternative plans.

2. Construction activities be undertaken in a manner which
will, to the extent possible, maintain the existing
riparian woodland vegetation along the Red River of the
North and Red Lake River.

3. To the extent possible, the existing residential plantings
(trees and shrubs) be retained on the riverward side of the
new levee/floodwall when removing the acquired structures
from the floodplain.

4. All disturbed areas riverward of the new levee/floodwall
be seeded down and stabilized as soon as possible following
construction to reduce the water quality impacts to the Red
and Red Lake Rivers as a result of construction activities.

5. The slopes of the new levee be seeded with legumes and/or
grasses following construction and the mowing of the levee
slopes (particularly on the riverward side) be avoided, or
minimized to the extent possible, to increase their
wildlife habitat value.

6. The supplemental planting of trees and shrubs be undertaken
- .' .. by the Corps as proposed to beautify project lands between

the new levee/floodwall and the Red River of the North and
* Red Lake River. We suggest that these plantings be in

groupings of trees and shrubs as shown on the attached
sketch map (see Figure 1). This planting design would
provide some visual diversity and interspersion and also
should maximize the aesthetic and wildlife habitat value of
these areas. Trees and shrubs planted in these areas

2-8
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should be relatively flood tolerant native species such as
green ash, red maple, silver maple, cottonwood, willow
ssp., red-osier dogwood, honeysuckle, autumn olive and
highbush cranberry. In addition, we recommend that these
project lands on the riverward side of the new
levee/floodwall be maintained as open space or parkland for
wildlife and recreational use.

7. A contiguous vegetative buffer area of trees and shrubs at
least 50 feet in width be maintained and/or reestablished
along the edges of the Red and Red Lake Rivers within the
study area.

8. Future residential, commercial or other inappropriate
development be curtailed within the lower portions of the
floodplain between the new levee/floodwall and the Red and
Red Lake Rivers and the strict enforcement of floodplain
management programs be provided for within the East Grand
Forks study area.

If the above measures are undertaken, in our opinion, this project
would be environmentally sound and comply with the Executive Orders
on wetlands and floodplains. We also believe that if Recommendation
Nos. 3, 4 and 5 above are undertaken, they should adequately
compensate for the riparian floodplain wildlife habitat that would be
unavoidably impacted by this project. The supplemental tree and
shrub plantings being proposed by the Corps to beautify project lands
riverward of the new levee/floodwall would also help to increase the
wildlife habitat value and improve the environmental quality of these
areas.

We look forward to working with District personnel and other
interested parties during subsequent planning stages to ensure that
the most appropriate and environmentally sound alternative plan is
selected and ultimately implemented for this project. Although we
still believe that a preventive (as opposed to a protective) approach
would be more appropriate, we concur that levee/floodwall protection
cannot be avoided in some of these highly developed urban areas along
the Red River of the North such as East Grand Forks.

This report has been prepared under the authority of the Fish and
Wildlife Coordination Act (48 Stat. 401, as amended; 16 U.S.C. 661 et

2-9
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seq.) and the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969. The
proposed project was also examined for its conformance with Executive
Orders 11988 and 11990.

Sincerely,

Robert F. Welford
Field Office Supervisor

Attachment

cc: MN DNR, St. Paul
MN PCA, Roseville
US EPA, Chicago

Il

%
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RED LAKE WATERSHED DISTRICT
"Dedicated to Water Management"

District Office Engineer's Office
309 LaBree Ave. North P.O. Box 668

Thief River Falls, MN 56701 Crookston, MN 56716
Phone: (218) 681-5800 Phone: (218) 281-1182

February 5, 1985

M'L. XU'tin McCleery
Corp o Enginev
1135 uLSPO s Cw6tomhoae
St. Paut, MN 55101

Det M. McCLeeAy:

We have Leviewed the dLaft rLeport by the Corps of EngineeA Sor the
ptwposed Slood contol project in the City o Eat G~and Fork6. The
Red Lake Watershed District 6 vitaity inteAe6ted in the glood control
need4 o6 the City and it6 peopte and we take this opportunity to
comment on the plan and how it retatu to programs and policies o6 the
VZ-6t'Lct.

The need 6or% a levee syztem ha been proven duaing many hitoric Slood
events. We have litae diLLect knoweedge rLegading the exiting levee6.
HoweveA, we understand that they do not provide adequate protection
againat anticipated Stood tevete and may in ome a. ea be paced on
w'L6tabLe foundation soil.

The Watethed Di 'ct in the Red RiveA Valtey are activty conztucttingfood conAoL projecta. The cwcAent empha6" i,6 on the constwction o

many 4maZZ (reLative to the problem) impowndment6 thtoughout the dain-
age bain. Recent 6tudie indicate that thiL& approach i.6 p'actical and
will Laut in long range Slood damage teduction. HoweveA, this ptogram
6houtd be viewed in a rLea.ztic context. The curent leve2 of funding
Zi ea~tLveLy low, theAedore the City Ahoutd not expec significant re-
Zie in the neaa f6ute. The cwrAent program ha6 relativety modat
goao1 which would reduce Slood 6tage- by one to two feet at East Grand
Fo&-.

N1-%

A1 Ilk. .*.~** .* ,* .,*a.



Page 2 (2)

The Watetshed izttic~t beiLieva -tha~t a cornpelen~Lve 6tood damage
teduction p.%vgram in the Red Riv~eA Va-L.ey mus&t be a combina-tion o6

meaoswue flcLud.Lng 6ZoodwateA impoundment, 6Zoc'dpiain zoniZng, 6Zood
6c'teca,6ting and Levee pwutection 6oAz cuiticatC a-'ea.6. We be~ieve
that zb-6tatntoia puog>tu -& beiZng made icn aL -these oAeat6. Impu've-

mektt od the Ea~-t Gtnd Fo-'Lfz Levee -6y6tem and -the p-ucpozed 6-eoodway
evacuation ate -ipo'ttan-t pakt6 o6 -the necez.a,-y boa.-&n wiLde p-'wgtwn.

A Wate-uhed Vizttict Pei~m-it witi be t'equiued 60't conztction o6 -the
1. dife.6s. PZeatze con-tinu~e -to kzeep u.6 -Zn6o-'Lred as~ the p'ec~t ptogtuses
in otdeA tha~t any petrntting pkobtem.6 can be minijmized.

In zwnma)tq, we a-'e 6ppottive oS -the p'tojec~t a6 pu'pozed. PZea~e
con-tac~t u,6 i6 we can be 06 a~-L.stanice.

T-'wman Sandtand

TS:b,
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CORPS RESPONSES TO RED LAKE WATERSHED DISTRICT,

THIEF RIVER "ILLS , MINNESOTA

1. We will continue to keep the watershed district informed of tfle

project status and will coordinate the neceasary requirements for

construction permits.

1-
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STATE OF

DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES
BOX 500 LAFAYETTE ROAD 0 ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA * 55146

ONR INFORMATION
(612) 296-6157

January 7, 1985

Colonel Edward G. Rapp
St. Paul District Corps of Engineers
1135 U.S. Post Office & Custom House
St. Paul, MN 55101

Dear Colonel Rapp:

Thank you for the opportunity to review and provide comments on the "General
Reevaluation and Supplement to Environmental Impact Statement for Flood Control
and Related Purposes - Red and Red Lake Rivers at East Grand Forks, Minnesota."
This report is one of the most comprehensive analyses of flood damage reduction
opportunities ever conducted by the St. Paul District Corps of Engineers and
does a thorough job of investigating various combinations of both structural and
non-structural methods of flood damage reduction.

The following comments relate to specific portions of the report document.

Page 63. It is our impression that East Grand Forks was satisfied with existior
flood warning and forecasting services. This may be a situation where there are
unreasonable expectations about what can be accomplished with these techniques.

We will work with the city and the Corps.to see what improvements can be made.

Page 101. Why is it necessary to separate the Nerth and South Project Areas?
It appears as though there was an economically feasible project when both areas

1. were still combined that would have provided protection tc a significantly
greater number of structures under the existing authorization. Now that they
are separated the area south of the Red Lake River essentially receives no
greater protection than under current conditions.

2. Page 115. It is difficult to tell whether or not the top of the proposed levee
meet state standards i.e,, 3 feet above the 100 year flood event or the stancrlar'
project flood event, whichever is greater. It would be helpful if actual levee
elevations were included so that this determination could be made. This
istandard will have to be met in order to certify the removal of the areas behind

N. the levee from the floodplain. It is also assumed that there will be an
lapproved operating plan for the closures.

% Pace 123. The selected plan as proposed will only elfect about 6 acres of
riparian vegetatior. This impact can be mitigated by replanting cr reseedinc
the corstructirn areas with native grasses shrubs and trees. Ve also suggest
establishing wncd duck nest boxes and a number of smaller cavity resting

1-4
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CORPS RESPONSES TO MINNESOTA DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES

1. During the second level formulation of final plans, two distinct

areas were identified and evaluated separately: the areas north and

south of the Red Lake River. Each area is able to stand alone as an

independent flood protection area. When the two areas are analyzed as

separate units, the area south of the Red Lake River did not have

sufficient economic benefits to cover the cost of the structural flood

protection. However, other measures of protection are available.

Nonstructural measures identified for the south area include

development of a comprehensive flood emergency plan that would consider

plan layout of emergency works for construction during an emergency

when it occurs and updating the current flood emergency plan to meet

changed conditions.

2. The current design elevations at the U.S. Geological Survey gage

site are as follows:

1-percent administratively agreed to water surface 829.0

Design water surface 831.5

Top of levee 83i4.5

Ongoing design studies will define the final water surface and top of

levee profile. Detailed hydrology and hydraulic design information is

contained in the supporting documentation for this study and is

available for your use upon request.

1-5
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Page2
Col. Rapp

structures sufficient to replace the cavities from the removed trees. It is
also suggested that a 50 - 100 foot wide strip of undisturbed cover be
established along both the Red and Red Lake Rivers to serve as a corridor for
the movement of wildlife and to serve as a buffer between the river and the
park-like areas to be established in the floodplain. We would be happy to work
with your staff in designing these features.

In conclusion, this report closely resembles the type of evaluation of
structural and non-structural alternatives that should be conducted for all
flood control studies in the future. It demonstrates that both structural and
non-structural techniques can be used in combination to develop an effective
flood damage reduction program.

If you have any questions, please contact Mr. Joseph Gibson, Federal Projects
Coordinator at 296-2773.

Sincerely,

DIVISION r-WATERS

Lar mour
Oi rctor

cc: Larry Shannon

Steve Thorne

LS/JG:rrh
-- 36
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3.Closure structures will be provided for all highways and railroads

where road and/or track raises are not possible. Approximately eight

closures will be necessary. Preliminary analysis and experiences with

previous flood emergencies indicate that a minimum of 3 to 5 days

~4 p-~.warning is available to initiate actions to make the necessary

closures.

.1-7



Dect.of the Army

S:.Pai! -istrict "orcs of End~neers.

e_ r Sirs:-
I am writing you to ask if there isn't some other way

"[o control tne flooding of East Grand Fcrksr'inn.

You are su--gesting spending thir.y million dollars

on dikes in Eist :rand Forks and yet you are apposed to these farm
dikes north of East Grand Forks.I agree with you on not likinz the

farm dikes and would much rather have control of the flooding

holding back the water during the flood period.East Srand Forks

could certainly use much better control of their water.I can remember

many times when they could not water lawns or wash cars because

of this shortage and I feel that dams,to control both the floodin7

and the water shortage,would be a much better way to Ro then those

dikes in helping East grand Forks and the agricultural area

we are all so much a part of .

.iSincerily,

o: /

,X

.5 Z,

'4" /

'- -.
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CORPS RESPONSES TO MR. VERNON QUERN OF OSLO, MINNESOTA

. There are many ways, both structural and nonstructural, to reduce

flood damages. Over the course of this study, the city of East Grand

Forks and the Corps of Engineers have evaluated all possible ways and

have concluded that levees in combination with nonstructurai measures

is the only cost effective way of significantly reducing flood damages

for the city.

91.

N- % N
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.7. I ~City of Grand Forks
"" -. .. - IDAVEA.UE TC r-BOH 5 GR4\ ORKS NOPTHD4k.)TA 52 "'',

October 29, 1984

Edward G. Rapp
Colonel, Corp. of Engineers
1135 U. S. Post Office & Customs House
St. Paul, Minnesota 55101

Dear Colonel Rapp:

Thank rou for the opportunity to comment on the General
Re-evaluation and Supplement to the Environmental Impact
Statement for Flood Control and Related Purposes dated
September, 1984. I have asked both the City Planner and
the City Engineer to review the plan and their comments
are included with mine in this letter.

First, as Mayor of the City of Grand Forks, North
Dakota, I appreciated the Corp of Engineers continued
interest in helping our Metropolitan Area find a
workable solution to the continuous flooding our two
communities have been experiencing. The City of Grand
Forks will support whatever decision the citizens of
East Grand Forks make and will do our best to work with
federal and local officials during both the planning and
implementation stages.

Historically, the Central Business Districts of both
cities developed over the years together, and while
being competitors,also complimented each other. On a
metropolitan scale it is difficult to distinguish them
as two separate economic units. Both geography and
|economics bind one to the other. Will this vital
economic unit, separated only by the Red River, be hurt
by a greater physical separation in addition to being

less able to compete with the two large shopping areas
.1located on the south end of Grand 

Forks? What will be

I the economic impact on the Grand Forks Central Business2"1District if the heart of the East Grand Forks Central

Business District is located elsewhere?

On page 120 the Plan indicates a "reduction in flood
levels and damages for Grand Forks, North Dakota, and
.[areas North and South." What will the net effect on the

3. overall flood threat in feet be if the prefect is
implemented?

1-10



CORPS RESPONSES TO THE CITY OF GRAND FORKS, NORTH DAKOTA

1. It appears that flooding along with other factors Ls 3er>.,.;

affecting the vitality of the residential as well as the commer'.A.

downtown area. Removal of the flood threat aiil reduce tne nee l Dr

flood insurance and costly zoning regulations and will afford the city

the opportunity to more fully develop this vital economic unit witnout

4this constraint.

2. Flooding, along with other factors, appears to be involved in

forcing the redevelopment of the current downtown area to other areas.

Decentralization of the East Grand Forks business district may impact

on the Grand Forks business district.

3. The project recommended would relocate earthen levees and

floodwalls farther away from the riverbank and open up the cross-

sectional area of the floodway for the passage of an equivalent volume

of water at a lower level. The recommended project would reduce flood

levels approximately one-half foot.

N.'.~

I'.
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On page 132, the non-federal interests (i.e., East Grand
Forks) must agree to: "Make at their (city's) own
expense all necessary changes to utilities, highways and
bridges including approaches."

Will there be any cost to the City of Grand Forks for
modifications to the Sorlie Bridge, Point Bridge or the

A"Minnesota Avenue Bridge which Grand Forks will be
|expected to participate in? In 1983, Grand Forks
purchased the old N.P. Bridge from Burlington Northern
to provide a pedestrian bikeway link between the two
1communities. Will there be any improvements or

5. modifications made to this structure as a result of the
|proposed project? Grand Forks and East Grand Forks
jointly completed a Water Transfer Station this summer.

6.IHow will that station be affected by the proposal?

This concludes our comments. Please advise if further
information is needed.

Sincerel

* /

"~-C. "Bud" Wessman
9 Mayor

HCW/po

cc: Frank Orthmeyer, City Engineer/Director of Public Works
Mayor Louis Murray, E.G.F.

1-12
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4. There will be no cost to the city of Grand Forks, North Dakota, for

bridge modifications.

5. There are no plans for improvements or modifications to the

Burlington Northern pedestrian bikeway structure. Recreation

development is being considered to take advantage of tfe expanded open

space corridor along the Red and Red Lake Rivers with a connected trail

system. The pedestrian bikeway could become a link in the trail system

and would need to be coordinated in on-going design studies.

6. Tnere is no effect on the Water Transfer Station.

1
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, , S.,4 , UNITED STATES

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
z REGION 5

230 SOUTH DEARBORN ST

CHICAGO. ILLINOIS 60604
/ eox. .. EPLY TO ATTENTION OF

NOV 26 5 84 DS-COE-F36149-MN

Colonel Edward G. Rapp
District Engineer
St. Paul District, Corps of Engineers
1135 U.S. Post Office and Custom House
St. Paul, Minnesota 55101

Dear Colonel Rapp:

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency has completed its review of the draft
supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for flood control on the Red
and Red Lake Rivers at East Grand Forks, Polk County, Minnesota. The EIS
evaluates the environmental impact of a wide range of structural and non-struc-
tural measures for reducing flood damages at East Grand Forks, Minnesota. The
EIS recommends further design studies of a plan that includes levees in combin-
ation with such non-structural measures as floodproofing, evacuation, floodplain
zoning, flood warning and forecasting, flood insurance, and an emergency plan
of action.

The structural component of the plan involves .the construction of 17.290 feet
of earthen levee and 3,760 feet of concrete floodwall. Additionally,
16.1 acres of ponding area would be provided for stormwater retention. The
non-structural component includes the removal of 129 structures from the flood-
plain, the revision of floodolain zoning regualtions, and flood forecasting
and flood warning plans. The plan would return about 1? acres of floodplain
to the Red River.

Based on the information in the EIS, we are rating the prooosed oroject L-1,
which means we lack objections (LO) to the project's environmental imoact, and
there is sufficient information (1) in the EIS to evaluate its impact.
Thank you for the opportunity to review the EIS. If you have any questions
about our review responsibilities, please call Mr. James Hooper of my staff
(FTS 353-1326 : COM. 312/353-1326).

Sincerely yours

William D. Franz, Chief -
Environmental Review Branch

1-15



Minnesota
Department of Transportation

_ Transportation Building
St. Paul, Minnesota 55155

(612) 296-7528

Phi ni

November 16, 1984

Louis Kowalski
Chief, Planning Division
Corps of Enaineers
1135 U.S. Post Office
St. Paul, MN 55101

Dear Mr. Kowalski:

We have reviewed the draft EIS for "flood control and related
purposes for the Red Lake and Red Rivers at East Grand Forks,
Minnesota". It appears that this project involves negligible
natural resources impacts in relation to its magnitude. In
addition, we noted minimal reference to the impact this
proposal would have upon transportation corridors such as
T.H.2 in East Grand Forks. Since the project would raise
6,850 feet of road, itwould seem transportation facilities
would be improved.

Than', you for the opportunity to review this document.

Sincerel,

Leonard Filts, Director
Office of Environmental Services

1-16
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T VIi Y QF 11; vIi C CD S
:arshall County, State of -:1nnesota

Oct. 25, 1934

£--dward; G. R
Co-lone., corps of Dla:.

Colonel cnapp:

I- re.,ard to ttle --raft repo.rt dated d5ept. L7, 1934 for
reaucin,: filiod cda.-ia.-zes ;;t- ast ra Fjr, z Min.u re-
.sort recoainenods farther tu_'Ies before final a.:;roval.

Ae~~~ ~~ tn ordo Siwoods Township, representingth
peoile of this township, feel that directing attention
only to this one location Is by no means an answer to
tne oroDlem of floodinf alon6 the Red Lake and Red River
of tae 1.orth.

4ie would 114e to direct your attention to a letter dated
M arch 1, 1)71 scr'edulirl6 a meetin6 at Red Lake Falls, Mn
by Colonel Charles 1. 4criuines. This study conside:red
water Manrement in a much broader scope and not direct-
inz attention to one small area.

In order to reduce flooding for the area upstream cf
Zast rand .Faori:z an5d also downstream to trne north Df

*~t te it, *:-ere .:ust oe more aztention given to re-
~L.atin; L-.e a~zo)-t of' water flowin Into the Rked T-iver
at 3vand f~~S rom this Loajcr tributary, th ? Red
Lake ' v-3.. i woulu reduce flood damnaees to public
roa:. b fa. buldIiris and lo f armland Li botn
-Ltate- an:2aadlan propez"ty.

~e ~ ~nize tae prob lez at East 3.-and t bit fezz!
* we z. Z : nv L) oter .:;-ana-e...ent of water ~rinzt+ o afzer
* p I e_ o lclton. t one .1 -cation on~
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